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PHEPACE.

Al-Ghezali, who lived in the eleventh century of the

Christian era, was one of the greatest Muslim thinkers. He

had an encyclopaedic knowledge and wrote a great number of

books on many subjects: ethics, Islamic jurisprudence,

theology, metaphysics and logic. Ethics occupied a central

position in his thought. He set forth his ethical views in

many books according to the need and interest of various

categories of his reader's. Since his thought developed

through several stages, the books he wrote including those on

ethics are usually divided in accordance with these stages.

They have been arranged chro no logic ally by such scholars as

Maurice Boyges, W. Montgomery Watt, George P. Kourani,

fAbd-ar-Sahman Badawi and Farid Jabre. The creative part

of al-Ghazall's life may broadly be divided into two phases,

the early period and the later period which began from his

conversion to Islamic mysticism (sufism). His ethical works

belonged to both periods and ax*e coloured with their

characteristics.

There is disagreement on the authenticity of some of the

works attributed to al-Ghazall. Some ethical works ascribed

to him as of the later period of his life are of doubtful

authenticity in their entirety, while some ethical noiks of

both periods are shown to be spurious only in part. Some
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ideas in an ethical work of a moderate size of the earlj-e-r-
period or, more accurately, of the transitional period, are

regarded as superseded "by those set forth in his later works.

In view of these established facts regarding al-Ghazali's

works on morals, any study of them which does not take these

facts into consideration may not be regarded as revealing the

truth about him in its entirety. Such a study misleads

readers and scholars with regard to al-Ghazali and engenders

various theories of his life. Unfortunately, all of' the very

few studies hitherto made on his ethics are partly based upon

the unauthentic books, unauthentic parts of books and the

books containing the superseded ideas, as they are also based

upon the authentic books. Besides thus mixing the non-

Ghazalian or superseded Ghazalian ideas with the genuine

Ghazallan teachings, they often failed to investigate the basic

moral principles which are explicit or implicit in Ms

teaching and also to give as complete a description of it as

possible in the length of a book. They are unsatisfactory

on various other accounts also. Therefore, there is a need

for a study of his ethics which is based only upon those ethical

works which all the scholars have accepted as authentic and

which have not been superseded by others. Such a study

should give readers a true knowledge and understanding of this

great man and of his thought concerning moral problems.

The present work is an effort to meet this need. It is

a new approach to the study of al-Ghazali's ethical theory

for it seeks to present this theory in a reasonably oomplete
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form "by drawing only upon materials from Ms genuine works

or genuine parts of works which have not "been superseded.

Among the works of the earlier period, therefore, Miaan
al-r.»inal (Criterion of Action) is discarded altogether;

(reference to it is made in a few places only for the sake

of comparison). Out of the large number of the ethical

works of the later period whose authenticity has been

generally accepted, almost a score is selected to constitute

the basis of the present study, since to make use of all Ms

works would be impossible in a limited period of time.

Efforts are also made in tMs work to bring to light the

principles of sl-Ghazali* s ethics. Sometimes it has been

found necessary to enquire into the sources of his inspiration

and ideas. This study, however, does not seek, except very

rarely, to determine the influence of al-Ghazali's etMcs upon

the subsequent development of ethical thought in Islam or in

Christianity - a task which may form the subject-matter of

a separate study.

It is a great pleasure to be able to acknowledge my debt

to all those who have helped me to bring this vo rk to its

conclusion. I am grateful to Professor W. Montgomery Watt

for Ms kindly supervising it and making valuable comments

on it, and to Mrs. Phyllis Graham for the trouble she has taken

in going through the manuscript. I also wish to express my

gratitude to the Government of the United Kingdom for financing

me for my studies, and to the members of the British Councils in

London and in Edinburgh fb r rendering me all possible help in

various matters during my three years stay in Britain.
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CHAPTER I

THE NATURE OP A3A-GHAZALI' S ETHICS

The ethical theory which al-Ghazali set forth in those of

his works on which the present study is based was the outcome of

thought of his later years when he was living the life of a devotit

sufi and an extremely religious man. He had, in that period, a

state of mind and an attitude towards life and the world which he

had not had previously. This state of mind determined, to a

great extent, the nature of his teachings on different problems of

morals and the sources from which he derived his views. Before

stating, therefore, the nature o f his ethical theory, it seems

necessary to discuss, very briefly of course, the state of his

mind at that time and the intellectual stages through which he

passed to reach that state. It is only then that a precise

appreciation of the nature of his ethical theory is possible.

Stages of al-Ghazali*s Intellectual Evolution

(1 ) The earliest spiritual training which al-Ghazali received

when he was under the guardianship of a pious su.fi friend of his

father was through studying the Qur5 an and Traditions, stories of

the saints and their spiritual states and committing to memory
1

some poems concerning passionate love and lovers. This was

followed by a study mainly of jurisprudence (fiqh) in his native

town of Tus under Shaikh Ahmad ar-Radhkani at-Tusi and then at

Jurjan under ImamAbu-1%%) al-Isma* ili of whose lectures he took

1. M. Rida, Abu-IIamld al-Ghasall, Cairo, 192k, p.52.
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notes which he memorized in the three years after his return to
-t

Tus. In these three years he seems to have studied Islamic

mysticism (sufism) under Yusuf an-Nassaj and to have become

acquainted with the spiritual 'states' (ahwal) of the righteous

and the 'stations' (maqamat) of the gnostics (rarifun) and also to

have undertaken some of the exercises as a result of which his

character was purified.
_ _ p

Al-Ghazali then vent to Nishapur in U70/1077 and studied

theology, dialectics, natural science, philosophy and logic under

abu 1-Marall al-Juwaynl, known as the Imair al-Haramayn, who was

the most distinguished Ashrarite theologian of the day and a

renowned professor at the Nizamiyya College at Kishapur.^ It

seems probable that under the Iman he studied mysticism too, for

the Imam had been a pupil of the famous sufi abu-Nufaym al-Ispahani

(d. U30/1038) and when he himself was dealing with the doctrines

of the sufis and their 'states' he used to bring tears to the eyes

of all present.^ It was the Imam who introduced al-Ghazall to

logic and philosophy. The main subject of his study under

Juwayni, however, was doubtless dogmatic theology (kalam), a

subject on which he does not seem to have been instructed by any

other of his teachers. In these days as a student at Nishapur

he also learnt more about the theory and practice of mysticism

1. Taj-ad-Din as Subki, Tabaqat ash-Shafifiyya 1-K.ubra, 1st ed.,
Egypt, A.H., 132U, 111 * 36, IV, 103j ^Hereinafter referred
to as Tabaqat).

<*

2. Margaret Smith, Al-Ghazall, the Mystic. London, 19kht P»15;
W. Montgomery Watt, Muslim Intellectual. Edinburgh, 1963* p.21.

3. Subkl, Tabaqat, IV, 103, 107.
9

U, Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-».ryan. tr. Baron KcGuckln de Slane,
Paris, 18U2, 1, hi 3.
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from a professor, probably of jurisprudence, al-Farmadhi
(d. U77/108U), who was a leader of the sufis there. Under his

guidance al-Ghazali practised rigorous ascetic and sufistic

exercises but he did not attain to that stage of mysticism where

the mystics begin to receive pure inspiration from on high. So,
-j

he neglected mysticism and turned to theology and philosophy.

(In Ms spiritual crisis of 1095 A.D. however, he came back to

mysticism, and remained a mystic as well as an Ash*arite

theologian until Ms death.)

(2) During these days as a student, as in the years that immed¬

iately ibllowed, al-Ghazali was greatly concerned with the quest

for absolutely certain knowledge, by which he meant such a know¬

ledge as was infallible and left no room for doubt or involved no

possibility of error. In Ms earliest youth he had abandoned

naive and second-hand belief (taqlid) finding it the greatest
2

hindrance in his search for truth. While a disciple of the Imam

al-Haramayn he developed the habit of examining theological

questions and controversies with the result that a sceptical

tendency grew in Mm which, however, was to be restrained by the

influence of his teacher, who was a man of great depth of character.

But tliis sceptical tendency further developed during the time he

was in the camp-court (maraskar) of the vizier Nizam al-Mulk^
where he came on the Imam* s death in U78/1081+ and where he spent

1. Ibid., 11, 122; Subkl, Tabaqat. IV, 109.
*

2. M.D., tr. Watt in The Faith and Practice of al-Ghazali,
London, 1953» pp.20-22.

/ 3. Duncan B. Macdonald, "The Life of al-Ghazali with special
V reference to his religious experiences and opinions",

J.A.O.S. . XX, first half (1899), 78, 82.
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the following six years in great favour with the vizier. About
-j

the time of his move to Baghdad to take over the Ghair of

Jurisprudence at the Nizamiyya College in U8U/1091, an absolute

scepticism took hold of him. He investigated the various kinds

of knowledge that he now had and found all, except sense percep¬

tion and necessary truths, lacking the characteristic of infall¬

ibility which was his criterion of sure knowledge. On serious

reflection, however, he found even these two kinds of knowledge

to be unreliable; first he doubted sense perception on the

ground that when judged by the intellect it very o ften proves

false. Then he doubted those intellectual truths which are

first principles or derived from first principles because per¬

haps behind intellectual apprehension there is another judge

who, if he manifests himself, will show falsity of intellect in

its judging, just as when intellect manifested itself it showed

the falsity of sense in its perception. The fact that such a

supr'orintellectual apprehension has not manifested itself is no

proof that it is impossible. There might come, he apprehended,

a state when the suppositions of intellect will prove to be

empty imaginings; that state might be death when things come to

appear differently to man from what he beheld before, or the

ecstatic state of the sufis in which things appear in a different

way from that understood by the intellect. Thus al-Ghazall had

no principle which might enable him to regulate his thought; he

even had no faith in religion. Such a state of complete

scepticism lasted two months. At length, God, out of mercy,

enlightened his mind so that he found himself able to accept the

1. Watt, Intellectual, p.51; "Al-Ghazali", EI, new ed., 11,
1039a.
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necessary principles of the intellect - he saw intuitively that

these principles were true. He now regained his power of

ordered thought and resolutely applied himself to a quest for

sure truth. He found those engaged in the search for truth

divided into four groups - theologians, philosophers, taflimites
and sufis - and, believing that the truth must have been attained

by one of them, began to study their views with extreme care

■j
and earnestness.

(3) Al-Ghazali began with the science of theology (rllm al-

Kalam). a discipline which was founded by al-AshrarI and in

which he had been thoroughly trained. He found that the aim

of the theologians consisted in defending dogmas against here¬

tical aberrations and innovations and that they fulfilled this

aim of theirs very effectively. They also made attempts to

meet the students of philosophy on their own grounds, but these

failed because they could not meet the demands of Aristotelian

logic which was the basis of the teachings of the philosophers.

Thus sl-Ghazali was dissatisfied not with the doctrines but with

the method of dogmatic theology; the doctrines of the theolog¬

ians he found to be sound, but their method could not give him
2

the certainty he was trying to achieve.

Al-Ghazali then turned to study philosophy in order to see

whether o r no t absolute truth lies in this discipline. He was

at Baghdad at that time teaching religious sciences (al-rftlum
ash-sharfiyya). chiefly jurisprudence, to over three hundred

students, writing treatises and giving legal decisions (fatawa).

By reading the works on various branches of philosophy in his

1. ti.D. . pp.20—27. 2. Ibid. . pp.27-29.
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spare time and without any teacher, he mastered the philosophy

of his day in less than two years. He spent nearly another

year reflecting assiduously on what he had assimilated until he
i

comprehended how far it was true and how far false. He divided

the philosophers into three groups, namely, the materialists

(dahriyyun). the naturalists (tabiflyyun) and the mtheists

(ilahiyyun). The first group consisting o f the earliest

philosophers denied the Creator and Disposer of the world and

believed that it had been in existence from all eternity of

itself. Al-Ghazali looked upon them as irreligious (zanadiqa).

The naturalists, struck by the wonders of creation and aware of

continuing jurpose and wisdom in the scheme of things, while

engaged in their manifold researches into the sciences of phen¬

omena, admitted the existence of a wise Creator but denied the

spirituality and immateriality of the human soul. They ex¬

plained the soul in naturalistic terms as an epiphenomenon of

the body and believed that the death of the latter led to the

complete non-existence of the former. Belief in #eaven, tjell
and judgment they considered as old wives* tales or pious
fictions. Because they denied the future life al-Ghazall con¬

sidered them, too, as irreligious. The theists were the more

modern philosopher's and included Socrates, Plato and Aristotle.

Although they attacked the materialists and the naturalists and

exposed their defects very effectively, they retained, in al-

Ghazali's opinion, a residue of their unbelief and heresy. He,

therefore, looked upon them as well as these Muslim philosophers

who followed them as unbelievers. Among their followers he

^» PP-29-30.



found al-Farabi and Avicenna to "be the best transmitters of

Aristotle's philosophy into the Islamic world. Some parts of

all that they had transmitted he reckoned as sheer unbelief,

some as gross heresy and o the rsA absolutely undeniable.

Being dissatisfied with philosophy, al-Ghszali came to

examine the teachings of the ta'llmites, the party of the

"authoritative instruction" (ta^llm) also known as IsmsrIlites

and Batinites. His skill in logic exposed many grave incon-
X ©

sistencies and weaknesses of the ta'limites. He saw that

though they profess to abandon reasoning and to depend for

apprehending the truth about anything on the instruction of a

living infallible Imam, they cannot avoid surreptitiously making-

use of it, and he found that it is practically impossible to

consult the Imam or his representative in every case. Besides

such grave inconsistencies, he also noticed the shallowness of

their thought, for he found nothing beyond their accustomed
2

formulae. At this time of his quest for certain truth, al-

Ghazali did not attack their conception of esoteric meaning

(batin) which is the complement of their doctrine of authoritative

instruction.

Lastly, al-Ghazaii turned to the way of mysticism, being

convinced that the mystics and they alone, among the seekei»s

for truth, have really attained their purpose. By studying the

works of some eminent mystics, he gained a complete understanding

of the intellectual aspect of this discipline and realised that

what was distinctive of it could not be apprehended by study but

only by immediate experience (dhawq,), by ecstasy or by moral

1 . Ibid., PP.30-32. 2. Ibid., pp.UU-U5.
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change. He realized very clearly that the mystics are men, not

of words (a shah al-aqwal). hut of real experience (arhah al-

ahwal) and that what was necessary for him was to live their
9 111

4
lives and practise their practices, and to forsake the world.

Just at that time al-Ghazali, who had already regained a

steadfast belief in God, prophethood and the Last Day, was

overtaken hy an extreme fear. This fear was neither of the
p

assassination b^ the Batinites as Farid Jahre suggested, nor of
ill-treatment hy the new Sel;juq ruler with whom he had had

relations, as Macdonald is inclined to say,-^ but of the Day of

Judgement. lie thought that he would certainly he punished in

^ell-fire if he did not live a God-fearing life and withdraw

from vain desires. What is necessary for living such a life is,

he perceived, to sever the attachment of his soul to worldly

things hy leaving this world and to advance to God; and this

could only be achieved hy abandoning wealth and position and

fleeing from all time-consuming entanglements. He looked at

his present life, his writing and his teaching and found that

these are of no value in the face of the great facts of Heaven

and Hell, that all these were for the sake of vain glory and not

for pleasing God. Such a life would, he felt, surely cause him

to he in danger of ^ell-fire in the hereafter. If he was to

hope for the eternal happiness of the life to come, he must

serve God completely as a poor sufi. He, therefore, abandoned

1• Ibid., PP.5U-55.

2. "La vie et L'oeuvre ae Ghazali reconsiderees a la lumiere
des Tabaqat de Sobki", MIDEO, 195U, pp.73-102.

3. "Life", pp.88, 98; "Al-Ghazali", EI1, 11, 1H6b.
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his professorship and his whole career as a jurist and theologian,

divested himself of all his wealth except what was necessary for

his own support and that of his children, and, finding himself

unable to live an upright life in the worldly Baghdadian society,

left for Damascus in Dhu 1-Qafda I4.88/1095«^
(U) Converted to mysticism, al-Ghazali now comple tely devoted

himself to ascetic practices in perfect solitude and retirement.

He busied himself in purifying his soul from vices, beautifying

it with virtues and occupying it with the recollection of God,

in accordance with the knowledge he had previously acquiied by

studying the writings of some eminent mystics. In the ten

years of a vigorous moral training which he spent successively
2

in Damascus, Jerusalem, Hebron, the Hijsz, Iraq and Tus, he

advanced far along the mystic path. Many unfathomable mysteries

were revealed to him during these years and he became fully

convinced that the mystic 'way* (tariqa) was the best way of

life for man to follow; that it was &>ove all the mystics who

walked on the path of God, their life Is the best life, their

method the soundest method, their character the purest character.

The light in which they walk on the path is essentially the light

of prophecy; there is no other light to lighten any man in this

world,This attitude of al-Ghazali towards sufism remained

unchanged to the end of his life. He lived a mystical life

until his death.

1. M.D., pp.56-59J Watt, Intellectual. pp.U3» 1RQ-143;
^ihe Study of al-Ghazali", 0RISKS, 1 5-iU (1960-61), pp.129-1 30.

2. Watt, Islamic Philosophy and Theology. Edinburgh, 1963»
p.116; "Al-Ghazail", p. 1039a.

3. M.D.. pp.60-61.
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The Katux'e of the Moral Theory given in the Works of the

Mystical Period.

During this mystical period of al-Ghazall's life which

lasted from his departure from Baghdad until his death, lie com¬

posed a number of ethical works most of which are accepted by

scholars as authentic; only parts of a few of them are rejected

or doubted as spurious.1 The nature of the moral theory set

forth in the works of this period and o ther related problems can

be better apprehended if the central problem discussed in them

is first determined. From the preceding section it is plain

that throughout his student life al-Ghazall received some in¬

struction in mystical theory and practice in addition to his

study of other subjects; then he neglected mysticism for some

time, but in course of his examination of the four groups of

seekers after truth, he returned to it and found in it the sure

truth he had been searching for so diligently; his thorough

study of some eminent sufi*s works resulted in producing in his

mind an extreme fear of punishment in the hereafter which led

him to a life of solitude fully occupied with reliyious and

mystical practices, with purification of the soul and refinement

of character. Thus, on the practical side his problem during

the mystical period was to prepare himself to escape from

punishment in Hell and to achieve happiness in Paradise, or in

other words, to avoid abandonment by God and So gain nearness

1. For the names of the works written during the mystical period,
their chronological order and those parts of some of them whose
authenticity has been doubted see; Watt; "The Authenticity
of the Works attributed to Al-Ghazali", J.R.A.S.. 1952,
pp.2iWl-5; George F. Hottrani; "The Chronology of Ghazali's
Writings". J.A.O.S., LXXX (1959). 225-33; cAbd-ar-Rahman
Badawl, *Mu*allafat al-Ghazali^. Cairo, 1961.
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(qurb) to ftim. On the intellectual side his problem was to

convey his thoughts and experiences to othere so that by acting

on them they too might reach the same goal; for he believed

that most men lived in the lowest depths of moral degradation

which, he thought, would certainly cause them misery in the life
2

to come. In the introduction to the Ihya* and in the Muhqidh
MMMMW WMMMMHMM

he briefly described this moral degradation with its causes and

also expounded his main problem. Speaking of this problem at

the time of his going to Kishapur he wrote:

"Now I am calling men to the knowledge whereby worldly
success is given up and its low position in the scale
of real worth is recognised. This is now my intention,
my aim, my desire; God knows that this is so. It is
my earnest longing that I may make myself and others
better".**

Thus the main concern of his life and thought during the sufi

period was well-being in the hereafter.*4. This concern found its

fullest expression throughout his whole ethics. It determined

various aspects of his moral theory. It made his ethics

religious and mystical, as opposed to secular ethics such as

that of Aristotle which is exclusively concerned with the

human Good in this life.

In keeping with his central problem al-Ghazali calls his

1. I, 2-3. 2. pp.71, 7U, 76. 3. P.76.

k. This is also recognised by A.J. Wensinck in his Semietische
Studien Uit de Nalatenscha-p. Leiden, 19^1f p#167# end by vifatt
in his "Study", p.128, where he argues against Jabre who holds
that the central problem of al-Ghazali*s life and thought was
certitude or how to attain certain truth about the main
truths of Islam. This, as explained in the preceding section,
was certainly his central problem at the time of his first
intellectual crisis; in regarding this as the main problem
of al-Ghazali's whole life Jabre seems to have over¬

emphasised al-Ghazaii's earlier thought and neglected his
ideas during the mystical period.
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ethics the science of the path of the hereafter (fllm tariq
»

sl-akMra). the path trodden hy the prophets and righteous
/ a %

ancestors (as-salf as-salih). He also calls it the science of

devotional practice ( fl lm al-mu ram a la). In the works composed

during the mystical period he does not seem to have used the

phrase ^ilm al-akhlaq for ethics. Thus, al-Ghazali gives two

names to his ethics, and in this he seems to have followed the
- - 1
sufis. Ethics, in his opinion, is a study of certain religious

beliefs (i^tiqadat) and of Tightness and wrongness of action for

the purpose of practice and no b for the sake of mere knowledge.

Study of action includes the study of actions directed towards

God, of actions directed towards one's fellow-man in family and

in society, of purification of the soul from vices and of

beautifying it wi th virtues. Thus the scope of al-Ghazali* s

ethics is very wide and this is a characteristic of sufi ethics.
♦

This may be made clearer by considering the scope of the ftuslim
- 2

philosophers' ethics which he reproduced in his Maqasid. He
9

says that they divided the science of wisdom (al-rllm al-hikml).
into two parts. One deals with man's action and is called

practical science ( rilm ramali). By it he knows the types of

action which are means to his well-being in this life as well as

1. Abu-Talib al-Makki, Qut al-Qulub, Egypt, 1961, I, 8-9
(Hereinafter referred to as Qut); Al-Hujwiri, Kashf al-Mahjub,
tr. R.A. Nicholson, London, 1911, pp.8%, 115 (Herei'nafter v
referred to as Kashf). In the M»rA. (p.51}.) a work composed
just before his conversion to suiYsm al-Ghazali used riim al-
akhlaq for ethics. Here he seems to have followed a
phi'io'sopher,Avicenna, since the classification of the prac¬
tical science given here agrees with Avicenna's division of
the practical sciences in his ash-Shi fa* : Introduction, ed.
Ibrahim Madkur (U.A.R. W&zarat al-ma'Hrif al-fUmumiyya,
1952), pp.12-1U and in his Pi Aqsam al-rUlum 6l-rAqliyya in
Tis#Rasa*ll ft-Hikma wq't-Talbi J iyya^ Cairo, 1908, pp.iQ5t 107-8.

• p j — "

2. pp.1 34-36.



in tlie next. The other part is that science "by which man knows

the existences as they really are and is called theoretical

science (*ilm nazarl). Practical science is divided into three
»

parts. One is the science Which regulates a man* s dealings

with others in society in such a way that they may cause hiia

well-being in this life and also in the next; it finds its

perfection in political science. The second is the science of

man* s behaviour to the members of his family (ahl al-manzil);

by it he knows how he should live with his wife, children,

servants and so on. "The third is ethics (*ilm al-akhlaq)

dealing with that which man should achieve so that he may be

good and virtuous in his character-traits and qualities." Thus

the Muslim philosophers^ in al-Ghazali's view^, regarded ethics as
a practical study dealing only with the qualities of the soul,

i.e. virtues and vices; man's conduct in his family life, in

social relationship and in the sphere of politics falls outside

the scope of their moral theory. In the tfunqidh also he speaks
A _ _

of the narrow scope of their ethics. This view of sl-Ghazali

on the subject-matter of their ethics is true so far as Avicenna

is concerned, since it is he who divided sciences in this way.

Abu-Nasr al-Farabi's classification of sciences is different; he

regarded ethics not as a separate subject but as included in

politics.2
Al-Ghazali separates politics from the scope of his ethics,

and in this he is following his siifi predecessors and also a

1. M.D., p.38.

2# Ihsa^ al-Ulum. ed. fUthman Amin (2nd ed. CairoDar sl-Pikr
al-*Arab!, 19I4.9), pp. 102-103; Al-fcilla wa Nusus Ukhra. ed.
Muhsin Mahdi (Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1968), pp.69-7o.
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philosopher, Avicenna, who differed from the great Greek moral¬

ists and from al-Farabi on this question. Al-Ghazall gives

reasons for his view. He says that ideal government in the

Islamic community is "based upon the rules of Islamic juris¬

prudence (flqh); since these rules are derived, through men's

reasons ('uqul). from the four sources (usul) of the Sharlra,^
the Islamic state is practically fbunded upon the Sharlra; in

this way an ideal Islamic community has divinely-given character

or structure and it is through the membership o f such a

2
community that a man attains salvation. Now the rnles of juris-

prodence are derived from the four sources for the purpose of the

good ordering of secular affairs; the jurisprudents are the

learned men of this world (*ulama* ad-dunya) They supply the

ruler with canons with which to govern the people in such a way

that justice, peace and harmony prevail in the country; the rules

of government have no concern with man's well-being in the life

to come, the central problem of ethics. The judgements of the

jurisprudents as to the rightness or wrongness of actions

directed towards God and towards man are based upon this-worldly

considerations only, namely whether these actions have fulfilled

1- 15.

2. cf. Watt, "Reflections on al-Ghazali*s Political Theory"
G.U.O.S.R., XXI, 11+, 17, 18, 22.

3. However, those jurisprudents who do not devote themselves
exclusively to the science of jurisprudence but are employed
in the science of tlas soul and the observance thereof^are
regarded as learned men of the hereafter ( rulama' al-akhlra).
The leaders of the five well-known schools of Islamic 'juris-
prudence are included among them. Each of these leaders was
a worshipper of God, an ascetic, a learned man, versed in the
science of the hereafter, a jurisprudent well informed in
man's affairs in this world and a devotee to God's face;
see I.D.. I., 22-26.



the formal requirements of the Sharlra and thereby rendered

their doers immune from punishment by the roller; considering

these actions from the viewpoint of other-worldly well-being

is outside the domain of juris prudence and, consequently, of

politics but belongs solely to ethics. Thus the canons of

politics (qawanin as-siyasa) which are the same as the rules

of jurisprudence are separate from the moral rules. They are,

however, useful to morality in the sense that by the good order¬

ing of worldly affairs and by establishing justice and peace in

society they facilitate the cultivation of morality; it is only

in a society where life and property are secure that ethico-

religious duties can perfectly be performed, and such a society

can only be created by the state - the reason why al-Ghazali

often repeats Nizam al-Mulk's dictum, 'religion and state are
*

* 1
twins. In this way politics end jurisprudence have only an
indirect connection with ethics. In themselves they are

'

>

subjects separate from ethics and this is very clearly explained

in a passage of the Ihya*

Al-Ghazall* s separation of politics from ethics is linked

up with the individualistic nature of his ethics. In the Greek

period the Greek city state formed the background of the moral

life, and the man who performed his duties as a citizen was

regarded as a good man; morality was thus a fundamental part of

politics. This outlook changed in the mediaeval period; the

breaking up of the Greek city states in the fourth century B.C.

and the development of spiritual religions such as Christianity^^
1. I.p.. I, 16-18; cf. Watt, "Reflections" pp.17, 18, 23.

2. i.p.. I, 16.
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Islam aided an advance towards an individualistic outlook.

These religions emphasised the individual for it is the indiv¬

idual soul which is destined to personal immortality. They

taught that man looked on the outward appearance hut the Lord

looks on the soul. So more attention was to he given to the

inner aspect of morality; it was man*s inner motive that indi¬

cated his true spiritual state and fitted him for the life of

Paradise, which was the true aspiration of every man. Influenced

hy such religious teachings, the sufis, al-Ghazall among them,
•i

presented individualistic systems of ethics. This kind of

ethics encourages personal interest in morality. Moral stand¬

ards are not accepted in it as parts of the moral atmosphere

of society. To he good is taught to he an individual matter

and is sometimes actually thought of as heing for the advantage

merely of the individual himself. Individualism is the assertion

hy the individual of his own opinions and beliefs, his own

independence and interest as over against group standards,

authority and interests.

In acconiance with the central problem of his ethics al-

Ghazali gives his view of the purpose of ethical study. There

are three chief theories about the purpose of studying ethics:

(a) Ethics is a purely theoretical study, seeking to understand

the nature of morality hut with no purpose of affecting the

conduct of the man who studies it, (h) The chief purpose of ethics

is to influence our actual conduct, (c) While ethics is primarily

a theoretical subject which is concerned with discovering the

truth about moral matters, there rnpst he in the course of

1. cf. Watt, Intellectual, pp.132-33*
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ethical investigation a constant criticism of existing standards

of morality, so that ethics becomes a practical subject almost

in spite of itself. Al-Ghazali agrees with the second theory.

He says that the study of 'the science of devotional practice1

is meant for practice; the aim of practice should be to improve

the state of the soul so that well-being may be achieved in the

hereafter. This study has value only because without it good
2

and bad cannot be perfectly sought or avoided. Moral principles

are to be learnt with a view to applying them to practical life.

As a corollary of this theory, al-Ghazali says that an individual

is required to study only those actions and beliefs that are

relevant to him; thus, if he is engaged in a particular kind of
x __ -

trade he is required to know its ethics only. Al-Ghazali even

goes so far as to say that knowledge which is not acted upon is

no better than ignorance.^ In so strongly emphasizing practice

as the purpose of ethical study, al-Ghazali is influenced by

the Qur'an and Tradition. He quotes a verse on the strong con¬

demnation of those who have knowledge but fail to act accordingly.

He also quotes a Tradition in which the Prophet is related to

have described the heavy punishment to be inflicted upon those
5

who do not transform their knowledge into action.
_ - , IG-

Al-Ghazall's ethics may also be epitomized as teleol&^al
for ithey evaluates acts by referring to their consequences. It

teaches that man has a supreme end which is happiness in the

hereafter; acts are good if they produce such effect on the

1. I.P.. IV, 272, 273, III, 3U3. U. Ibid.. Ill, 8.

2. Ibid.. Ill, 33U-38, IV, 19-21. 5. Ibid.. I, 313.

3. Ibid.. I, 1J+, II, 59.
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soul as would leaa to that end and "bad if they prevent the soul

from attaining it. Even devotional acts like ritual prayer,

etc. are good because of their good consequences to the soul ♦

(Indeed, al-Ghazali's ethics may be regarded as an ethics for

the soul as it may be called a happiness theory as distinct from

hedonism, the view that pleasure is the supreme good). Thus

acts are regarded as good or bad if they are conducive or

detrimental to an objective end; in themselves they have no

autonomous intrinsic moral value. Such a theory is called

teleological which is identical with the consequence theory of

ethics. Hedonism, eudaimonism or happiness theory and

perfectionism all fall under this category. In his view of
_ _ .csrtRiif

ethics as teleological al-Ghazali agrees with/philosophers.

Aristotle's concept of teleology in ethics is well-known. He

was followed by Muslim philosophers like Avicenna, al-Farabi

and Miskawayf\ for they all judged the goodness or badness of an

act in terms of its consequences in promoting or preventing

happiness (safada). Al-Ghazali is against the Murtazilites
who maintain that goodness (husn) and badness (qubh) are values

intrinsic to moral acts and that the Sharira commands or pro¬

hibits acts because they are in themselves good or bad. Such

a doctrine is called dentologlcal theory as against the tele¬

ological. Al-Ghazali agrees with the Ashfarites only in hold¬

ing that acts have no intrinsic moral value. The latter further

say that an act is good simply because God commands it - bad,

because He prohibits it; all acts are in themselves morally
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neutral. Such a doctrine is called an attitude theory as

against a consequence theory of ethics. One aspect of the

problem of the moral worth of an act is the manner of knowing

it s worth and this lead® us to the study of the place of reason

etc. in ethics,In-many of -h-ia-worka.

Al-Ghezali explains his view of the place of reason etc.

in ethics in many of his works. In the first 'book* of the

Ihya* he puts it in his division of the sciences. He class¬

ifies them into religious (shar(iyya) and non-religious

(ghayr shar(iyya) sciences. A religious science is received

from the projhets. A non-religious science is learned by

reason as in mathematics or by experimentation as in medicine,

or by hearing as in language. Non-religious sciences are

divided into those commendable, e.g. medicine and mathematics,

those condemnable, e.g. magic and talismanic sciences, and those

pex-mis sible, e.g. history, poetry, etc. The praiseworthy

religious sciences are of Ibur kinds, namely the sciences of the

sources (usul). sciences of the branches (furu*). sciences of
mmmmmmrnrn

the preludes (muqaddamat) and sciences of the supplements

(mutammimat). The sources are four - the Q.ur* an, The Sunna

or the Prophet^ standard practice (as enshrined in 'sound*

Traditions), the Muslims* consensus (ijma) and the Companions*
Traditions (alhar as-sahaba). The branches are derived from

» , i i I,,

1. ]?or the reason for the Ashfarites' view and for their
arguments against the Murtazt lites'theory, see Michael Marmura,
"Ghazali on Ethical Premises-^. P.P.. (New Series), I (1969)»
397-39U; Hourani, "Two Theories orValue in Mediaeval Islam'1,
M.W. , 50 (1960), pp.269-76. Marmura wrongly asserts that
al-Ghazall* s_ethics is not teleologieal and so he wrongly says
that al-Ghazall does not agree with Avicenna on this point.
Indeed, not only his moral theory "but his view of nature is
also teleologies1 for he believes that God created every
object so that it may serve some end or purpose.
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these sources, not literally but by apprehending their meaning

through men's reasons ( ruqul ). Thus their meanings are widened

until a meaning di fferl ng from the literal is indicated. An

example of this is that the Prophet said "The judge should not

sit in judgement rfoile angry". Reason says that this Tradition

also means that he should not sit in judgement while constipated

or hungry or suffering from a painful disease. The sciences of

the branches are two, namely, jurisprudence and that which deals

with the well-being in the here after. This latter is the

science of good and evil character-traits and conduct proceeding

from them. Thus, ethics is described here again as a religious

science derived, through reason, from the sources of the Sharira.
The function of reason is only to understand their meaning.

In the third part of tire Ihya*. al-Ghazali again speaks of
*»

the sciences in connection with the method of knowing them. He

here divides them into the rational (raqliyya) and the religious

( sharflyya). The former are defined as those learned by reason

and are divided into necessary sciences (al-fulum ad-darurlyya)

and acquired sciences (al-*ulum al-muktasaba). Rational

sciences are again divided into this-worldly sciences, e.g.

medicine, mathematics, astronomy, etc. and other-worldly

sciences dealing with good and evil character-traits and conduct

proceeding from them and with the knowledge of God, His

attitudes and works. Religious sciences are defined as those

derived from the prophets and revealed books accepted as

authority (taqlid). By means of these sciences man can purify

his soul from vices and achieve perfection. Thus, ethics is

1. I^D., I, 15.
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described, here as a rational science and also as a religious

science. Al-Ghazali reconciles these two views by saying that

reason and the Shari*a are co implement a ry to each other; reason

alone is insufficient in moral life and so is revelation; both
1

need to be combined.

"Rational sciences are Insufficient fbr health of the
soul although it is in need of them, as reason is
insufficient in continuance of the means of health of
the body but needs to know the properties of medicines
and drugs by learning from physicians, for mere reason
does not guide to it, but its apprehension after hearing
is not possible except by reason. So hearing is
indispensible for reason and reason is indispensible for
hearing. One who calls to pire following in complete
isolation of reason is ignorant and one satisfied with
mere reason independent of the lights of the QurJan, and
the Sunna is deluded. Take care not to be in one of
these groups and be a reconciler of the two principles,
for rational sciences are like foods and religious
sciences are like medicines and a sick man is harmed by
food when medicine is Assent. Similarly, the care of
the diseases of the soul is no ^possible except by the
medicines derived from the Sharira... One who ....
becomes satisfied with the national sciences is harmed
by them as a sick man is harmed by food. The imagination
of the one who imagines that rational sciences are
contrary to religious sciences and that reconciliation
of them is impossible is an imagination proceeding from
blindness o ccurring^in the eye of intelligence
(rayn al-basira)."

Having thus described ethics as a religio-rational science,

al-Ghazali explains the method of knowledge in mysticism and

relates ethics to it. He says that the kind of knowledge which

is not Necessary* is achieved sometimes by learning and at

times as a gift from God. If it is a gift it maybe given

through the int ermedia ry of angel or without any intermediary.

1. Ibid.. Ill, 1 h, 15; cf. Houx^ni, "The Dialogue between
ai-'d'hazali and the Philosophers on the Origin of the World",
M.W.^ (196$) 310-1 ** ; Watt, Intellectual, p.150. For the
views of the Mutazilites and the AshsTrites, see Marmuraj
"Premises", pp.39h, 296-57.

2. I.D., III, 15.
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The former is celled revelation (wahlb) which comes to the proph¬

ets and the latter is inspiration (llham) or mystical intuition

(kashf). Divine mercy is open to all, but only these people

can attain know ledge by mystical intuition who have completely-

purified their ®uls from vices and beautified them with
■j

virtues, for at this stage there develops in the soul a power

by which it "sees" the truth; it knows the truth directly

without any reflection or reliance upon authority. Even be¬

fore the completion of purification some knowledge of good and

bad and of the unseen world is directly achieved. The mystic

directly knows sometimes d>out the Tightness or wrongness of

individual actions, sometimes steout a class of action and at

times about some individual moral rule by which to judge actions

to be light or wrong. He also knows the reason why an action

is good or bad. Intuition does not simply state the moral

worth o f an action but also elaborates on this matter. Thus

mystical ethics does not leave open the possibility of extreme

subjectivism.

In the Ihya*. then, al-Ghazali recognises the place of
«

reason, revelation and mystical intuition in moral life. In

Muftcildh. too, he approves them all: concerning his real¬

isation of various truths about morals during the period of his

retirement he says that he had realised them partly by immediate

experience, partly by demonstrative knowledge and partly by

acceptance in faith. Regarding the philosophers' ethical

teachings he says, "If they are reasons&le in themselves and

supported by proofs and if they do not contradict the Book and

1. Ibid. 2. M.D. . pp.68-71.
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the Sunna, then it is not necessary to abstain from using them."

Here he i s approving both reason aid the Sharl^a. The function

of reason in understanding revelation is repeated in this work:

the prophets are the healers of spiritual diseases or vices.

The way in which ritual prayer and o ther positive precepts of

the revealed Law effect purification o f the soul is known to

them no t by reason but by the li$it of prophecy which is higher

than reason. One must accept their statements as true. The

only function of reason is to inform men that the prophets are

healers of spiritual diseases, for being unable to apprehend

what is knowable by the eye of prophecy, reason entrusts us to

prophetic revelation. It cannot proceed further. In what

lies beyond^ it has no part, save the understanding of what the
2

prophets communicate to it. Regarding knowledge of good and

evil by direct experience al-Ghazali says that the prophets have

had the direct vision of the truth, in respect of all that is

dealt with in revelations; should any other person walk along

their way, he too will come to know something of truth by direct
x

vision.

Thus in a wo rk (i.e. the Ihya*) whose composition started
<»

in the beginning of the sufi period of al-Ghazali*s life and in

a book (i.e. the Munqidh) composed one year or two before his

death, he speaks of the place of reason, revelation and mystical

intuition in morality. A similar view is fbund in the works

of the mid-sufi period,
>

_

1 . Ibid., p.1+1.

2» IMd-* PP.69, 70, 77-78, 79, 80, 83.

3. Ibid.. pp.81, 83.
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Composite Character of al-Ghazali's Moral Theop .

An important feature of al-Ghazali's moral theory is its

composite nature. This can be shown by an investigation i nto

the sources of his ideas. It i s true that such an investi¬

gation can by no means be exhaustive, yet his c*m statements

about the sources and also the study o f his thought emijle one

clearly to see the composite character of his theory. The chief

source of al-Ghazali's ideas is the writings of his sufi pre¬

decessors which he studied just before his conversion to sufism.

He mentions them as al-Makki*s Qut. Harith al-Muhasibi's works
"

9

and various scattered statements (mutafarriqat) of al-Junayd,

ash-5hibll and ftem-yazid al-Bistami and other discourses of
leading mystics. The Qut seems to be one of the sources through

which al-Ghazali becomes acquainted with these scattered sayings
•j

and discourses, for this work contains more sayings of mystics

and godly men than any other of the above mentioned books.

Although al-Ghazali does not mention Qushayri's Risala and
- 9

Hujwiri's Kashf as his sources, it is certain that he is
a ' " ' * """ "

influenced by these also. All these books were primarily

concerned with well-being in the hereafter. Al-Makkl and al-

Muhasibi aimed at presenting a complete astern of ethics dealing

with this problem. They sought to bring about a perfect re¬

conciliation be tween suflsm and the tenefss of Islam. Al-

Ghazali is Influenced by them in two ways, namely in the main

trend of most of his teachings and in the ideas and illustrations

of which he makes use in his works - very often their teachings

1. Ali Hassan Abdul-Kader, The Life .Personality and Writings
of al-Junayd, London 1962, p.55.

2. Subki, Tabaqat. IV, 126.
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form only the basis of his thought and sometimes they are

directly borrowed to serve his own purposes. Their ethics,

however, was in a 1-Ghaz a li' s view, incomplete in scope and
1

defective in exposition. He, therefore, sets out to construct

a complete system of morals free from defects but on the lines

suggested in the works of his sufi predecessors. The especial

characteristics of his greatest ethical work, the Ihya*, a-r-e
»

described as follows:

"It is true that men have written several works on some
of these matters, but this one differs from them in
five ways; First, by clarifying what they have
obscured and elucidating what they have treated casually.
Secondly, by arranging what they have disarranged and
organisi ng what they have scattered. Third, by con¬
densing what they have elaborated and correcting what
they have approved. Fourth, by deleting what they
have repeated and verifying what they have set down.
Fifth, by determining ambiguous matters which have
hitherto been unintelligible and never dealt with in
any work. For although all have followed one course,
there is no reason why one ^lould not proceed independently
and bring to li^it something unknown ..."

These improvements al-Ghazall sometimes makes by drawing

upon materials from revealed books and the Sunna of the Prophet.

The revealed scriptures by which he i s influenced are more than

one. They are the Qur* an, the Gospel, the To rah, the Psalms

and the Leaves of Abraham. Stat orients quoted from the last

1. Of. Smith. "The Ebrerunner o f al-Ghaz8ll".(^t^.~'pp.65-78
where he discusses al-Ghazali's indebtednes sTTo al-Muhssibi;
he says that Muhasibi was the most prolific writer of' all the
sufis whose works al-Ghazall studied and to him al-Ghazali
owes more of his teachings than has been generally realised;
A.J. Arberry, Sufism: An Account of the Mystics of Islam,
London 1950, p.66 where~he says thai a 1-Maickl1 s Jat "is "of
primary importance as being the first and a very successful
attempt to construct an overall design of an orthodox
sufism." This work "was carefully studied by al-Ghezali
and exercised a considerable influence on his mode of
thought and writing."

2. I»i)«, I, h.
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three are few. References to the Gospel are many. Al-Ghazall's

occasional statement "I saw in the Gospel that ..." proves that

he read the Arabic translation of the Gospel text. What

version of the Gospel text he read i s uncer tain but there is
cx-ccordW-^ f(\xJ

little doubt that it was the BrattMtEls Gospel+>from which he
1

quotes." Cf all the revealed books it is the Our*an on which

he depends most. As for the detailed knowledge of the Sunna

he seems to have acquired it from the Sufis' works especially

the Qut of al-Makkl which contains a large number of prophetic
2

traditions and also from his study of a few books on Tradition.
__ (X ^(cj-

It i s true that al-Ghazali is no t-well~*ereed in the science_ of/( , uai •

Tradition, but in his days as a student he studied abu-Pawud's
A

Sunan under al-Hakimi at-Tusi and also Ahmad Shaybanl's work on
~ '

• » »

the Prophet's birth under the Si^rkh al-Khuwari. There are

1. S.M. Zwemer, "Jesus Christ in the Ihya' of al-Ghazali", M.W.;,
P.II4I4.. However, Constance P. Padwick who studied these
quotations of al-Ghazali from the Gospel which Zwemer had
collected i n his article said, "Although some of them
approach the text of Matthew, and two use the actual
words of that Gospel, these are not the citations of a
scholar with the Gospel before him". ^jSe then tried to trace
the sto ry o f the sources used by al-Ghazali for references to
Christ. See h£sr article "Al-Ghazali and the Arabic Versions
of the Gospels.", M.W. 2.e ?. PPJ 30-UO.

2. Since his sufi predecessors used to support their teachings
by Traditions without examining their validity, many
Traditions in their works were spurious. Because al-Ghazali
copied from their books many Traditions in his books also are
found false. Moreover, he had the habit of writing
Traditions from memory (cf. Macdonald, "Life", p.76j
Hourani, "Chronojbogy", p.232)j in doing this he could not
escape from error,altogether. The spurious Traditions_are
collected in Subki's Tabaqat. IV, Ibn-al-Jawzi, a
Harib slite_ tradition! st and "an opponent of the sufis, accused
al-Ghazali of writing the Ihya* for the sufis and filling it
with false Traditions. See his TajBQjis iblis. Cairo, 1928,
p. 165 also pp.353-55.

3. Subki, Tabaqat. IV, 109^111, 127,'^
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also indications in the Ihya* and the Kimiya* that, while

composing these voiles, al-Ghazali consulted the Sahih of al-

Bukharl and the Sahlh of Muslim. A systematic study of the two
« ♦ *

latter vo iks, however, was not undertaken until the closing days
I

of his life. The ethical ideas derived from the revealed books

and the Sunna are cometimes kept intact and at times saturated

with mystical colour.

Al-Ghazali also seems to have derived ethical ideas from

philosophical works on morals. In his time two kinds of these

works were available in the Islamic world. One was the Arabic

translations of Greek works on moral philosophy and the other

was the vorks of the Muslim philosophers and of a few Christian

translators and commentators such as Yahya ibn-*AdI and Qusta
5 *

ibn-Luqa. Al-Ghazall seems to have had direct acquaintance with

the ethical works of Plato and Aristotle for in the Munqidh he

speaks of Aristotle's criticism of Socrates and Plato and his

difference from them and this indicates that al-Ghazsli studied

their works. There i s no proof of his direct acquaintance with

the later Greek works on moral philosophy but he might have known
p

them through the Muslim thinkers' works. As for the ethical

14 pp.32 , 53. TS--
2. Simon van den bergh i n his two articles, "The 'Love of God'

in Ghazali's Vivification of Theo logy". J.S.S. , I (1956),
305-21 and "Ghazali on ^Gratitude towards God' and its Greek
Sources", S.I.. VII-VIIIJ (1957), 77-98, claims to have fbund
the sources of some of al-Ghazali's mystical thought in the
ethical works of the Stoics and the Neoplatonics.
believes ("Gratitude", p.88) that "Ghazali was acquainted
either directly or more probably indirectly with these works".
It is true that some of these works in their Arabic trans¬
lations were available in the Islamic world in al-Ghazali'e
time but he never mentioned any of the later Greek moralists
in any of his books, so that there is no indication of his
being di rectly acquainted with them, rAbd-ar-Rahman Badawi



works of the Muslim philosophers it seems certain that he studied

most of them: He himself said that he thoroughly studied the

works of al-Farabi and Avicenna. He speaks precisely about the
- - 1

content of the Rasa'il of the Ikhwan as-Safa. Sometimes he
■ inn ^

criticises sr-Razi's view. Some passages of his vo rks have

thei r parallei in the works of al-Kindi and Miskawayh. All

these suggest that he studied the ethical works of these Muslim

philosophers.

Many of al-Ghazali's ethical ideas are similar to those in c

philosophical works. The similarity is mostly in the meaning

and in a few cases textual. Because of these similarities one

tends to say that al-Ghazali derived materials from these works.

Some of his contemporaries did in fact maintain this view. He
2

replied to them sayings

"They think that these statements^ are taken from the
works of the ancient philosophers (al-awa* 11). whereas
the fact is that some of them are the product of re¬
flections which occurred to me independently - it is not
improbable that one shoe should fall upon another shoe-
mark - while others come from the revealed Scriptures,
and in the case of the majority the sense though perhaps
not the actual words are found in the works of the sufis.
Suppose, however, that the statements are found only in
the philosophers' books. If they are reasonable in
themselves and supported by proof, and if they do not

contd. in his article, "al-Ghazall wa Masadiruh^al-Yunaniyya",
included in Abu-Hamid al-Ghazall fi adh-Dhikra al-Mi3 awlyya
at-Taslra li Milbdihi. e'd. Zakl Na jib 1,1 ahpcl, Cairo , 1 961, pp.
221-37, tried to relate al-Ghazall's thought on a mystical
virtue with Hermetic wisdom. Here too there i s no proof
of his direct acquaintance with it.

1. M.D.. pp. 1+1 , 53. 2. M.D., pp.UO-h-l.

3. These statements are described (M.D.. p.hO) as "Some of the
statements in our published works on the sciences of_the_
secrets of_religion (bard al-kallmat fl taganifina firulum
asrar ad-din)". The works mentioned here are obviously
referring to al-Ghazali's ethical works. That by these
statements he means ethical statements is evident from the
fact that he speaks of them when criticizing the
philosophers' ethics.
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contradict the Book and the Sunna, then it is not nece¬
ssary to abstain from using them. If we open this
door, if we adopt the attitude of abstaining from every
truth that the mind of a heretic has apprehended before
us, we should be obliged to abstain from much that is
true."

In the first half of this passage al-Ghasali denies that

he took any of his statements from the philosophers' works. In

the second half he i s only expressing his attitude towards their

ethics. This attitude he explains in other passages saying

that their ethics is an amalgam of true and false principles.

The true principles have their sources in the teachings of the

prophets and the mystics while the false principles are the

philosophers' own, and they mingled these with the true principles

from an evil motive, namely, to deceive the men of weak

intelligence, to make them readily accept their own false views.

All these he puts in the following passage:

"Their whole discussion of ethics consists in defining
the characteristics and moral constitutions of the soul
and enumerating the various types of acul and the
method of moderating and controlling them. This they
borrow from the teaching of the mystics .... In their
spiritual warfare they have learnt about the virtues
and vices of the scul and the defects in its actions,
and what they have learnt they have clearly expressed.
The philosophers have taken over this teaching and
mingled it with their own disquisitions, furtively
using this embellishment to sell their rubbishy wares
more readily. Assuredly there was in the age of the
philosophers, as indeed there is in every age, a group ^
of those godly men of whom God never denudes the world".

1. M.D. , p.38. Al-Ghazali's belief about the sources of the
good elements in the philosophers' ethics seems to be true
only partially. Their wo rks doubtless contain citations
from godly men's sayings. He mentioned (M.D., p.i+1) how
the Brethren of Purity cited in their treatises a great
number of Qur^anic verses, prophetic traditions, early
Muslims' account and mystics' sayings. In his Tahdhib,
Miskawayh, besides citing Qur*anie verses, quoted or re¬
produced prophetic traditions in fifteen places, abu-Bakr*s
saying in two places, and al-Hsssan's statement in one place;
he mentioned the prophets Abraham and Adan in one place, the
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Because of this amalgamation, al-Ghazali says, the sound

elements in philosophic ethics have not become unsound nor have

the unsound become sound. There is no harm if one accepts the

sound elements rejecting the unsound. But (a) since the

general public are incapable of distinguishing them and (b)

since the high opinion which they form about the philosophers'

ethical books by seeing in them the prophets' maxims and mystics'

sayings gradually leads them to slip into the philosophe rs' false

views, the general public must be prevented from reading these

books. There is, however, no harm if scholars study them and,

separating out the truth from the falsehood^accept the former

and convey it to those who need guidance sbout moral matters.

But scholars must refrain from reading them in the common men's

presence lest they may imitate them "just as tbe snake charmer

must refrain from touching the snake in front of his small boy

because he knows that the boy imagines that he is like his father

conta.
_ Companion rAlI in four places; he appealed to the

"3harira in twenty three places and to the Sunna in one. Thus
the philosophers took many of their ideas from the prophets
and the mystics. But their works contain at least a few
ideas whi ch are sound even in al-Ghazali *s opinion (for these
are found in his works also) but are not fbund in the sufis'
books. hence his view that all that is good in the phil¬
osophers' writings comes from this source is not wholly
correct. Since many of the good principles in the phil¬
osophers' works are really taken from^prophets and the
mystics5it may be said that T.J. de Boer is not wholly
correct in his statement in his "Ethics and Morality (Muslim)",
E.R.E.. IV, 508 that al-Ghazali is wrong in saying that the
philosophers took ethical theories from the prophets and the
mystics. Al-Ghazali's view that the philosophers* motive
in incorporating in their books conceptions from the prophets
and the mystics is not in agreement with the general opinion.
The general belief is that the philosophers* motive was to
reconcile the Islamic tenets with tbe theories they received
from the Greeks.
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and will imitate Mm, and must even caution the hoy hy himself
-j

showing caution in front of him".

Thus al-Ghazali finds no harm in accepting those ideas which

are sound in the pMlosophers' etMcal works. A first—rate

scholar he is in a position to distinguish them from false views.
The question now arises as to whether he really has taken the

sound views from their works. In a passage quoted above he

answers in the negative. In that passage he says (a) that the

majority of those of Ms ethical teachings wMch are similar to

philosophers' views come from the sufls' works. This statement

will be true if such teacMngs are also present in these works

which he thoroughly studied. Now if one carefully studies the

works of al-Makki and al-Muhasibi, one finds in them the majority

of these teacMngs. The only difference is that in these works

these teachings are not as clear, elaborate and systematic as in

al-Ghazali or in the pMlosophers. (b) Al-Ghazeli also says

that some of his views which are similar to the philosophers'

ideas he took from the revealed books. There i s no doubt about

it for the doctrine of the mean, etc. which are philosophic are

also taught by the Qur^an and the Sunna.

There are, however, some teacMngs of al-Ghazali which are

found, in a more or less similar fb m, only in the philosophers'

works. Examples of these are his conceptions of the faculties

of the soul, the basic virtues and their sub-divisions and so

forth.© He claims that such views are the product of Ms own

reflections and that their similarity to pMlosophers' ideas is

only accidental. To ascertain the truth of this claim it is

1. M.D.. pp.39-J+3.
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necessary to mention the nature of independent reflections in

the case of moral matters.

At the level of reflection moral law is not regarded as

something outside man, as beyond his understanding. Morality

is not a law imposed upon him by God or His apostle or even by

his fellow-men; it is a law that he himself can understand and

choose for guidance because he sees that it mokes good sense to

do so . He himself discovers rightness or wrongness of action by

reasoning; he thinks out a right course of action, and only

after a careful deliberation does he judge an action to be right.

Various factors influence the mind in this task; perhaps

indirect supernatural guidance, certainly the customs and ethos

of his own society and the sympathy which is a part of man's

natural mental equipment. The customs of his own group are the

data on which his x-easan works, for even the most original

moralist does not begin a new moral system from the start; he

begins by criticism of what is there already. In his re¬

flection he is likely to make discoveries of different kinds.

He will discover that certain customs which were formerly useful

are now no longer so but may even be detrimental to the welfare

of his society. So by his insight and reflection he rejects

some of the accepted rules of morality. Even vixen the indiv¬

idual at the level of reflection does not himself make an active

examination of the standards of his group and doe s not deliberat¬

ely choose to accept or reject them he still feels that he can,

when he chooses, decide for himself in moral matters. If the

above is the nature of independent reflections in the case of

moral problems, it may be said that while thinking independently
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al-Ghazali made an active and deliberate examination of the

customs of his time. Indeed, his vorks abound with criticisms

of the moral rules given by the various groups of intellectuals.

The existing moral thoughts and practices formed the data of his

reasoning. In his examination of the ethical principles of the

philosophers he fb und that his reasoning agreed with some of them

and disagreed with others which were detrimental to man's well-

being in the hereafter. So he accepted the former as the

product of his own thinking and said that their similarity with

philosophers' views was only by chance, and rejected the latter

as "rubbishy wares". It can be said, therefore that he took
-j

some ideas from the philosophers' works but he took them on the

authority of his own reason. Thus his claim that some of his

teachings which agreed with philosophic ethics are the outcome

of his independent reflections is true.

Thus al-Ghasali derives his ethics from the three sources

mentioned above. There may be some other source or sources

from which he takes ideas but these three may be regarded as his

main sources known from his own statements and from the contents

of his teachings. These materials he adds to his own thoughts

1. The word 'some* is very significant here, for carefUl com¬
parison shows that even where al-Ghazall agrees with the
philosophers he doe s not agree with them on all that they
said. The ideas set forth, in the second book of the third
part of the Ih; a* are in closer agreement with philosophic
ethics than tho se set forth in other places. Agreement
is greatest between the tenth section of this book and the
tenth, section of the second discourse of Eiskawayh* s
Tahdhfb, both dealing with children's training in good
character. Even here too one finds that al-GhazBll agrees
with 5 iskawayh only partially. Therefore, the statement
of H.ftft.Gibb and &ualzer in "Akhlaq", E.I., new ed. I, 336,
that 'philosophical ethics in the form given to it by
Mlskawayh was hilly accepted by such an influential
theologian as al-Ghazali ...." is not accurate.



and experiences. It is not that the ideas taken from various

sources exist side "by side unorganized; they are not mutually

contradictory in their nature (for only those philosophic ideas

are accepted which are in harmony with religion; the mystical

ideas do not contradict the religious ideas ib r mysticism is

only carrying out further the religious teachings). On the

contrary, with his extraordinary genius, al-G-hazali mingles the

various elements and systematizes them into a well-ordered and

consistent whole. In the process of systematization every

element has undergone changes and modifications and received

something of the especial characteristics of every other element.

Thus the philosophic element has "become more religious and also

mystical, the religious element is enriched and enlivened with

life-giving mystical spirit; the mystical element has become

more rational, conceptual and organized.

On the whole, however, the mystical element remains

dominant and hence al-Ghazali's ethics may "be characterized as

primarily a religious ethics. In this way hie ethics has

achieved a composite nature. The study of ethics should result

in action not me rely in gaining knowledge of moral matters.

Action should improve the condition of the soul which will lead

to happiness in the hereafter, the central problem of al-Ghazali* s
ethics. His ethics may, therefore, "be regarded as a happiness

theory and also teleologicsl in character. It may also be

epitomized as an individualistic theory of morals since it teaches

that morality is an individual affair j it is a subject separate
from politics and jurisprudence, but needs the help of both for

its completion. It recognizes revelation, reason and mystical
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Intuition an the sources of moral obligation, as the

authorities in moral life.



CHAPTER II

MAN'S NATURE AND HIS AIM

The starting point of al-Ghazali's ethics, after determining

its nature, is neither virtue and vice as dispositions of the soul,

nor good and evil acts of the body which proceed from them, but
-j

the real man which is the soul. The study of the scul from the

moral viewpoint includes the study of its nature, its origin, its

return after man's death, the purpose of its creation, the reason

for its union with the body, its powers and the nature of its

happiness and misery. The problems of man's nature and his moral

aim, which are of utmost importance in al-Ghazall's ethics, are

included in his consideration of the aspects of the soul. Some

of his views on these subjects form the basis of his theories of

character, virtue and vice and good and evil acts, while others

give them meaning and significance. Clear understanding of these

problems is also indispensable before the commencement of self-
3

training in morals. It is for these reasons that their study is

regarded by al-Ghazali as the beginning of ethics^ and this study

is made in the long introduction to the Kimiya.' In the Ihya^
however, these are discussed not in the beginning but in all its

four parts (especially in the last two and more particularly in

the third from which starts the treatment of man's inward self

1» 2-3. 2. K.S.. pp.10, 11, 79, 73, k09; N.M.. p.31.

3. K.S., pp.10, 13; cf. Aristotle, Ethics, p.1lu

U. This view of al-Ghazall on the starting point of ethics agrees
with those of Aristotle, Miskawayh and Ispahan!, for in the
beginning of their works they dealt wi th the problems that
form the backgrounds of their conceptions of virtue and vice,
etc. Such an approach to ethics is absent in the works of
his sufi predecessors.

56
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(batln); this method is adopted in this work, despite asserting
■j

knowledge of the soul in its different aspects to "be the basis of

ethics, piobably because the learned men fbrwhom it was mainly
2

composed are believed to be capable of gathering together the

scattered ideas; but this procedure is abandoned in the Kimiya*
since the common men to whom it is addressed^are unable to do so.

Although the ideas scattered in the Ihya* and a few other works are
9•

systematically presented in the introduction to the Kfmlya* they

require rearrangement under some new captions so that they may be

briefly ^g^t-ed^iere and at the same time serve as the background
of the subsequent chapters.

1. I.P.. Ill, 2-3. 2. Ibid, p. 6.

3. K.S.. p. 5. Most of the materials used in the Kimiya* have
their sources in the Ihya*; some ideas come from a few other
works by al-Ghazali, "Since the general aim of this work is
to provide the type of moral guidance which the common man
may require, these materials are occasionally compressed,
modified, rearranged and joined with new materials some of
which concern very minor points, while others have considerable
ethical importance. Sometimes these are made.not only for
the common man's sake but because of al-Ghazali's greater
maturity of mind, greater familiarity with the materials set
forth in his previous works and greater experience of men and
life. Thus the Klmlya* marks a development of his thought
and must, therefore, constitute a source of any study o f his
ethics. Such an opinion of this work is also held by Harold
Spencer who compared its introduction and the first two
'Pillars' with the Ihya*. In the final observations of his
study he discussed in detail the nature of the modifications,
etc. and concludes that although parts of the Kimiya* may be
described as a translation of the Ihya* and other pa rts may
justifiably be stated as an abridgment of it, it is certainly
not merely a Persian translation nor a summary of the Ihya* as
M. Bouyges maintained; , it is a wo ik which Indicates the
development of al-Ghazall's thought; see his unpublished
Ph.D. thesis, A study of the Dependence upon al-Ghazali's
Ihya* of the Introduction and the First Two "Pillars1' of the
Persian Kimiyg'-i-Sa^dat. Edinburgh. July. 19(52. pp. i-UTr~



Soul and Body end their Relations.

Man, al-Ghazali "believes, is created "by God as a being

composed of body and soul that is laaowable by spiritual insight.

The soul, v/hich is the real man, is a divine spiritual entity

of great subtlety (latlfa rabbaniyya ruhanlyya). The terms used
® »

by al-Ghazali for it are qalb. ruh, nafs and faql. Each term is
«

given two meanings by him of which one is the soul and the other
•i

is dlffextent for each term. He proves the existence of the soul

and condemns the materialists (dahriyyun) who believe that man is

2
merely a higher type of enimal with no lasting spiritual being.

The problem of the inmost reality (sirr) of the soul was dis¬

cussed by philosophers but al-Ghazali avoids its discussion

because this is not permitted by the Sharifa on the ground that

it is inapprehensible to most people and because its know ledge is
•$

not necessary for the practice of morality. lie discusses the

difference between the soul and the body for this has direct re¬

lation to his ethical ideas. The soul, i n his view, is a sub¬

stance (jawhar) so that it exists by itself. It is not an

accident (rard). i.e. its existence does not depend upon anything

other than itself. It is the body which depends upon the ami

for its existence and not vice versa. The soul differs from the

body in another way. The former belongs to the vrorld of spirit

while the latter pertains to the material world.. This is

indicated in the Q,ur*anic vei'se, "Surely His is the creation and

the command; blessed Is God, the Lord of the worlds". Since the

characteristics of a material object are not to be found in the

1. I.D., III, 3. 2. M..D., pp.30-31.

3. I.D., III, 3.
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soul it camot be the arbject of the question 'how* or 'what';
the answer to the question 'what the ooul is like* or 'how does it

exist' is that the soul is not subject of howness or whstness.

Al-Ghazali's view that the soul is a substance agrees with that of
- - 1

all the sufi doctors and most orthodox Muslims. He observes

that the muslim philosophers also lightly held this view - lightly

because religion lends support to it - but they wiongly claimed

that they can know this by reason alone and that therefore

religion is not needed in this regard. By exposing the weak¬

nesses in their rational proofs he concludes that these only give
2

problematic, and not certain, knowledge co ncerning the soul.

The soul, al-Ghazall believes, is of the same origin as the

angels. Its origin and nature are divine. It is not pre-

existent (azali) as Flato and others maintained. Each individual

soul is created by God in the upper world, the world of the spirit

(ralam al-arwah) at the moment when the human seed enters the womb-'

and the soul is then co nnected with the embryonic body. This

view agrees vd th that of Avicenna^ but contradicts the Tradition

1. Ilujwiri, Kashf. p.261 . 2. T.F.. pp.221-28.

3. A.D.. p.28;^. Hos^in (in his "The self and the soul in Islamic
philosophy", V.B.A.. Kartic, VII, 1929-30; Pp.279-308) quoted
(pp.287-92) a few passages from Madnun and K.S. and concluded
(p.292) saying, "with the except! oft of one reservation, namely,
that the soul has beginning, it is in a manner identified with
God or the Universal Soul". He also said that according to
fll-Ghazali, the soul "is created because it has a beginning";
what al-Ghazali "means by saying that it has a beginning seems
to imply that individual souls proceed from the Universal;
co nsequenfcly_they have a commencement". He, however, admits
that al-Ghazall uses some expressions from vAii ch it appears that
the soul is created like other natural objects, but he tries to
explain these away. All these are Hos^in's wrong views on al-
Ghazali. He misunderstood the passages he quoted. Al-

Ghazali does not identify the soul with God or the Universal
Soul; nor does he believe that the individual souls proceed
from the Universal Soul. He is an upholder of the Qur*anic
theory of creation and combats the philosophers on the theory
of emanation or profession. cf. W.R.W. Gardner, "Al-Ghazali
as a sufi" M.W. ^1>. 133 f.n.; (hereinafter referred to as "Sufi").



in which souli are said to have been created long before the

format ion o f bodies. Relying upon this Tradition Hu;WirI and

others held that though created the sauls existed before the body.

Al-Ghazali says that the souls and bodies referred to in this

Tradition mean, respectively, the angels and the world with all

that is in it. Having come into being the soul is everlasting

( abadi). After death the body perishes but the soul survives.

The concept of the everlasting nature of the soul is vital in

al-Ghazall's ethics. To prove that the soul is not affected by

death except that it loses that in which it resides he explains

the meaning of death and it s effect on the body only. The

naturalists (tabj'*iyyun) are condemned by him as atheists fbr their

view that the soul dies and does not return to life and so there is

i
no future life. Muslim philosophers, he observes, rightly be¬

lieved in the everlasting existence of the soul but they were wrong

in asserting that by reason alone they could know this with
2

certainty. By examining their rational proofs he finds that

reason can only prove its possibility; sure knowledge of immor-
x

tality is only given by religion.

The reason for the soul's coming to the world of body is not

to suffer punishment. Christianity teaches that Adam fell from

Paradise because of his sin and this fall was designed as a punish¬

ment for him; owing to his sin there is a taint of sin in every

individual who se place on earth is caused by itj4 Such ideas are

not to be found in al-Ghazali. In one place he only states that

Adam's disobedience irf God brought to him the misfortune of being

1. MjJ)., p. 31. 2. T.g. . pp.221-23. 3. £bid, pp.225, 235.
!+• Claudia Reid Upper, "Ghazali's Thought Concerning the Nature c'

Man and Union with God", M.W., 1+2, pp.25-26; (hereinafter
referred to as "Nature".).
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taken out from Paradise. In another place he states that what

caused Adan to fall from Paradise was a matter accidental and

foreign to his soul, i.e. an act of disobedience; this accidental

matter made Mm unfit for living near to God, i.e. in Paradise

which had been most suitable fo r him in conformity to his essence

wMch was divine. In order to enable him to acquire that fitness

or desert (istihqaq) through His guidance God sent him down to
2 - - , _

this world. This is evident, al-Ghazali says, from the Qur'anic

verse, "We said; Go forth from this (state) all; so surely there

will come to you a gildanoe from Me, then whoever follows My

guidance no fear shall come upon them nor shall they grieve".

Every individual soul descends against its nature to this world to

acquire fitness for Paradise, or provision (zad) for the hereafter.-^
Its lack of this fitness is not owing to Adam's faults but because

it is created imperfect. This concept of acquisition of

'provision* and perfection is Qur^anic and is strongly emphasized

by the sufls. Al-Ghazali elaborates i t by mentioning the basic

natural disposition (asl al-fitra) or the nature (tab*") of the
• j -

sou}.

Since the soul is divine in nature inclination towards good

and aversion from evil are innate in it.^ At birth it is a clean

and pure substance from the genus of the angel-S^ essence.

1. I.P.. IV, 46. 2. Ibid. Ill, 329; cf. Upper, "Nature", p.24.

3. K.S.. p.78.

4. I.D.. Ill, 51. However, there are two passages (ibid, pp.62,
S47 where a child's soul is described as devoid of any inclin¬
ation but able to be inclined to both good and evil. This
neutral nature of the soul seems to have been spoken of in
order to emphasize^ the need for child's training in good char¬
acter. Al-Ghazali*s general position is what is given in the
text for it is upon this that lie bases many of his ethical
ideas.



Inclination towards evil (which is produced in it after the

creation of desire) is against its original divine nature. It

is devoid of all knowledge but possesses capacity for it; this

capacity is the characteristic of every human soul. Since its

origin is divine and since it is of angelic nature it has a

longing for the uppe^World and fo r accompanying the angels and
feels this world alien to it; (this inclination is often subdued

1
by an accidental attribute, namely, worldly desire). Thus

although the soul is created imperfect in both knowledge and

character-traits, it has Ability for both and in order to acquire

them it descended to this world. Here it prepares for the
2

happiness in the hereafter which is its permanent abode. The

question of the instrument of preparation is linked up with the

problem of relationship of the soul to the body from a moral
x

viewpoint.

Every soul is given a body so that with its help it may

acquire provision for its eternal life. The soul is the real

man and the body is merely its instrument for acquiring 1 provision'

and perfection. The body is very necessary for the soul and

care must be takervof
"Man's honour- and his excellence ... consists in his ability
fbr knowing God ...which in this world is his beauty,
perfection and glory and in the future life is his
treasure end equipment, and verily he prepares for this
knowledge in his soul, not in any member of his members.
It is the soul which knows God, draws near to Him, works
for Him, strives towards Him and reveals vdhat is with and
before Him, and verily the members are followers, servants,
and instruments which the soul employs and uses as a master
uses his slave, as a shepherd makes use of his sheep and a
workman his tool. The soul is that which is received by

1 . Ie_D., III, 12-13, 52-53. 2. K.M.. pp.12, 32; K.S.. p.63.
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God ••• it is that which is veiled fiom Him ••• it is that
which is sought, that which is addressed and that which is
censured. It is the soul which "becomes happy ... and
successful ...i it is the soul which is disappointed and
miserable ..."

The soul uses the body as it s vehicle. Although a separate

substance, it is united with the body throu^i the physical heart.

The heart is the fi rst channel of the soul's free use of the body;

the relation between the heart and the soul need not be discussed

2
for it has no concern wi th ethics. Besides assisting the soul as

its vehicle the body also serves it by containing the means to

acquire 'provision* consisting of knowledge and action. All that

is in the body is the assistants of the soul. Some of them are

visible, e.g. the hands, the legs and all other external and

internal parts. Others are invisible and they are three in

number. The first is that whi ch is the source of motive and

impulse; motive for attaining what is useful is called desire

and motive to repel what is harmihl is named anger. The second

is the power (qudra) which moves the limbs towards the objects of

desire or against the objects of aversion. It is diffused in all

the limbs particularly in muscles and nerves. The third is that

which perceives. It has two divisions. One consists of the

five powers located in the five parts of the brain. These

powers are imagination (takhayyul). i.e. representation,

retention (tahaffuz), reflection (tafakkur), remembrance
v >

(tadhakkur) and sensus communis, (al-hlss al-mushtarak).
" I LI ■ I- - ' ' 11 '

1 ' ' '

The way these five powers assist the sduI in its preparation

for the hereafter is explained by al-Ghazali and his description
x h

is similar to that of Avicenna-^ and Ispahani. All these senses

1. I.P.. Ill, 2. A similar pes sage is to be found in K. S. , p.78.

2. IjD. , III, 2, 1+, 7-8. 3. I.P. t HI. 5,IV, 95J K.3., pp.114.
24. Pharirat pp. 124.-15.
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and powers ere also found in the lower animals. However, there

is one power which is especial to the human soul, namely, the

power of knowledge and wisdom, i.e. reason. It knows the non-

sensuous realities related to this world and the next. It also

knows the consequences of actions; when the result of an act is

perceived as gsod the will to do this is produced in the mind.^
In these two ways reason assists the soul. These two functions

of reason are almost the same as the functions of philosophers*
2 - -

theoretical and practical reason although al-Ghazali did not

divide it into these two. In his views on the invisible

assistants of the soul he i s influenced by the philosophers.

In ?ahafftt he summarily discussed their theory of animal,
human and vegetative souls and approves it on the ground that

these are observable facts which are not contrary to religion.

But his own view in his later works as given above reveals some

differences. In these works he calls the limbs etc. the soldiers

of the soul (junud al-qalb) implying thereby that his view of

their being the assistants of the soul is Qur*inic for the terra

•soldiers* occurs in the Qur'an; following Ispahan!, he also

quotes a Tradition in which uses of the body for the hereafter are

stated.** His difference from the Muslim philosophers who also
5

regarded the body as an instrument used by the soul lies in his

emphasizing its being the instrument of preparation for the here¬

after, whereas they emphasized it only to obtain happiness in

this wo rid.

1. I.P.. Ill, 7, 8. 2. Tj_F., pp.199-200. 3. Ibid, p.200.

b. I.P.. Ill, b, 9; cf. Pharia. pp.lU-15.

5. T.F.. p.221; cf. Walzer, "Aspects", pp.22h, 22I+-26 (for
the Greek sources of their views).
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Besides the above-mentioned relation^tip be tween soul and body

al-Ghaz~ali speaks of another reletionship which is, in essence,

the same as interactionism. He says that although soul and body

are distinct entities they affect each other and determine their

courses mutually. Applying this idea to ethics he maintains

that every act produces an effect in the soul provided it is

performed deliberately, and this effect forms its quality. The

nature of the quality as good or evil depends upon the nature

of the act. After an act is repeated for some time its effect

on the soul becomes established. An act performed without

conscious deliberation cannot create any effect on the soul because

what receives effect is the soul and this soul is unconscious.

This is the reason why involuntary action has no relevance to

ethics. As bodily action influences the aoul^ so the soul

influences the body: if a quality is established in the soul

relevant bodily action necessarily proceeds from it. The diffi¬

culty or readiness in the proceeding of an act depends on the

weakness or strength of the qiallty. All this is the traditional

interaction theory applied to morals. Al-Ghazali adds to it

something more which is very significant: a deed creates some

effect on the soul; this effect causes the body to repeat the

same deed; this deed produces some effect on the soul; this

effect is added to the previous effect which is now strengthened;

this again causes the body to repeat the same deed - the circular

(dawr) process goes on indefinitely. The reason for interaction

is the same as the reason for the link between the world of sense

perception and the unseen world: God created the two worlds in

such a way that they influence each other; since body and soul
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"belong to them respectively they must interact. The circular

theory is important in ethics. It was employed "by Aristotle in

his conception of virtue. Al-Ghazali applies it to his whole

ethics for it underlies all its basic problems, e.g., the need

for devotional acts and avoidance of sin, getting rid of vices

by means of opposite deeds, acquisition of virtues through habit

formation, the reason for the occurrence of good and evil acts,

and so on. Al-Ghazali even goes so far as to say that it is for

this interaction that the soul is brought to the lower world so

that it may acquire perfection by means of bodily acts. Without

taking this theory into consideration one cannot properly

appreciate aL-Ghazali* s ethical ideasj even some of them will

appear self-contradictory to those who are not aware of his view
2

on the circular relationship. The interaction theory also under¬

lies al-Makki's mystical ethics^j he, however, neither explained

it nor applied it to his ethics in the manner of al-Ghazali.

Since, according to this theory, all acts and qualities proceed

from a few basic elements in man's constitution, al-Ghazali

describes these elements in detail.

The Elements in Man's Constitution.

In man's constitution there are certain basic elements which

determine his nature and from which proceed all his bodily acts

and mental qualities. These elements are blended in his

1. A.D.. p.67; I.D.. IV, 29, III, 51-52, 1k5, I, 107; K;_s., P.76.
2. Hava Lazarus-Yafeh also realised the importance of this theory;

he rightly called it "a central doctrine of great interest", a
"doctrine which underlies al-Ghazali's whole philosophy"; see
his "Place of the Religious Commandments in the Philosophy of
al-Ghazali", M.W. 51, P.181+; (hereinafter referred to as
"Religious Commandments").

*ut« $ 277 •
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constitution (tarkih khllqa, tlna) in such a way that freedom from

them is absolutely impossible; it is only from their evils that

man can be free through moral effort and struggle. Every element

has an effect on the constitution, and since the elements are four,

the same number of natures is produced in every man. This nature

is not the same as his original nature already considered^for the
latter refers to the condition of the soul at the time of its

creation while the former is its condition after a man's birth.

The ibur elements develop not at once but one after another at

different stages of his growth. The element produced first is

animality (bahlmlyya) which is desire (shahwa). Its purpose is

to seek the means by which the body, the vehicle of the soul, will

remain in sound health and the human species will be preserved.

It is responsible for the animal qualities of man, e.g. eating,

drinking, sleeping and copulating. The second element is

bestiality (sab^iyya) which is anger (ghadab). Its purpose is
c

to ward off all that is harmful to the body. Because of this

element man possesses the qualities and acts of the ferocious

animals, e.g. envy, violence, rebuke etc. If not controlled

to a moderate state these two elements cause moral destruction.

In some people, however, these are created moderate; this is a

gift of God to them. After this, at the age of discrimination

(taa&yk) which is about seven, a diabolic (shaytaniyya) element
is produced. It consists in making use of discrimination in

searching out the ways of wickedness and in satisfying anger and

desire through guile and deception. This element is responsible

for such acts and qualities of man as deception, enmity, guiding

people to evil, hypocrisy and so on. It is repressed in those

1. I.D., III, 9-11, IV, 1U.
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in whom desire and anger are created in moderation. The Prophet

said that the devil in him submitted to him. Besides the diabolic

element in man's constitution al-Ghazaii also believes in the devil

as a being who is outside man but leads him to evil by exciting

desire and anger and by giving him evil suggestions (wasawis).

Last of all is manifested the lordly (rabbaniyya) element,

the source of the qualities of love of praise, domination over

others aid knowledge of various sciences. This is present in the

soul from the time of its creation by virtue of its being a divine

entity - the reason why it is called an innate disposition (ghaiiza) -

and now it only becomes manifest (yazharu). The feur elements
<r»

are set forth in two passages of the Ihya* in one of which there
-j

is no mention of reason (* aqj) and in another although reason

is mentioned in addition to them it appears to be identical with
2 c-

the lordly element, but in the Arba'in it is clear that reason

is a separate power which develops after the manifestation of this

element. It begins to appear at the age of discrimination,

gradually develops at the age of maturity (bulugh) and becomes

perfect at forty when man becomes hilly man. It is called the

sixth sense existing in the soul. It is the essence of the soul,

while desire and anger are its accidental states. Reason is a

quality of the angels. That reason is man's essence is proved

by following the philosophic tradition: the essence of each

species is that which is peculiar to it; what is peculiar in man

is reason; so i t must be his essential nature. Its task is to

apprehend the non-sensuous realities and the consequences of

actions. Then the four elements are responsible for four kinds

1. Ibid. IV, 1U. 2. IJ3., III, 9-10. 3. PP. 188-89.
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of nature in every man. They are the roots of all man's inward

qualities and outward behaviour. Al-Ghazali*s concept of the

lordly element and the diabolic element is parallel to that of
i

al-Makki. The other two elements are implicit in him , but

vividly described in the philosophers' works. Two consequences

follow from the above-mentioned ideas of al-Ghazall. One is that

man lies between the lower animals and the angels since he

possesses the natures of both of them. The more one neglects the
I

angelic nature the closer one becomes to the ranks of the lower

animals and the devil; this is indicated in Qur*anic verses.

The more one develops it the more one resembles the angels. To

resemble them and thus to be near to God is the goal of moral

struggle. This view of al-Ghazali on man's place agrees with
_ - 2

that of Ispahan!. The other consequence is that the principles

of gaod and evil are present in man's very constitution. None

is free from sin even though he be a saint; to be free from it is

only possible for the angels for they have no desire and anger.

This idea al-Ghazali consistently applies to his ethics.

Closely related to al-Ghazali's conception of the elements

in man's constitution is his theory of the faculties of the soul.

The Greek philosophers believed the soul to consist of parts or

faculties or powers and they are followed by the Muslim

philosophers and by al-Ghazali. On the question of the number

of the faculties, however, the Greeks were not unanimous. Plato

conceived of three faculties and most of the muslim philosophers

accepted his view.-5 Al-Ghazali adds to it a fourth faculty so

1. Qut., I, 390. 2. Dharla. pp.17, 16.

3. Walzer, "Aspect", pp.221-22.
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that in Ms opinion the paints or faculties (quwa) or non-material
r - 1

elements (ma'anl) are four in number. They are the faculty of

desire, the faculty of anger, the faculty of knowledge, i.e.

reason and the faculty of justice anong these three faculties
/- C -djk „ o
(quwwat al-Tadl bayna ha^jhl ath-thalath). The first two

faculties taken jointly are often referred to by al-Ghazali as

passion (hawa), a term frequently used in the Qur*an and Tradition.

Their combination is also called by Mm the carnal soul (nafs)

which also occursin these not infrequently. Though created in man

for his benefit they are also the sources of evil in him; they are

regarded by al-Ghazali as the touch-stone of evil, i.e., every-

thing to which they are inclined will be regarded as evil.*' That

the faculties of the soul are four is very clear in al-Ghazall's

wo iks.

The reason why justice as a fourth faculty of the soul is

introduced by al-Ghazali is also very clear. Plato and the Muslim

pMlosophers regarded justice not as a faculty but as a virtue

which is the combination of the virtues of the faculties of reason,

desire and anger; al-Ghazali also calls it a virtue which however

is regarded by him not as their combination but as a virtue

1. TMs term is used in the A.D.. p.177» to imply that the parts of
the soul are not physically divisible but distinguishable by
definition and in thought. cf. R.M. Frank "Al-Marnl. Some
Reflections on the Technical Meaning of the Term", J.A.O.S.. 89,
pp»2l+8-53.

2. I.D.. Ill U7» This view is confirmed in the A.D.. p.77» and
reconfirmed in the K.S.. pp.U29, 431*

3. K.S., pp.10, 62U-25; cf; Al-Makki, £ut, I, 233,23^ where he
calls the carnal soul the treasure of evil (KMzanat ash-sharr)
and also the house of the enemy, the devil.

U. "fAbdul f^aqq Ansarf was right when he said that al-Ghazali
believed^ in four faculties of the soul; see his published Ph.D.
thesis, The Ethical Philosophy of Miskawayh, Aligarh, 196^, p.108.
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proceeding from a fourth Iteculty named justice. He is led to

postulate this faculty "by his conception of the nature of passion

or carnal soul i.e. desire and anger. He "believes that they serve

the gDod purposes for which they are crested only when they are

within proper limits (to "be described later); but their nature is

such that they always tend to exceed the limits; they are very
2

rebellious and are purely irrational; they are often excited by

the devil whose business it is to lead man to evil through them -

the reason why they are called the devil* s agent (hlzb ash-shaytan).

It is reason which knows the proper limits and the evil consequences

of exceeding them; its task is to order the passion to remain

within the limits - the reason why it is called God*s agent (hizb
V

Allah) - so that the soul may prepare for the hereafter."^ But

reason has no power to prevent passions from exceeding their limits.

When it develops in man at the time of his maturity it finds

passionsvery strong in the soul since they developed much earlier

and are strengthened by their repeated satisfaction. Since they
it-

are completely^rational they themselves cannot be amenable to
reason and the Shari^a. There must be a faculty capable of

enforcing upon them the dictates of reason and the Sharl^a and

keeping them under control (dabt) and. this faculty is justice.^
» •

"The faculty of justice is the power; it^example is
like the example of an executor who passesAthe indication
of reason, and anger is that to which the indication is
passed ...". "The faculty of justice lies in controlling
desire andp-aqger under the indication of reason and the
Sharira". 5

1. I.P.. Ill, U7-U8. 2. KjS., pp.15, 6k, 771.

3. Ibid, pp.16, 6k. U. Ibid. pp.6h, 6k7»

5. IjP., HI, k7.



This controlling function of justice and purely cognitive
— 1

task of reasan are more clearly stated in the Klmlya*. Thus

al-Ghazali believes that man is given by God a separate faculty

of justice with the power of keeping passions under control.

The lower animals are deprived of it as of reason and hence they

are always guided by their passions. Justice as the faculty of

power is sometimes called by eCL-Ghazall the motive of religion

(barlth ad-din) while the demand^ of desire and anger he terms

the motive^ of passions (bafith al-hawa). The two motives are

at war with each other in the soul of every sane adult human
2

being. The latter motive can only he weakened by self-training.

The reason why Aristotle did not formulate a faculty like that of

justice is also linked with his conception of the nature of the

appetitive soul. Unlike al-Ghazali, he believed that although

distinct from and often opposed to the rational soul, it has an

inner urge to be amenable to reason; hence there was no need of

assuming any such fbculty as would force it to obey reason.

Perhaps the same line of thought concerning the natures of

1. pp. 629-30.

2. In the A.P., pp.211-12, where these two motives are discussed
very briefly the motive of religion appears at first sight to
be identical with reason, but carefhl reading of the passages
makes it clear that it is something different. In the I.D.JV,
56 and the K.3., pp.667-68 where the two motives are discussed
in great de'tai'l it is very clear that motive of religion is not
the same as reason: reason is described as the source of
guidance and motive of religion as power, and guidance is re¬
garded as superior to power. Clearly, then, they are two
different faculties. Further, it is said that guidance, the
function of reason, is given by the angel placed at man's right
side (sahib al-yamin) and the power of motive of religion is
given by the angel at his left side (g&hlb ash-shim'al). This
also clearly shows that reason and motive of religion are two
different faculties.

_ That they are not identical is further
evident from al-Ghazali's statement "The two angels are en¬
trusted with the two soldiers (jundayn)".

3. Aristotle, Ethics. pp.39-UO.
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appetitive and irascible souls was the cause of Plato*s postulating

no fourth faculty. The introduction of the faculty of justice by

al-Ghazali is important for it has bearing upon his theories of

root virtues, of mortification' and of moral responsibility. Since

the faculties of justice and reason are not present in children

and the insane, they do not know good and evil and also cannot

control their passions; so they are incapable of refraining from

evil, and those who are incapable fall outside the domain of

ethics. Even at the age of discrimination which is about seven

children are not morally responsible to God because their faculty

of guidance has just begun to ^>pear and has not yet become capable

of telling them what is harmful in the next life; it can only tell

them what is harmful in this life - a reason why they feel ashamed

of wrong-doing - and hence even at this age they are morally

responsible to men.

Besides these fbur faculties al-Ghazali also speaks of

another which is higher than reason and whose effect is immediate

experience (dhawq). Its chief concern is with the non-sensuous

matters of this world and the next and especially with divine

affairs; it also has to do with the deeper meaning of ethical

matters. By it man experiences these i.e. knows these directly

and without reason. This faculty, unlike reason which is

present in all adult, sane human beings, develops only in the

prophets and those saints who have completely purified their

souls.

1. I.D., IV, 57.
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This is Hie highest power in man.^ True, it is not mentioned in

any of the passages on the four faculties. The reason is that

the fbur faculties are mentioned as the basis of the root virtues

in man, as that from which the virtues proceed, whereas the faculty

of immediate experience is not a basis of any virtue; rather it

develops after acquiring all the virtues and getting rid of all

vices. Al-Ghazali*s recognition of this faculty is like that of

al-Makki, while his views on the other four faculties, especially

the first three is in line with that of the philosophers.

Conception of Happiness.

Al-Ghazall. * s conception of happiness has two aspects, negative

and positive. The negative part deals with what is not happiness

and its discussion logically oomes first for it prepares the ground

for the positive part which concerns the real nature of happiness.

He first attacks the general hedonistic view that the aim (maqsud)
%

of human life i s to enjoy the pleasure (ladhdha) and delight

(nafim) of this world. He considers this view as wrong for two

reasons. (a) The pleasure of this wo rid lasts for a limited

1. Al-Ghazali's students are not unanimous on the question whether
he really believes in a faculty higher than reason. Jabre denies
any such faculty; he holds that where it is said that prophets
and saints know through immediate experience the meaning is that
they know by reason in its original purity and not by any higher
faculty; see Certitude, pp,1l+7» 263» 185# Watt (Intellectual,
PP.16U-66, 85; "Study", pp.125-28 where Jabre is criticized),
Upper ("Nature", pp.27» 2U), Smith ("Al-Ghazall on the Presence
of God", 7) and others maintain that al-Ghazall
believes in a' faculty higher than reason. This dispute is a
part of the controversy on the question of essential unity or
modification of the thought vfoich is presented in his authentic
works, A study of the arguments of both groups and of the
relevant passages in al-Ghazall's works convinces the present
writer that the truth lies in the view of the latter group.
Since this highest faculty is not directly related to al-Ghazal^s
ethics its further discussion in the present study is irrelevant.

Aut, I, 509 where he speaks of Intuitive (kashf1) knowledge
and supports it by a Tradition.
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period of time i.e. until man* s death. The duration of this world

is not a thousandth part of that of the next and is indeed

incommensurable with it for it is eternal; eternity is such that

if the world is full of grains and a bird picks up one every

million years, the grains will all be gone at last but eternity

will suffer no diminution. The life of one hundred years in this

world is even less than three days in comparison to the life in the

next. The delight in so short a time cannot be man's aim in
4

life. (b) The pleasure of this vo rid is impure; every fbrm of

it is imperfect and mixed with pain. Such has been its nature

up to the present time and the same will be its nature until
2

Doomsday. Pleasure, therefore, cannot be the goal of life.

This, however, does not mean that all forms of pleasure are to be

condemned in al-Ghazali* s view. On the contrary, he values the

pleasures of knowledge, of converse with God, of intimacy with

Him produced from constant romembranee of Him, and of the

performance of other good deeds. He also approves the pleasures

of lawful sexual intercourse, of the necessary amount of food,

clothing and shelter. What he condemns is seeking the pleasures

of this world, physical or intellectual, as the goal of life.^
Al-Ghazali also rejects five other views each of which

regards some particular worldly thing as the goal of life. The

first is the view of those peasants and artisans who lack fira

rooting in religion. They believe that man's object is only to

live in this world for some time; so they work hard to acquire

1. I.D., III, h-5f 175, 180, 190-91, 21U, IV, 52, 109, 8, 187,
W, 357.

2. Ibid., IV, 52, 107j cf. Aristotle, Ethics, p.5.

3. KaS., pp.70, 839-U1. Ibid, p.70.
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food which they take so that they may 331 strength to work for it

again; this goes on as a routine until their death. (2) The

sensualists maintain that man's goal is happiness and this

happiness consists in the gratification of desires for food and

sex; the more these are satisfied the greater is the happiness.

This view i s wrong because it reduces man to the rank of the

lower animals and even below it for some of them can eat and

copulate more than man. (3) Some people say that happiness,

the aim of life, lies in possessing enormous wealth and affluence;

the wealthier one is the happier one becomes. (U) Some people

believe that happiness consists in widespread fame. Th»5 they

accpire by such means as beautiful dress and splendid vehicles and

by embellishing the external walls of their houses and other

measures vhi ch easily attract attention. (5) Others opine that

hatpiness lies in respect and influence; so efforts should be

made to gain political power for this is the greatest means of

commanding respect and creating influence. In rejecting these

views as false al-Ghazali may have been influenced by al-Farabl

to a certain extent, but Aristotle's influence upon him is more

apparent. Aristotle discarded wealth, fame etc. as happiness
2 - -

but retained them as aids to it unconditionally; al-Ghazali

holds the same opinion with the only difference that in regarding

them as elds he sets a condition to them, namely, in the case of

most people that ^xould not be more than is necessary.

While in the above views happiness is regarded as something

obtainable in this life, there are two opinions in which it is

believed to be otherworldy. Although al-Ghazali also looks upon

1. IjD., III, 198, IV, 366-67. 2. Ethics, pp. 5, 7, 8.
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it as otherworldy, there are reasons for which he rejects them as

wrong. One of these views is that this world is a place of

affliction and toil while the hereafter is the abode of happiness

for everyone whether or not he prepares for it in this life; so

the right thing for man is to kill himself in order to escape

from the toil of this world. This belief is ascribed by al-

Ghazali to certain worshippers ( fubbad) of India who destroy

themselves by fire. This is rejected by him because it contra¬

dicts the teaching of the Sharira that without the relevant works

happiness is impossible to attain; destroying oneself, moreover,

is a grave sin vfoich bars man from happiness. The other view is

that it is not enough for man just to kill himself; rather first

he should completely get rid of his human qualities (sifat
•1 ' '" " 1

bashax'iyya). With a view to uprooting their faculties of desire

and anger they engage in so vigorous a mortification that as a

result of it some of them die, some become insane and others fall

ill so that worship becomes impossible for them. This view is

also wrong according to al-Ghazali because uprooting of desire

and anger is neither necessary nor possible - a concept which will

be discussed later. Besides the above-mentioned views on happi¬

ness there are, he says, many others the total number o f which is

seventy-odd of which only one is true , and this true view forms

the positive aspect of his theory of happiness.

The true view is that the human end is otheiworldy happiness

(as-sa*adat al-ukhrawiyya) which can be obtained if the necessary

preparation fbr it is made in this life by controlling the human
2

qualities and not by uprootiqg them. There are some this-worldly

1. IjD., Ill, 199. 2. Ibid, pp.17, U5f 202, 89, IV, 139, 86;
cf. Aristotle, Ethics, p. 7.
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goods which serve as means to otherworldly happiness and al-Ghazali

says that these can he called ibrms of happiness (sa*adat) only

metaphorically. Man's conduct, he says, will he considered good
•j

if it is conducive to happiness in the hereafter. This happiness

was the central theme of all prophets' teachings, and it is to

encourage people to it that all the Scriptures we re revealed;

this is known from the Sharira and also from the spiritual insight
- - 2

of the sufis. Greatness in God's sight lies in achieving other¬

worldly happiness; those who will fail to attain it are worse

than the lower enimals for the latter will perish while the former

will suffer misery.

Otherworldly happiness has four characteristics, namely,

continuity without end, joy without sorrow, knowledge without

ignorance and sufficiency (ghlna) after which nothing more is

needed for perfect satisfaction.-^ This view al-Ghazali takes from

Ispahan! with sLight modification. Influenced by the Qur'an and

Tradition he believes that the abode of such happiness is Paradise

while that of misery is Hell. Men's fates will be declared on the

day of resurrection but the effect of happiness and misery begins

immediately after their death. When the deceased is laid in the

grave his so ul i s returned to his body so that he may answer

interrogation concerning God's unity and pro phethood; on the

day of resurrection it wi 11 again be returned to a body; the

resurrected man will thus have both body and 33ul and be immortal

in this form.^ Bodily resurrection is advocated in al-Ghazali* s

1. Ibid. IV, 139.

2. "*7, U5; N.M.. p.U5; cf. Al-Makki, £ut, I, 175, 210, 218,
22h, 113, 156 where he held the same view.

3. I.D.. IV, 89; cf. Ispahan!, Dharifa. pp.35 , 57. I.P. .IV. U22.
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works composed after his conversion to sufism as well as in his

w. p
Taha fiat where the philosophers are condemned as atheists for

their denial of it and their rational arguments for its irnposs-

ibility have been refuted. Happiness aid misery are, according

to him, both physical and spiritual. The physical will not

begin until man enters Paradise and Hell;*4" from that time onwards

physical and spiritual happiness or misery will be united.

Bodily punishment in the grave in the form of bites of snakes

and scorpions as spoken of in Tradition he explains as mental

pain caused by evil quaLities of the soul whose spiritual form

(mathal ruhani) atpeers to the deceased's mind.-* Bodily happiness
*

and misery al-Ghazali discusses following the Qur*an and Tradition
■f-f7 CSV*i _ -

for he believes that these can only be known fbrr the Shari'a,

Spiritual harpiness and misery he regards as aiperior to the

physical and says that the Shari^a did not describe them in
6

detail because most people fail to understand them, Religious

scholars did not speak of them fo r the same reason or because they
7

themselves could not apprehend them,' The philosophers denied

bodily hajpiness end misery aid their rational proofs have been

1. K,S,. p.00. 2. pp.2U5, 229. 3. Ibid. pp.236-l+8.

b. Ibid, p.2U1j A.p,. pp.293-9^, 365.

5. A.P., pp.28U, 289; K,S., PP.8J+, 88, In this latter wrk
(p.83) punishment of the grave is said to be both mental and
physical, but in page 85 the physical pain is explained away
as mental.

K,3, t p.53. In I.D. , bodily pleasures and pain are discussed
elaborately. In K,S. these are mentioned briefly because
everyone can easi ly underst and them; spiritual states are elab¬
orately dealt with in this work because only few peo pie who
know the soul c® apprehend these by themselves (p.83). Star
these same reasons, in A,D. which i s an abridgement of I,P.
bodily pleasure and pain are omitted and the piritual states
are described in detail.

7. Ibid., p. 7.
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refuted by him.1 They only affirmed these spiritual states and

most of their views he accepts as true; he only opposes their

claim that mere reason gives them final knowledge of these things;
- * 2

to him these are known with certainty from the Shari'a. In the

works composed during the sufi period of his life he appeals

mainly to the spiritual insight (mushahada-1-batlni, basira)'
• 9

of himself and of the alfis in general-' - an insight which is

higher than reason.** A truejlufl, he says, sees the conditions
of the hereafter in his experience of seeing (dhawq-i-mushahada);

this view he discusses in a separate section entitled "Seeing

Paradise and Hell in this Wo rid.

The cause of happiness is not God's pleasure in the virtuous,

nor is misery caused by His anger towards the vicious. Al-Ghazali

believes that God is free from tftange; He is not angry with man's
6

disobedience to Him or pleased with his act of obedience; God* s

anger, pleasure and His capture of man (m^khudh) are all spoken of

in the Sharifa in keeping with men's capacity of understanding;

the fhct is that happiness and misery are caused by the conditions

of the soul. If at the time of a man's death there exist in his

soul unbelief or vicious qualities these bring in misery as

necessarily as poison causes death o r magnets attract iron. This

is the reason fbr sl-Ghazali's great emphasis upon the improvement

of the soul; all virtuous actions are done for the good of the

soul; no act is done in order to please God.^
1. T.P., pp.229-36. 2. Ibid, p.235.

3. AjD., pp.293, 286; K.S.. pp.95, 97, 99-101.
U. K.S.. pp.99-101. 5. K.S.. pp.82-83, 88.

8. A.JD., pp.301-03, 190; K.S.. pp.7U8-U9. 7. IjJ)., IV, 19.
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In accordance xvith the states of their souls people in the

hereafter will, as men of insight taow, be split into four groups,

A group, the destroyed, will suffer everlasting misery in Hell,

This is the technics! meaning of destruction (halak) in al-Ghasali

ethics. But this term is usually used in it in a loose sense of

great suffering for a long time, Al-Mukki used it for any suffer
2

ing in Hell, temporary o r permanent. The use of destruction to

mean the annihilation of being - an anti-Islamic idea - is absent

in al-Ghazali but present in al-Faribl who believed that the

souls of the ignorant (bulha) will peri^i. Another group, 'The

punished*, will suffer misery in Hell but will later be trans¬

ferred to Paradise. Happiness or salvation (naj at) does not

refer to these people* s attaining to Paradise. A third group

consisting of infidels^ children, the insane and those unaware of

religion will be neither in Hell nor in Paradise but in Arraf. a

place between them, where there will be no reward or punishment.

They are *the saved'. Salvation technically refers to their

condition i.e. h solute escape from Hell but entitlement to no

reward. Al-Ghazali's concept of Arraf is Qur*anic. In phil¬

osophers like Avicenna and al-Farabi this concept is absent.

However, a state of neither happiness nor misery but of ease

(rah a) through God's mercy is recognized by Avicenna for the souls

of those ignorant people who are not wicked in this life. Even

such a state was not recognized by al-Farabi; he believed that

1. Ibid.. pp.20-28, In T. P. pp.229-3b al-Ghazali reproduces the
philosophers' three-fold classification of man in the hereafter
and their views on men's happiness and misery. His own class¬
ification of men accords with Qur'anic teaching; only his
co ncept ion o f men's spiritual happiness and misery and their
causes bears the influence of philosophy.

2. Qut, I, 220.
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these souIS will perish. A fourth group 'the successful', will

pass into Paradise without first entering Hell. Thus success

(fawz) consists of two elements, namely, absolute escape from

suffering in Hell (this does not negate suffering, on the day of

resurrection, of delay in account) and getting reward in Paradise.
•j

Success is identical with happiness. The term 'success' (falah)

is also used as synonymous with them. The tens salvation in its

strict sense as given above is different from all these. Al-

Ghazall makes it clear when he says, "Salvation is just safety
- 2

(salama) and not happiness or sic cess". But he loosely uses

salvation to me an what the other terms mean^and in this he agrees

with al-Makki.3
Happiness in paradise has two major grades, lower and higher.

The former consists in the sensual pleasures of foods, drinks,

company of houris, beautifhl dress, palaces and so on. This

grade is appropriate to the lower class of the virtuous referred

to as the pious (abrar, sallhun). the god-fearers (muttaqun) and
//U-

the people o right (ashab al-yamln). The sensual pleasures will

perfectly satisfy them for it is for these that they prepare in

this life. The higher grade of happiness consists in nearness to

God and gazing upon His glorious ffece for evermore. The vision

(ru* ya) of God or encounter (liqa*) with Him is the highest happi¬

ness, the ultimate good said the last of all forms of God's bounty.

Nothing in Paradise will be as pleasure-giving as this vision.

The sensual pleasures are worthless when compared to the pleasure

of contemplating the divine beauty. The former resemble the

1. I.P.. IV, 110, 111, 21U, 89, 12U. 2. A.D.. pp.23-2U.

3. Qut, I, 219-20, 361+. For the meaning of salvation cf.
Gardne r, "Sufi ", p. 1 31.
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pleasures enjoyed by grazing animals while the latter is the

spiritual pleasure referred to in the ^udsl Tradition, "I reserved

for my virtuous servants what no eye ever saw, no ear ever heard

and which never occurred to any man's mind." and in the Qur*anic

verse "So no soul knows what is in store for them of that which

will refresh the eyes: a reward fbr what they did." This grade

is appropriate to the higher class of the virtuous consisting of

prophets and those who are near to them. These latter are

usually mentioned as the saints (awliya1). the most truthful

(siddlqun). those brought near to God (muqarrabun) t the lovers

(muhibbun) and the sincere (mukhb'sun). The hi^ier happiness will

be granted to them because it is fbr this that they work in this

life. Each grade of happiness has innumerable sub-grades; the

lowest sub-grade of the hitler grade touches the highest sub-grade
1 _ _

of the lower grade. Most of al-Ghazali's ideas on the grades of

happiness have their source in the Qur'an and Tradition; in
- - -2

linking them with sufism, however, he is indebted to al-Makki.
o

The Means to Happiness.

Happiness is attainable in the hereafter should the necessary

preparation for it be made in this life. Making this preparation

is equivalent to the acquisition of the 'provision* for which the

soul descended to this world of water snd clay. There are several

forms of good by which man can prepare fb r happiness and these are

1. I.D,, IV, H06-9, 22, 238, 286-87, 2U, 25, 320-32, 226-27, 238,
3^0, 28, 195-96, U65-71, III, 11.

2. cf. Qut, I, 175, 210, 218, 220, 22U, 113, 156^. The Quranic
verse and the qudsi Tradition which al-Ghazali quotes to support
his ideas of spiritual happiness were also quoted by the Muslim
philosophers; in T.J?., pp.275-76 he criticizes them saying that
these never imply "the non-existence of physical happiness.
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called the means (wasa*il). These means are divided "by al-Ghazall
into four categories each of which includes fbur fb rms of good;

the total number of the means thus anounts to sixteen. All the

means are no t o f equal impo rtance fo r happ iness: some o f them

are absolutely necessary and o thers are only useful; some are

very near to happiness while the relation of others to it is

comparatively remote.1 The four groups of means are

The 'goods' of the soul (al-fada* il an-nafsiyya)
*

The bodily 'goods' (al-fada*il al-jismiyya)
5

The external 'goods' (al-fada*il al-Kharljiyya)

The 'goods' of divine grace (al-fada*tl af-fawfiT~qiyya)
*"""*** """ "V" ~~ j. -.-.-i ».»>——

The means included in each group are called fada* 11. the
9

plural of fadila. This term is not used here i n it s technical

sense in which it refers particularly to the fbur root virtues

of the soul together with their sub-divisions and generally to

any quality of the soul, for this term is applied to the last

three catego ries o f me ans which are not virtues of the soul. The

term is used in its ordinary sense expressible by such words as

merit, worth, goodness and the like. Fada* il, then, here simply
9

means good things, worthy things by v/hich man can attain to

happiness; it does not mean virtues. Nor is fadila used here

as synonymous with fadl which means free gift or gratuity, bounty
2

or grace, although both terms have the same verb-root; the

1. I.D., IV, 89-90, III, 202; of. Dharifa. pp.37-38, 35, 65;
Aristotle, Ethics, p.8. In the number o f me ans, in their class¬
ification into four groups, in their description and_in the
determination of their mutual relationship al-Ghazali is strongly
influenced by Ispahan! who discussed these all in his Dharlra,
PP.35-U5. Ispahani was, in turn, incluenced by Aristotle
(Ethics, pp.8, 28-31), Stoics (van den Bergh, "Ghazali on
'Gratitude towards God' and its Greek Sources", S. I., VII, 96)
and Miskawayh (Tahdhlb. ppwM) • Al-Ghazali only elaborates
Ispahan!'s views and makes them more religious and su fistic.

2« Lexicon, 1(6), 2412.
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reason is that this meaning of fadila thouph correct for the last
11

# " u

group, is incorrect for the others (for these axe not free gifts;

they are gifts only in the sense that these are ultimately from

God) whereas the term is also used for these groups. So it

cannot be said that this term is used here in order to imply that

the means to happiness, especially the last group, are free gifts

(fadl) from God. The fact of their being gifts, however, is

expressed by using for them another word, niram (gifts) and by

discussing them in the 'Book of Gratitude to God'. The first

three categories are gifts of God in the sense that they come

ultimately from Him; the last group is a free gift inasmuch as in

three of its four forms it is not in man's control. The view

that the means to happiness are gifts is very significant for it

makes happiness in port a divine gift. This point will be clear

from the discussion of all the classes of means.

The 'goods' of the soul are, according to al-Ghazali, faith

(iraan) and good character (husn al-khuluq). Faith is divided by
*

him into 'knowledge of revelation* (film al-mukashafa) and

practical knowledge (rilm al-mufamala). Thus faith is regarded

here as a synonym of knowledge. Good character is divided into

temperance and justice. The former is repression of desire and

anger and the latter is their repression to the extent that neither

all their demands are shunned nor are all fulfilled but moderation

is observed. This is a loose description of good character as

against its strict sense in which it consists of ibur qualities of

the soul - wisdom, courage, temperance and justice - together with

their sub-divisions. It is described here as consisting of the

last two qualities in order to keep the number of the soul's
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'goods' four, but by it is meant here not only all these four

qualities aid thei r sub-divisions but also all other qualities of

the soul. The description of good character as tonperance and

justice includes all the qualities of the soul for these two

concern the repression of desire and anger, and i t is upon this

repression that acquisition of all the good qualities depends.

The four 'goods* of the soul, then, are reducible to (a) faith

or knowledge and (b) all the good qualities of the soul. These

two are the nearest means to happiness. Since improvement of the

soul through good qualities is achieved by means of action (^amal).
the nearest ace ans to happiness emerge as knowledge and action.

Indeed, this is what al-Ghazali emphasizes in all his ethical

works. Even when discussing the last three groups of means he

refers to the'goods'of the soul sometimes as know ledge, good char¬

acter and action and at other times as knowledge and action. The

meaning of these two in his ethics wi 11 be explained later.

The bodily 'goods' too are regarded as essenti al means to

happiness for without them the 'goods* of the soul cannot be

acquired perfectly. Although both groups are essential, the rank

of the latter is below that of the former. The bodily'goods'are

health, strength, long life and beauty. The way the first three

serve as means to happiness is obvious: what are most needed for

happiness are the go ods'o f the soul which, in final analysis, are

found to be knowledge aid action, and these two cannot be pursued

without sound health and adequate physical strength. Long life

enables man to take better preparation for happiness through these

two - the reason viiiy the Prophet once described happiness as long

1. IgD., Ill, 202; cf. Pharlra. p.35.
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life spent in obedience to God. The need for beauty fbr happiness,

however, is little but not entirely nil: a hard some man, who is

naturally liked by others, can pursue his worldly affairs more

easily than a man ugly to look at and thus can have more time and

opportunity to acquire knowledge and to do gjod deeds. By beauty

al-Ghazali means not that which excites sexual urge but a tall

figure with harmoniously developed limbs and such facial appearance
■i

as creates a good impression on others.

The goods exterior to the body are wealth, influence, family

and noble birth. These are not essential for happiness but only

useful to it. Their status is below the status of bodily goods.

Wealth serves as useful means in many ways: it makes its possessor

free from the care of the necessities of life and thus envies him

to devote more time and attention to knowledge and action. By

wealth various kinds of obstacles to them can easily be removed.

Influence is a usefUl means in the sense that he who lacks it is

always humiliated and insecure from enemies who disturb his

acquisition of knowledge and doing good deeds and keep him con¬

stantly worried, but one who has some influence can repel them and

prepare for happiness safely and securely. Wife, children,

friends and relatives are all useful inasmuch as they help man in

his worldly affairs in various ways and thus give him better

opportunity to prepare for happiness. Children in particular are

like his hands, legs and other limbs with viii ch he performs good

actions. In the case of most people external goods are useful

only when these are of moderate anount; more than this is an

impediment to happiness for them and hence desires fb r it are

1. Ibid. pp.2U5, 295, IV, 91, 137, 71, 72. cf. Dharirat pp.35,
140-1+1 j Aristotle, Ethics, pp.7, 9.
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regarded by al-Ghazali as destructive qualities of the soul* to

be described in a later chaster. This conception of wealth, etc.

is not inconsistent wi th what has earlier been said concerning them,

for there it is denied that these are happiness themselves aid here

these are only regarded as means to happiness. By noble birth

al-Ghazali means a birth not in a rich family but in a religious

family cu Itivati ng knew ledge aid piety. One born in such a

family inherits traits of good character from his ancestors, and
1

in this way noble birth constitutes a means to happiness.

The 'goods* of divine grace (tawfiq) are divine guidance

(hidaya). divine direction (ru shd). divine leading (tasdid) and
- p

divine strengthening (taffid). Grace here means concordance be¬

tween God's decree and man's vd.ll o n what is right. The function

of these ^goods' is to combine bodily''go ods' and the exterior goods

with those of the soul. Indeed, without these the former two

groups are of no use in pnoducirg the latter - the reason why

foods'of grace are regarded as essential means to happiness. On

guidance every one is dependent since without i t no one can know

the path to happiness. It has three grades. The first is

general guidance whi ch enables man to distinguish between good and

bad. It is called general because it is given to all people: to

some (ba'dahum, ba^-l- ra) throu$i reason and to others through
» •

prophets and the books revealed to them.-' "Despite this guidance

1. Ibid. Ill, 2U5, IV, 90-91, 202; cf. Dharl*a. pp.35, 38-39?
Aristotle, Ethics. p.8.

2. For the English translation of these terms see Lane, Lexicon. I
(3), 1089, 1(8 ) 3057, 1(1 ) 136; van den Bergh, "Sources", p.96.

3. I.D.. Ill, 93-9U? K.S.. p.690. This view that some people
know throu^i reason and others through revelation agrees_wi th
Ispaharil in his Dharira, p.hU, but contradicts al-GhazBli's
general position that the sources of knowledge of jpod aid evil
are both reason and revelation.
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people sometimes 4) not do good because the desire for worldly

pleasure is dominant in them. The second is especial guidance

given to those vho are practising mortification in accordance with

the general guidance; to such people the path of wisdom (rah-i-

hikmat) is gradually opened. The most especial guidance is given

to the prophets and also to the saints and sufis who have completed

their mortiileation. Thus one 'good.' of grace, guidance in its

three rms, is concerned with one half of the a>ul's 'goods',

namely, knowledge. The other three 'goods' of grace have to do

with the other half - action.

Vifhile through guidance man knows good and evil, direction is

a divine providence (al-*"inayat al-ilahiyya) for which an urge or

will to proceed towards the good is produced in the mind. Those

who have not been given direction cannot proceed to the good

although they know it as such. Divine leading is a grace by which

the limbs move towards the good in such a way that the man reaches

it easily and in a short time. Thus the result of guidance is

knowledge of good and evil; that of direction is will or inner

urge for proceeding towards the good; that of leading is power

(qudra) and movements of the limbs to reach the goal in a short

time. Divine strengthening is an aid from the unseen world by

which the inward insight of the good becomes dear and the outward

power of grasping with the hands, etc. and o f movement with the

organs is increased. Similar to this aid is divine protection

(*1sma) which is an aid to prevent man from evil and whose source

is also unknown.1
Then, divine grace is associated with both know ledge and

1. Ibid.
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action which are the nearest means to happiness. The qiestion now

arises as to whether there is any means of obtaining divine grace.

It is clear from the above that there is no means of securing the

first form of gii dance. The method of the other forms of giidance

is purification of the soul. Since devotional acts, anong other
1

things, effect purification, they maybe said to be a means of

only these fbrms of guidance. Divine direction, etc. have no

direct or indirect causes; these are bestowed upon those whom God

wills - a view consistent with the Qur*'anic verse, "That is the

free gift of God; He gives it to whom He wills". Their results

are will, power, eto. for good actions and there are explicit
_ *

statements in al-Ghazalifs works that th I $, will, etc. are given

to some people as free gifts (*~ataya). as something fo r which they

did nothing, and that God gives - and He gives with justice. - to

other people will, etc, for evil although they did not commit any

crime for which they are given these and are deprived o f wi 11, etc.

for good actions. Especial favour to a man is "without any

preceding desert (istihqaq)", "without any means of it" and
■Z

deprivation of another is without any previous crime",J A passage

from the Kimiya* on this view runs thus:

"Your act is by your power; rather your act is imposs¬
ible wi thout power, will aid knew ledge. So the key of
your act is these three and all these three are free
gifts of God most high ... Then be astonished at His
bounty, for He gave you the key of the treasure of the
act of obedience (ta*"at) and deprived all the wicked of
it. (He gave) the key of disobedience (ma *giyat) to
others* hands and closed to them the door of the
treasures of acts of obedience, without any crime of
theirs; rather with His justice He did this, (He
favoured you) without any service from you; rather he
did this of His bounty. 'tfhis will never be (a matter

1. See infra. px>,j■ 2. K.S,, p. 621,
3. t P* 159 J K, o.. p. 520.
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of) conceit to one who knows the reality of divine
unity (tawhid)".
It is wrong to suppose that devotional acts (ribadat) are

the indirect means of these goods of grace. The reason is that

these fb rms of grace are prior to the acts (for, as ^iown above,

it is these goods from which proceed will, etc. for the acts) so

that they are means of acts and not vice versa. Indeed a

devotional act is said by al-Ghazali himself to be dependent upon

2
grace. In the above passage too will, etc. for good acts are

asserted to be created without any prior devotional act. It is

the layman,and not al-GhazaiI,who believes that the function of

devotional acts is to please God and thereby to draw forth His

assistance. In al-Ghazali's view their function is to purify

the soul and beautify it ed that love of God and the hereafter may

be produced in it and love of this world may be removed. This

point will be elaborated later. Since good acts are only per¬

formed through the 'goods' of grace they cannot be the means of

the latter. That 'goods' of grace are bestowed without any means

is also suggested by their genesis! Aristotle was the first man

to have spoken of goods of fortune as an element of happiness;

he, however, did riot relate them to any divine being. Miskawayh

followed him almost in toto. Ispahan! accepted their view that

goods of fortune are also means of happiness and linked it with

the Islamic idea by calling them'the 'goods' of divine grace"and

describing them as four fbrrasof God's aid to man mentioned in the

Qur'an. Al-Ghazali accepts most of his ideas, elaborates them

1» K.S.. P. 621.
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■\
arid maJass them more Islaaic arfl sufistlc. Now neither Aristotle,

nor Mskawayh nor Ispahan! believed that this group of 'goods1 had

any means. It suggests that al-Ghazali also has the ® me belief.

This suggestion is confirmed by his explicit statements the t will,

etc. for good actions, which result from the 'goods' of grace are

free gifts and that devotional acts are prescribed for the improve¬

ment of the soul and not for pleasing God and thereby for drawing

grace from Him.

By including goods of grace in the means of happiness al-

Ghazali points to the Islamic idea that otherworldly happiness is

partially a mercy of God. The same was also the view of Ispahan!

which he made explicit by quoting the relevant Qur^'anic verses

2
and prophetic traditions. He declared that no one was independent

of grace in any condition, that happiness was not attainable with¬

out the 'goods' of the soul and that there was no way of achieving
, 3 _ -

these without God's grace. Al-Ghazali s^rs almost the same:

the primary means of happiness are the 'goods* of the soul and man

cen only acquire them wi th the help of bodily 'goods' and external

goods ^lould^be given the 'goods' of grace. He wi 11 acquire them

thro ugh e ffo rt and action, i.e. throu^i constant practice and

habituation and also through association wi th the virtuous - two

methods to be described later - but the element of divine grace

will be mingled with these. 'Goods' of grace are neither opposed

1. Clearly, al-Ghazali's conception of 'goods* of grace as a means
of happiness has its source in philosophy} it is, however, de¬
veloped by him and hy Ispahanl in such a way that it has become
a religious concept. Van den Bergh's statement ("Sources", p.
96), "The fourth category (i.e. the 'goods* of grace) is of
course, wholly beyond the scope of stoicism" does not mean that
it is not philosophic (in its origin); he means only that this
category is Assent in stoic philosophy.

2. Dharira. p. 35. 3. Ibid. pp.UU, 38, 35.
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to the 'goods' of the soul in which all virtues are included nor

independent of them, hut are complementary to them; they help

the acquisition of 'goods'of the soul through effort and habit¬

uation. True, however, while explaining habituation and

association as the methods of acquiring virtues al-Ghazall does

not mention divine grace; but he does mention it while ex¬

plaining training in individual virtues and good acts. Since

the me ans nearest to happiness are knowledge and action it is

necessary to explain their meaning and the effect they produce

in the soul.

Knowledge end Action as the Two Primary Means to Happiness.

Since the 'goods' of the soul are, according to al-Ghezall,

the primary means to happiness aid since these are reducible to

knowledge (rilm) and action (ramal) these constitute the primary

reqji irements of happiness. Without knowledge and action happiness

cannot be attained. This view is maintained hy al-Ghazall through¬

out his whole liffe; it is set forth in his works composed both
12 - -

before and after his conversion to autism. Since this opinion

is & und in the IIjam, a work completed a few dsys before his

death, it is plain that he retains it until his death. It cannot,

therefore, he said that this view was held hy him under the

influence of philosophy before his conversion and rejected after

it. The philosopher's, he complains, did not emphasize action;

they believe that knowledge alone is the means to their salvation

and that action is not needed; he calls them deluded in this

belief.' He also criticizes a class of religious scholars who

1. M. rI. , p. 295} M. *A.. p. 3. 3. A.W.. p.5U.

2. I.D., IV, 309; K.s. . pp.631 , 632, 268, 70; A.D.. pp.2, 293,
M.D.. p.3U; B.H,. pp.88, 113; A.W.. p.58; 3Tq. . p.117;
I.'*A. . p. 1+5.
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are busy acquiring knowledge but fall short of action and do not

avoid sins; they think that in knowledge they have reached a

stage when they will not be punished fo r neglecting action. The

need for knowledge and action al-Ghazali thinks to be a funda¬

mental teaching of the Qur*an for both are mentioned in most of

the verses containing references to Paradise; in a few of such

verses only knowledge or 'faith* is mentioned, but he ssys that
1

action £&so is implicit in them. In the Jawahir he classifies

Qur*anic verses into those concerned with knowledge aid those

concerning action. He believes that by means of knowledge and

action man ascends from the rank of lower animals to that of those

who behold the beauty of God's glorious face/"

The meaning of knew ledge and action is clear in al-Ghazali's

ethics. The ordinary man in the Islamic community understands

by ecti ons only the specific devotional acts prescribed by the

Sharira. In the Qur'an and Tradition action means any kind of

good deed whether related to man's outward (zahlr) or inward
*

(batin) self; the latter, however, is less elaborately described
*

because si 1 people cannot accomplish it; the former is regarded

as very comprehensive since it includes the devotional acts as

well as ell the good deeds done in different walks of life -

domestic, social and political. Muslim jurists (fuqahar1)

emphasize the acts of the outward self in all the walks of life

with total disregard of the inward. The sufis equally emphasize

both kinds of action with the only exception of that concerned with

politics; they elaborate the action of the inward sel f^b riefly
treated in the Sharl*"a and give it the shape of a compact theory

1. pp. 6, 52. 2. A.D., p. 293.
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linking it with their conception of o theworldly happiness. The

word action in al-Ghazali's sufi ethics, therefore, has a very wide

connotation: it includes actions of the outward self (al-armal

az-zahira) and actions of the inward self (al-a^mSl al-bstina).' r" • J 1 ■ " 1 " ■ 1 1 " 111 ■■ ■ " V '■ 1

Each of them has two sub-divisions. The two divisions of the

former are devotional acts (ribadat) exclusively directed towards

God and the good acts to be performed in one1 s life in the family

arfl society but not in politics for politics is outside the domain

of al-Ghazali's ethics. The two sub-divisions of the latter are

the action of purifying the so ul (tazkiyat al-qalb) from evil

character-traits and the action of beautifying (tahalll) it with
■p

good cpalities. These four kinds of actions fb im the whole of
- 1

the practical aspect of al-Ghasali's ethics and these vl 11 be

treated separately in the present study.

Each kind of action is sometimes described by al-Ghazali in

terms o f grades whose number at times rises even up to five but

is reducible to two, lower and higher. The lower grade of

teachings is intended for the lower ca tegoiy of the virtuous who

will attain the lower grade of happiness. The higher grade is

meant for the few who will achieve the higher grade of happiness.

A great difference exists between the two grades of actions and

between their motives: sometimes good actions of the lower class

of the virtuous are evil actions for the few (hasanat al-abrar

sayyiJ at al-muqarrabin). The former group* a motir* is the attain¬

ment of the sensual pleasures of Paradise and that of the latter

is the vision of the Lord of Paradise. This divisiop o f good

people by al-Ghazali is in line with that of his su/fi predecessors.

1. A,P. . p.6. Sometimes, however, the term action is used in a
restricted sense of devotional act (ribada) only; see LD., II,
1¥U
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Inspired by Qur*anic teaching they made this &istinc ti on which began
/j

from as early as the time of al-Sarraj who categorized mankind

into the worldlings, the religious end the elect.

As for know ledge it is knowledge of God and knowledge of the

path to Him. The former concerns the divine essence, attributes
2

and wo iks. This is 'knowledge of revelation' usuaLly called the

science of gnosis ( *~i 1m al -ra arrifa). ^ God's works include all

existences save Him; some of them form the world of sense per¬

ception and others, e.g. angels, souls etc. the unseen wo rid.^
Knowledge of God, His attiibutes and His works is the highest form

of knowledge. Below this in excellence is knowledge of the world

to come. 'Knowledge of revelation* falls outside the domain of

al-Gbazali*s ethics and hence its di scussion is irrelevant to the

present study. Knowledge of the path to God concerns all the

fbur kinds of action mentioned above and is set forth in some of

his wo iks. Without th is knowledge actions cannot properly be

perfbiraed. Althou^a knowledge of revelation and knowledge of the

path are both necessary for happiness, the foxmer is fundamental;

it is sometimes called the seed of happiness in the hereafter or

happiness itself. One type of this knowledge is faith (lrnan)
which is sufficient for happiness"' and is included in al-Ghazali's

ethics. The valid faith is that of the people of truth and sunna

(ahl al-haqq wa^s-sunna); the faith of any other sect is heret-
*

ical. Matters of faith are God's unity, sanctifiestion, pewer,

knowledge, will, hearing and seeing, speech and works. Faith in

1. Hujwiri, Kashf, p. 341. 2. J.Q., p. 5.

3. j11> 334-35, IV, 258-59. 4. Ibid, pp.11-12.
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divine unity is incomplete without the belief that Muhammad (peace
be upon him) is the last prophet sent to mankind and to jinns and

that all the previous religions are nullified by him. Faith

must also include belief in the Last Day and all that will happen
A

on it as described in the Our* an and Tradition. These beliefs

form the basis of action. They also remain in the soul after man's

death and will bring him happiness.

As there are grades in actions so too are there grades in

faith. The lowest grade of faith is that which common men

acquire from their parents, teachers and others without knowing

any proof. This faith is of the lowest grade because it is

usually mingled with minor errors vhich occur in its transmission.

If the errors are in fundamentals as God's oneness and

Muhammad's prophethood the faith is completely wrong. The

articles of faith are set forth in all al-Ghazali's wo iks dealing

with his complete system of ethics. A higher grade of faith is

that vfoi ch is combined with knowledge of its simple proofs given

in ar-Risalat al-Qudsiyya which is included in the Ihya* as a
*

chapter of its 'Book of Artiolesof Faith*. This grade of fsi th

is stronger. At the highest grade of faith one knows its secret

reality and complex proofs with deeper investigation, subtle

questions and difficulties. These are discussed in al-Iqtisad
«

fi*"l-Irtlqad. This grade of faith is the strongest. The lowest

grade ensures the lower grade of happiness and the two higher

1. Ibid, I, U3» 81.
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•j
grades are required for the higher grade of happiness.

The concept of knowledge and action as the primary means to

happiness is linked with the concept of man's perfection (kamal)

and of his provision (zad) for the next life. It is for know-
2

ledge and action that the soul is brought to the to rid of body

and it is their highest grade which forms its perfection ensuring

the higher happiness.This is the logical consequence of al-

Ghazall's views on the nature of the soul as immortal and as

having an especial characteristic. Man's differentia or the

especial quality by which he is distinguished from the rest of

creation lies in his capacity to know the realities of affairs;

acquisition of know ledge, therefore, is the purpose of his creation;

it is what makes him a human being and its neglect degrades him

to the rank of the lower animals. Since the most excellent of all

forms of knowledge is the knowledge of God,this must be regarded

as man's perfection and provision for his future life.^ Because

the view that acquiring knowledge is the purpose of creation

appears to contradict the Qur^anie verse, "I only created the jinns

and mankind that they might serve Me", al-Ghazali, like Hujwiri,^
explains the verse saying that knowledge also is included in it

for service of God is impossible without knowing Him. In thus

determining perfection by considering man's differentia al-Ghazali

1 • £ftJD., pp.23-25. In the I,-^lC. al-Ghazali gives the gist of
the science of mutakallimun. He is satisfied with his ex¬

position so that he regards it as deeper in investigation and
nearer to knocking at the door of gnosis (marrlfa) than the
traditional kalam described in the works of mutakallumun; see

A.D., p.2l|-. J'ahre wrongly asserts (Certitude, p.BS) that al-
Gha^all in this work "finds himself the prisoner of a termin¬
ology and of a complex of ideas which do not satisfy him".

2. I.D.. Ill, 5k. 3. rbid, P. 311.

k. Ibid, pp.7-8; IV, 261. 5. Kashf. p.267.
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is following the philosophic tradition. But, unlike the phil¬

osophers, he asserts that knowledge alone is not perfection in its

entirety; action "by which character is corrected and love of God

is produced in the soul is also a part of perfection. It is true,

however, that in some passages knowledge alone is called

perfection and 'provision*; this is Because in these passages

perfection and provision are determined by considering the soul*s

especial attribute and this attribute is knowledge.

The other method of determining 'provision' and perfection

is by considering the eternal nature of the soul. Al-Ghazali

argues that since the soul is eternal and its permanent abode is

the hereafter, that which will be useful to it there is to be

reckoned as its 'provision' and the highest degree of that as its

perfection. This concept of usefulness in the life to come is

stressed more than that of man's differentia. This is evident

from the fact that in the section entitled 'Real Perfection arid

Imagincv'r Perfection* knowledge is declared to be perfection only

by making use of the former concept although in other places its

being perfection is decided by the latter. Moreover, it is by

applying the concept of usefulness in the hereafter that wealth,

Influence etc. are declared as false perfection. Emphasis upon

this concept is laid in all al-Ghaaali's works dealing with

perfection. Usefulness in the next life is also set forth as

2
the criterion of goodness and value.

By applying this concept al-Ghazall shows that knowledge

constitutes provision for the hereafter. He discusses this in

1. I.D., III, 7-8, 2.

2. n.m. , p.3; B^H., p.113; A.p.. p.137; I.D.. Ill, 2/+1+-U6.
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detail and concludes that knowledge of eternal entities (azsliyyat)

such as God, His attribute and His wisdom in His works and in the

ordering of this world and the next is the real perfection for it

remains perfect in the soul and will he useful in the future life
A

in various ways. The same is also true of * faith*. By means of

the concept of usefulness al-Ghazali also shows that freedom from

being enslaved to carnal desires (hurriyya) is also perfection for

this is not affected by death. To call this freedom perfection

is the same as calling action perfection for all the four kinds of

action mentioned above concern this freedom; indeed this concern
p

is sometimes made explicit by referring action to freedom.

(There is however a place where repression of desire is said to

concern only one kind of action, namely, purification from vices;

this is the restricted function of repression). By the per¬

sistence of freedom i.e. action in the soul al-Ghazali means

their everlasting effect in it i.e. the qualities produced in it.

This is why the existence of knowledge and action in the soul is

sometimes described as the existence of three qualities. The

first is purity of the soul from vices. This is the effect of

the action of purification. The second is intimacy with God

pioduced from continuous remembrance of Him. This is the effect

of devotional acts. The third is love of God. Its theoretical

cause is knowledge of Him and its practical cause is the action of

beautifying the soul with good character-traits. These three

qualities of the soul are those which cause happiness (musridat)

in the life to come,^
Thus knowledge and good action are man* s provision and

1. Ibid, . 2. I.D.. Ill, 311. 3. Ibid, PP.190-91.



perfection for it is these t® which exist in the soul eternally.

These are the good things mentioned in the Qur^anic verse, "...and

the ever-abiding, the good wo rks, are better with your Lord in

reward and better in expectation." All except knowledge

(including 'faith') and action is left behind at death and must
i

therefore be regarded as false perfection. Faith and action, as

already stated, have two grades, lower end hitter. Anjj^ne of these
grades forms provision for the next life. Perfection, however,

only refers to their higher grade which will cause higher happi¬

ness. To seek perfection is not required (wajib) of every

individual; only the few can seek it. Seeking the lower grade

is reqiired of the majority of people. Their inability to ascend

to the higher grade is the predestined will of God, for should all

aspire after perfection snad- the world-order would be paralysed in
?

which case perfection itself would vanish. This idea is also

fbund in al-Makkl's ethics;^ he however did not apply it to the

whole of his system.

Perfection is the same as nearness (qufb) to God and resembl¬

ance to the angels.^ This nearness is qualitative and not spatial

and is attainable in this life. There is, however, another mean¬

ing of nearness in al-Ghazallj that vlii ch is attainable in the

hereafter aid which consists in closeness to God in Paradise

5
gazing upon His glorious face forevermore. Nearness is attain¬

able in this life by acquiring the attributes of God and the

angels. Since knowledge is one of their attributes by acquiring

1. Ibid, 190, 311, 2k5-h6; A.D. . p.137; B.H.. p.113j N.M.. p.3.

2. I.P.. Ill, 197. 3. out, 1,^
k. I.P.. HI, 2kh-k5; A.P.. p. 138. 5. I«D. . HI, 2U5-56.



its highest form, which is knowledge of God, man draws near to Him

and is included in the group of angels nearest to Him. Freedom

from carnal desires is another attribute of God and the angels;

this freedom in its complete form is impossible for man to attain,

but by controlling these desires he can resemble God and the
-i

angels aid be far from resembling the lower animals. This freedom

is in a sense identical with good action for by this control man

can cling to the right path. By employing all his powers and
2

organs in knowledge and action man resembles the angels. Thus

by the higher degree of knowledge and action nearness to God is

achieved.-"* This nearness is regarded by al-Ghazall as the goal
- - U v- _

of the sufl path. It is identical with reaching God (w^sul).
*

»

By reaching he does not mean identification with God (ittlsal) or

entrance into Him (hulul) or the mingling of human nature (nasut)

with divine nature (lahut) as the Christians believe; all these

are erroneous views. The truth is that one liho attains to God

approaches Him in quality#

The concept of knowledge and action as the primary means to

happiness is also linked with that of the love of God since the
c

latter is produced by the fb rmer. The w^r the love of God is

produced by them is mentioned by al-Ghazali. He says that God

possesses such qialities that one who knows Him cannot but love

Him; love necessarily follows from knowledge^ provided love of

the v© rid is not strong in the soul. Tie strength of love depends

1. Ibid. pp.2i+U-i£, IV, yjhl AjJD. , P.M+. 2. I.D. . Ill, 7-8.
3. Ibid. II, 1hU. U. M.D. . pp.60-61.

5. IjJ)., III, 350; J.V, 263. 6. Ibid, IV, 1h5.
7- 272, 273, 5k, III, 190-91.
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upon the strength of knowledge, the weakness of love of the world

and the degree of intimacy with God produced from remembrance of
-j

Him. Love of the lower class of the virtuous is weak because

of weakness in their knowledge of God. They know Him as bene¬

factor and love Him for His benefits like an 'evil slave' and

hence their love increases and decreases according to the benefits

they receive. The higher class of the virtuous apprehend God's

majesty, perfection and beauty and love Him for these as do the

angels. They are perfect. This view agrees with that of al-

Junayd. Difference between the two classes of people in faith
2

also causes difference in love.

Action in its four forms results in love in the following way.

The evil qualities of the soul are but its various aspects of its

love of the world; so purification clears the soul from this love

and thus makes it fit for the love of God. As a result/beauti-
fication with good qualities the soul is inclined towards God and

is removed from the world. Continuity in devotional acts is in

effect continuity in remembrance of God and reflection on Him from

which results strengthening of 'faith* and intimacy with and love

of God and also indifference to the world.^ Since there are two

grades of action there are two grades of love. Difference in

love will cause difference in happiness in the life to come.

Love of God and the Prophet, al-Ghazall says, is emphasized

in the Qur*an and Tradition. The sufls from al-Hasan's time were
• t

stressing this teaching of the Sharlra. Muslim philosophers spoke

1. Ibid. ik5, 2I4.8-59, 272, 273.

3. Ibid. 19-20, III, 190-91.

5. Ibid. IV, 27U-75.

2. Ibid. IV, 27U-75.

k. Ibid. IV, 131, III, 190-91.



of love of God but did not emphasize it; influenced by Greek

thought they called perfection in knowledge the ideal of life.

Some theologians even denied the possibility of love of God sM

interpreted the Sharifa's teaching on this subject as meaning

obedience to God. Al-Ghazall refutes them more successfully than

al-Makki did and, like his sufi predecessors, declairs the love
1

of God to be the ideal of life. He urges men not to die without

loving God for it is to Him that everyone goes back after death

and the more beloved he makes Him in this life the greater will be
2

his joy in the next in meeting Him. The soul is created to acquire

the love of God. The more an act promotes this love the greater

is its moral worth. To love God more than any other is enough,

but perfect love is very intense and is called passionate love

(rishq) i.e. the extreme love. This is equivalent to the highest

perfection and to nearness to God. At this highest stage of love

visions and mystic intuitions occur. Intense love, the ideal of

the sufis, was possessed by the Prophet before he received prophet-

hood so that, seeing him mostly alone in worship in the cave of

Hira, the beduins used to say - Muhammad passionately loved his

Lord.^ By knowledge aid action man acquires passionate love by

which he ascends to the rank of the passionate lovers among the

angels who have always been engaged in studying the beauty of God's
5

face glorifying Him and sanctifying Him.

When such a relationship between man and God develops he

experiences the state of annihilation (fans') and hence this state

1. Ibid. 252, 156 . 2. Ibid. 11*5; A.D.. p.282+. 3. I.D., p.5U.

1*. Ibid. II, 21*7; M.D.. p.62; Arberry, Sufism. pp.37, 1+2, 1+5.
5. A.D.. pp.2£3» *
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Is also called "by al-Ghazali the goal of the mystic path.^ The gist

of his concept of annihilation is that at this stage a lover of

God is sometimes so much engrossed in the contemplation of his

beloved that he forgets everything except Him; he is even un¬

conscious of himself end his own conditions; "I mean that he

forgets them ... and I do not mean by his annihilation the annihil-
2

ation of his body but the annihilation of his mind. Annihilation

of the mind is the cessation of its awareness of all else but God;

so everything else is nothing (nisti. fana*) for him; since God

alone is subsistent (baqj) in his awareness he says, 'All are

God'; this is divine unity (tawhid). Thus the highest stage
»

is called annihilation or nothingness vhen it is related to
x

existences other than God, and oneness when related to God. This

state al-Ghazili says as Hujwirl does,^ passes sway like a flash

of lightning; it does not persist because man cannot tolerate it;

visions and mystical intuitions occur in this state. It is

expressed by such phrases as complete annihilation (fana* kulll)

and annihilation in divine unity (fans' fi at-tawhld). This does

not mean 'entrance', 'mingling', 'identification*, 'incarnation*,
5 - -

etc.; all these are wrong. There is no pantheism in al-Ghazali.

God is other than His creature and must remain so. Annihilation

does not mean loss of identity; rather identity is perfected by it.

Subsistence does not indicate subsistence of God in man.

1. M.D.. pp.60-61; K.S.. pp.382, 61*0. 2. I.P.. II, 256, 257.

3. K^S., pp.382-83. k. Kashf. pp.226-27.
5* K«3»« P»383; I.P.. II, 257. In many of his wo iks al-Ghazali

exposes the errors in these views. The same has also been
done by Hujwlrl in his Kashf pp.37, 21*3, 21*1*, 251*. For
pantheism cf. Upper, "Nature", pp.28-30, 31 , 32.
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. ture of Character

The problem of good character (husn al-khuluq) is a

central topic of moral philosophy. Proper appreciation of this
problem and many others related to it depends on an understand¬

ing of what character itself is. Some of the moralists who pre¬
ceded al-Ghazali realised this depends ce and accordingly in
their ethical works dealt elaborately with the real nature
(hagiqa) of character and the possibility or otherwise of ch nge

in it; others either did not discuss these problems at all or

discussed them in a maimer not satisfactory. Aristotle treated
the problem of character but his treatment is not considered to
be satisfactory.! In .lato's dialogues no explicit theory of
character is to be found. Hellenistic philosophers, however,
were convinced that Plato had built up a close and complete phil¬
osophical system and had been aware of every problem touched on

by later Greek philosophers. They expected him to have •answered
questions which had not existed for him and succeeded in dis¬
covering passages in the dialogues to provide the necessary an¬

swers . They deduced a theory of character (as they did some

other theories) from numerous passages of the dialogues and this
wns done from the first century B.C. and t ken over by later

Platonicing moralists like Galen (d.199 A.U.), Galen presented
a coherent theory of character in the four books of his De

- oribus. The first book of this work deals with the nature of

character and the problem of the change in it. The Stoic phil¬
osophers also took some interest in these problems.2 Among the
: uslim philosophers who flourished before al-Ghazali, iskawayh
was perhaps the only thinker to discuss these subjects fairly
el borately. He mentioned the Greek philosophers' views on them
and set forth his own opinion in the form of a syllogism.3 like¬
wise, among al-Ghazali's predecessors from the sufis ar-iiaghib s.l-

1. ..alzer, "Hew light on Galen'a oral Philosophy", CQ, kllll (1949)
included in his Greek, p. 146. 2. Ibid, no. 143-145» 150.
3• Tahdhib, pp.31-34.

£6



Ispahan! was the only man to takeAinterest in these problems.
In his Jh.r.i. *"a he tried to explain the differences among such
words as character (khuluc) , habit (*ada), nature (taba"^) and
natural disoosition (sa.iiy.ya) and also to reconcile two opp¬

osing views on the question of change in character. 1 Al-
Ghazali complains that *Ali ibn-abu-Talib, Hasan al-Basri,
Sahl at-Iustari, lasiti, Shah al-Airmanl, abu-^Uthman, Husayn

ibn-.'Vansur, abu-oa'id al-;li&rraj and others talked about the
nature of good character, but what in reality they spoke of was

the result of good character and not the nature of good charac¬
ter or the nature of character itself.2 So he proceeds to dis¬
cuss at length what is meant by character before explaining what
he understands by good character.

Al-lhazali defines character as "an established (rasikha)
state in the soul (ha.vfra fl n-nafs) from which actions proceed

easily (bi sahula wa vusr), without any need of reflection
£

(fiky) and deliberation (rawjya)".3 If this state is such that

praiseworthy actions oroceed from- it, it is called good charac¬
ter; if blameworthy actions arise from it, it is termed -as evil
character. Character, then, does not refer to one's external

behaviour; it is something internal; it is a state of the soul.
But any state of the soul cannot be called character; a state,
in order to be character, must be established and settled in the
soul. A transient condition of the soul cannot be called charac¬

ter, because a person who gives wealth to the poor occasionally
or for some accidental cause is not said to possess the charac¬
ter trait of generosity (kbjluc s-^xha.^); he is said to pos¬

sess it if the quality of giving wealth has become a relatively
permanent disposition of his soul as a result of his constant

•practice of it in various situations.4 This aspect of relative

permanence was also emphasized in liska ayh's definition of
character. It is true that he did not oualify the phrase "state"
of the soul" (hal an-nafs) with the word rasikha as al-Ghazali

»

T. Dharira, cp.23-30. T* I. J., III,46;1.3.,pp.23-29. 7~-
3# I.P., 111,46; cf. Hiskawayh, Pahdhlb, p.31}Hasir ad-Din TusI,
Aki'ilaq'-i-Dasiri, J.ahore, 1923, p.oO; Jalal ad-Pin'Pamvani, \khlaq-
"i'-j" ;• ~lY, ah'oro, 1923, p.41. 4. Ibid. 5. Tahdhib, p.31.



5
does, but from his explanation of the tern "state" it is clear
that he meant by it a state that becomes stable by habit and
self-discipline; instead of using the word hal he sometimes

-

p "
used words like hayya,'"sa.,jiyya,and malaka"- terns which have

in them some sense of permanence. This aspect of permanence

has also been emphasised in later times by at-Tusi and ad-
Dawwanl. In their definitions they have preferred the use of
the phrase malaka fi n-n.fs to Miek&wayh'a phrase hal an-nafs,
because the word malaka means a liayjfa estate) of the soul which
has a tendency to persist, whereas hal stands for a condition
of the soul that is easy to change. An established state of the
soul to which the term character refers should, al-Grhassail sr.ys,
be such that actions proceed from it easily and spontaneously.
Actions arising from it are spontaneous reactions to environ¬
mental situations. The act of generosity, for instance, is the
spontaneous outflow of sympathy from the mind of a benevolent
person; it is an inner urge that manifests itself automatically
in a relevant situation; it needs no constraining consciousness
of duty nor any mathematical calculation of consequences, If
actions proceed from a state of the soul, not easily, but with
difficulty and after reflection and deliberation, the state
cannot be char, ct..r, for a man who experiences difficulty in

spending money in good causes is not regarded as one possess¬

ing the character trait of generosity; one who feels difficulty
in ke ping silent when angry is not called clement.4 The con¬
dition thai^actions must proceed easily has also been mentioned
in the definitions of character given by iska.wa.yh, at-Tusi and
ad-Jawwani.

As to the reason why character should refer to a state of
the soul and not to outward action or to any other thing, al-
Grhaaali st-tec that should one wish to determine what character

really is, four possible meanings of it come to the mind.5 They
are (l) action (fi*1), go:>d and bad, (2) power (oudra) for doing

T7 vs-jarada, Sgypt, 1928, p.46; Al-llawasil v;a sh-'3hav;ami'i,' '
ed. Ahmad Amln and Sayyid Ahmad Sagar, Cairo,1951,p.66.
2. A&vada, p.44. 3. Thdhib, p.jlj Eawamil,p.06.
4« I.h. ,111, 46; cf. .iristotle, thics, pp.43-491 5.Ibid 46-47;
cf. ibid.
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what is good, aad what is evil, ( knowledge iaafrtfai of good
arid ovil* and (4) a state (havfra) of the soul which makes one
inclined to good or to evil and by which on.®*® doing it become©
easy and interesting. low action cannot he character* it is
identical with conduct or what is called behaviour in modern

psychology? it is the outward expression of character and not
character itself* & man who opead® money for a good esuae* when
he teas money* is regarded by all to have a generous character
even when he becomes unable to epead money either because he ha®
no money now or because of some other obstacle* If action is the
same a® character* he cannot be called generous for the reason
that tee is not performing the act of giving money* whereas no
one hecitateo to call hiss, generousj if & generous man fail© to
do a. generous deed in a particular situation* no one says that
he ha© thereby become miserly. Again* a person who ha© the
character-trait of miserliness omotimo spend® money in order
to saake a ©how or to fulfil sosae other motive* If action is
character* he should bo called generous when he is spending money
for these reasons* whereas no one call® his a generous man. From
these two ease® it is clear that action itself is? not character.

Nor can character be the same as the power for performing good
and bad actions* because the relation of this power to good and
bad - two contradictory phenomena - is the same* One who has the
power to do good has the power to do evil also * but on® who poss¬

esses on«-chiir®cter-trait cannot simultaneously possess the oppo¬
site of it* By nature all men posses® the power of doing good and
evil? power is innate* whereas character la acquired by effort aid
appropriate discipline# Character is either good or bad, whereas
power la neither? power is amoral and not moral, flor can charac¬
ter be identical with the knowledge of good and evil, for this >d
knowledge* like power, is related to good and bad in the same man¬

ner. The reasons for which power cannot be character are the
reasons for which knowledge cannot be so# If neither action l$r
•*er knowlcdgcfls the came as character, what is loft of the four
possible"meaning® of it <4 i.e. a state of the sou! • must be its
true meaning* Jharaeter then ±» a state of the soul from which
action® arise easily? if action© proceeding from it ere praise¬
worthy to reason end to the Sh^ri*af character is to be considered



as good; if they are blameworthy, character should he reckoned
as evil. Character is man's internal form (as-sura al-batina),

«» ^ »

while his external form (as~sura as-zahira) is what is consti-
a » 4 «

tuted by his various organs.1
Can Character be Changed?

,41-Ghazali maintains that character can be changed by
effort and appropriate discipline. In all his ethical works he

lays stress upon the need for improving character, and in some

of them he discusses in detail the ways in which a complete
change in it can be effected. He believes that the main function
of morality and ^religion lies in guiding people in such a manner
that they may refine their character and be able to attain happi¬
ness in this world as well as in the next. Following Ispahan!,
he argues thai if character is regarded as something that is not
subject to change, all commandments and admonitions, encourage¬

ment and threatening would be useless. The Prophet said, "Beautify
your character"; if it really were not possible surely it would
not have been commanded. Besides, all admit that change of dis¬
position among animals is possible; a beast of prey is changed
from wildness to domesticity; a dog is changed from a devourer
to a being of good manner (ta*addub): a horse is changed from
refractoriness to gentleness. Bach one of these is a change in
disposition. If change of character among animals is possible,
the correction of man, with his predominance of reason, should

obviously be easier and more possible.2
Some people deny that there can be any change in disposition.

The arguments that they put forward rest, al-Ghaaali says, upon

their assumption that what is natural (tab*i) cannot be changed
by any means <3 Their arguments are two in number which he repro¬

duces and endeavours to refttte. lie, however, does not say who

'., p. •T j.
2, I.J,, fix t 48; B,3,, p.432} of, Ispahan!, Jhari *"a, p.29;
Miokav/ayh, Inhdhlb, pp,32,34; Hawamil. p. 119,
3, - * * ,
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these deniers of change are, ane of those who are in his mind
might he Galen whose view Aiskawayh discussed in his lahdhib.

CK^

Galen believed that^few persons are good by nature and they later
do not become bad; many are bad by nature and they later do not
become good; some people are neither good nor bad by nature and
they later become good or bad by moral education. He expressed
this view after refuting the opinions of the itoics and of some

philosophers who preceded them. The otdcs maintained that all
men are by nature good but are afterwards corrupted by bad

surroundings and dominated by wicked passions which cannot be
tamed by discipline. Some philosophers before the toies taught
that men are by nature bad but they become good later; however,
those among them who are extremely bad cannot be reformed.1

The first argument of those who have denied the possibility
of change in character is that man has an external form consti¬
tuted by his various organs, and an internal form which is the
came as his character. The external form is incapable of change;
one who is tall cannot be made short and vice versa; one who is

ugly to look at cannot be made beautiful. The internal form is
like the external form and is, therefore, incapable of change.

They have referred to the saying, "God ceased from creation"
(faragha Allahu min al-khaloi). Consequently they say that the
desire for a change in character is equivalent to the desire for
a change in what God has created. Their second argument is that
if change in evil character be possible it has to be effected by
completely suppressing man's appetites, anger and love for the
world. But experience has shown that complete suppression of
these is an impossibility so long as man is alive, for they are

rooted in his nature and temperament (aAza.i). To make effort!) for

bringing about a change in disposition, tsen, is only to v/a te
t ime. 2

To al-Ghazali these two arguments are erroneous. All ex¬

istences (maw.judat). he points out, are of two kinds. "The first
kind includes that which has a created nature that requires no

action on our part; as for example the heavens, the stars, the
embers of our bodies and their sep r te carts and > ay things

Tl ir'kaWayh,' Taj ■"dlii".;, 'no. 2-3 3: cf. . alser, " occts , op. 160-61
-• 1.0., III, 43; .1.3. , p.429



that take place around us. Ihe :.eco.d wind includes what loci
has ere ted with a capacity to t.ke on perfection whenever it
finds the oroper condition for develooment. But in the process

of this development there is an act of choice. In the case of

the date-atone, it is neither an anpie -or a date, hut it does
have the can. city to become a date. As a -natter of exoerienee,
however, it becomes a date only when human choice is exceijised.
Now in their first "«rgument, the dealers of change .re, al-
•Ghazali observes, right in saying, th:-1 max;*s external form can¬
not be changed, for it certain!y belongs to that kind of exist¬
ences which '.re created perfect. out they are wrong in taxing
the internal form, character, to be analogous to the external
form and thereby concluding that the former, like the latter,
cannot be altered. fhe truth is that the internal form is in¬

cluded in that kind of existences which are created imperfect
but are provided with the capacity to take on perfection when¬
ever they find the proper condition for development. .very

individual is created with certain potentialities some of which

are manifested even in the early years of his childhood, but
these are not his character or settled ways of his behaviour,

f.-'-ey are raw materials, eo to say, and not finished products;
they are potentialities and not actualities. They can be devel¬

oped, -moulded and ca.-:> t into set or definite patterns by subsequent
education end habituation. But these cannot be changed into com¬

pletely other traits, however much effort may be made to do so,

as n dote stone may be developed into a d be but never i -to an

apple. Char cter, then, is susceptible to change in the a ease

that capacities ere. ted by God can be realised and developed and
not that they can be made into other dispositions by effort and
discipline.!

In their eeond argument, the dealers of change have,
al-Ghaeall says, rightly held that the appetites, etc., are

natural to man and are quite incapable of complete suppression,

1. I.0.„ III, 43;
isK.owayh, fahdhib.

-o. 432; cf. Isoahfnl, Jir.rirr., po.29-30
on. 1; .iris, to tie, ithies, op. 41-42.
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•jat the/ :•! <3© •••. .i i -e ii m-.i .t Ini k th t the civ ago i . eh r-
,.c fcer ite te x\rioting tie::.: com -lete.. y.i ii'he f ,ct is t!-v t
ch ;e dewwndr not their complete a t j iting, bat their eubjeot-
lon to the extent of raoderafcion (t*tidal) and the t-wiing; of these

by e rne.it effort •• id diocinli -e, nd men •= e f« to tcoomolinh
thin. It is to this t :5f th it .ten re coav " tided ad it i thi ■

th t h o come to be condition of their hf ins . 'he "netiter
and nger re a®cev try for -si-n't. narvivr-l wad this is why they
re ere tod in hisi. s t air romp ©te nupore on ion can never be

nee© sry in the aooific ition >f ch -cter. >: e • n their total
annhilation be necessary when they .ere tire rent in. .-•rochets who
.-/ere me.-.• of the hi/ a-1 foxwi of character? hilts describing the
believers' attributes lofl soid in the n, "those who restrain
their er aot • '.Mioso who la k anger"; if the uprooting of
n ;er ere net-dod 3or v wild .■ • .ve so id, MThere v ho lac;* ■ v ;er *.

11 the e rove th« t the tot: I nuppreneion of at ,i« .- lo> r ■ tare
i not neees ry. h t is: needed is to auppre:; if to the vt te
of moderation. fj:> . t to subdue it to thi- at: fcr i toe ible i

evident from ex •• rien.ee and obwerv tion.2

1th a; ' li ■ on or- c e if c .. wing thoir character,
Veryon© c ntnt do so in e a ;1 tine ad in e i> I sen .we, > e

are rapid i nacnoting the ch .a. ;e, while other wo - . 'his
i 1 in f.'Ct and this* * admitted by all there ?ho believe in
the oo ibi. it / of oh- t a in ee r cter, li e 'i totl e, i k jhH
.na r h~ni.3 . seeing in vi ■ - people' • difib . ;c; I thi. re¬

ward, 1- a. zfwli, following is? b i in to to, has _:ronped r wind
in four stages#6 fhe firwfc ro he-die 3« peepi© ( 1-i §a - diaf1 j
viio .to not &i< tiuyal. h truth from f Ireiioo' or no fro.r- :*vil.
Lbne.y isox conviction they ;ere t c it.; it fc t.uii birth. Their
w.n,ietites :tre not - tresvrthened for they h ve not i.ndul ed
them. I'hu the oh srnetcr ay one if ti is. ..if.l :>f on - y be¬
come good in but a short time. the new > re t the second

t e are those to ...no: veil onou the b onei >f that i b e,

but they do not become h nitu tod in good conduct because they
c -■■ldcr t- t their evil con"'act 1-" rourttiiw." enjoy-
H ? . . Ill, 4'.'; — .» p.43?, _ .I. .. .'ill, >441 .. i n:wyh, 1 h.'hitt j*j
• , • - — . i' • ' ' ? * • • .. . ^ ^



able. As a consecuence they engage in it submissively, in
accorda ;ce with, their desires, but contrary to their better

judge lent. As a result the situation of those in this sto re

in riuch more difficult than that of those in the first stage,
for they are more at fault... On the whole they may be said to
be cmable of exercising this discipline, but it re aires stren¬
uous effort. Those in the third stage actually approve of b ,se

dispositions, maintraining that they are necessary, right and
beautiful. So they pursue them holehe rtedly. It is almost
impossible for aen in this third sta e to bo cured. In fact
there is no hope for them, except in the rarest instances, for
their opportunities for error are being constantly increased.
The fourth kind are those who, .long with what accompanies cor¬

rupt belief and practice, see also a sort of virtue in their
very excess of evil and destruction of lives. In this they vie
with one another, and they think they gain fame by the amount of
evil they accomplish. It will be seen that they are the most
difficult of the four stages, and it is of them that it has been
said, 1 It is a. real torture for anyone to have to train a wolf
to be well-bred, or to wash blackhair-cloth to make it white'."1
Grood character

As noted above, man has two forms - one is external and the
other internal - and his character, according to al-Grhazali, refers
to the latter, or to an established state of the soul from which
actions easily proceed. Each of these two forms may be in good
or bad condition. The external form is considered to be com¬

pletely good when all the organs of the body which Constitute
it are good 4heri»rnr) and harmoniously developed. If some of them,

#

for example the ears only, re good the external form is regarded
good only in respect of the organ which is good. In exact y the
same manner, the internal form of character cannot be completely
good unless all the parts (arkan) or faculties or powers (auwvra)
of the soul re good and sound (salih). If one or more, but not

1. Ibid. cf. Is paha:;il, jihari f , o#. 48
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•->11, of theoe faculties re good, ch: r ctor will be id to be
good only in resoeet of the a oproori; ce f--.cui.ty or f cullies,
i'o • 1-jhazcli, then goodness in character depends on one's in¬
ner faculties being good, sound, straight (istiwa*) moderate
( i f tiu~ j. ) and mutually harmonious ( b ,-~oub) .1

•-..nn'o inner faculties re, according to al-lhazali, four,

namely, t :.e cognitive which is reason, the appetitive, the
irascible aid "the faculty of maintaining justice among these
three f cuJ ties". 2 Each of these faculties may be in good or

bad state. The cognitive faculty is in a sound st fce if it can

easily distinguish between true and false in soeeches {aqwal),
between right and -wrong in belief (irtjqad) and between good and
evil in works (af *"al) • From this state of this faculty wisdom
jhitema) is achieved, i'he irascible faculty is in a sound con-

ition if it obeys the dictates of re son and the Sharira, if it
• oreads or contracts- according as they order it to do. From this
sti te of this faculty the quality of corn*age (oiwi-" -0 1b achieved.
ikewise, t ie o.poetitive faculty is in a ood condition if it
yields to reason and the dharlra. From this state of this
faculty temperance ( ril'fa) is achieved. 3 the faculty of justice
is in a sound condition if it is able to control the faculties of

anger and appetite accordin to the dictates of reason and the

harila; it is a power (cudra) which, like an of.icer, enforces
*their orders on the other faculties. From this state of this

faculty the virtue of justice (*"adl) is achieved. Thus justice
is the name of a faculty an well s of the virtue of that faculty.4
Ho thinkers before al-Ghazali seem to have thought of it in this

way; they regarded it not as a faculty but as a virtue of the
entire soul, which comes about when all the three faculties
function in moderation and in mutual harmony, eurrexiderirw them¬
selves willingly to reason.5 If 0.13 t e four faculties, - 1-1hazall/

ys , e in <*-

TI 'I. J., 111,47? 1 o.4?3. 2~* "Jeo' onnr- ,// Jf~T?
3. ■ ■ , III,47; - . -.. p.429; cf. ir.x-.vg/yh, Tahdhib, n.16;
vicenna, Akhlho« pp. 13.->arada. o.19» IsoahS.nl, Jinorlr~-
pp. 7, . 4. 1.0.. Ill, 4:;? . ., on.42 -p.
5. Miskawayh, fahdhib, p»16:/Akhl5q. p. 153; Sarada« o. 19.

vice na,
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good and sound state#, character is absolutely good; if all of
(X

them are inAbad condition^, character is absolutely bad; if some

of them function soundly character will be good in proportion to
i

the faculties which function in a proper manner.

If a faculty of the soul is not in a sound state its work¬

ing either exceeds the proper limit or falls short of it.£* *hhat
i the proper limit? iacii faculty, s ve that of justice, h s, for
l-lhasali, two extremes (atrif) - one of excess (ifrat) and the

— j *

other of deficiency (tafrit) - and a state between these two.
This middle state is called the mean (al-wast). It is farthest

'"T"""

rc :.oved from the two extremes; it is at equal distance from them

both.^r It is identical with moderation^ The mean is the orooer

state in which every faculty of the soul should remain. It is
what is praiseworthy in character and necess ry for all to ob¬
serve, while the two extremes are blameworthy and should be
avoided. The mean is virtue (al-fauil.-:.), while the tv/o extremes

_
_ Lj. »

are two vices (raohilatari) Virtue occurs as a result of the

sound functioning of the soul's faculty; its sound functioning
consists in its orking with the mean or moderation. Jo one can

define virtue as that quality of the soul which disposes it to
work on the mean, dean is the essence of virtue; devi .tion from
it to any one of the two extremes is the essence of vice. If
the cognitive faculty surpasses the mean, i.e. it is used in

fulfilling the wrong ends (al-aghracl al-fasida), the vice of
wickedness {-hubth) occurs; if it falls short of the lean, the
vice of folly (bulbs.) is found; if it is on the mean the virtue
of wisdom, is achieved. If the irascible faculty crosses the
:aean over, the vice of rashness (tahavr. ur) is generated; if it
falls short of the mean, the vice of cowardice (jubn) oraes
about; if it is at the state of the mean the virtue of courage

occurs. If the appetitive faculty is at its excess it begets
J ie vice of greed (shayah); if it is deficient the vice of the

7717" -p.130; I.J.. III. 47. 7>. T777, 111,55 line 4; cf.
. iakawayh, Tahcqb, p. 25. i-4". Ibid, III, 47; cf. Kind!, Raai^ 11
I, 179. I. u., incline 13; h. 3., p. 430; cf. . i .-av/ayh,
Tahdhib, p.25; Avieenna, Akhtaq,op.153-159; afada,p.l9; Eindl,
.ml"a-Li, I, 178-17i.



complete absence of appetite (ju/.iud) is found; if it is at the
mean otate the virtue of temperance is attained. The faculty of
justice does not have two extremes; it has only one opposite
which is oppression (jawr). Should this faculty fail to -work
soundly the vice of oppression occurs; should it function well
the virtue of justice is achieved.1 Thus justice is not a mean

between two extremes. For Miskawayh, however, it was a mean

between oppressing others (Sui; ) and being oppressed by others
(inzilam).2

*

Then, good character results from the observance of the
mean or moderation. But why should the mean be observed?
.ristotle and Hualim philosophers found the prescribing authority
of the mean in man's faculty of reason; to them the working of
the soul keeping to the position of the mean and its functioning
in accordance with the dictates of reason are the same thing;
mean is the quality of any action that is in accord with reason.

\1-Ghazali does not deny that reason prescribes the mean; but he
relies for this theory mainly upon the 3harira. He states that
in the Qm?an and Traditions it is the mean which is recommended.3
Those who observe it in spending money are praised in the verse,

"And they, who when they spend are neither extravagant not par¬

simonious, and (keep) between these the just mean". In another
verse Bod commanded men to be moderate in spending - "And do not
make your hand to be shackled to your neck nor stretch it forth
to the utmost (limit) of its stretching forth". In the following
verse men are prohibited to exceed the limit in satisfying their
aooetites for food; "And eat and drink and be not extravagant;
surely He does not love the extravagant". In regard to anger
God said the believers are "Firm of hearts against the unbelievers,
compassionate among themselves". The Prophet said, "Goodness of
things is their mean". Ten are thus commanded by the Bhari*a to
ere.te and maintain in themselves an attitude between two vicious

1. Ibid, cf. iskawayh, lalidhib. pp.26-23; Hindi, Aasa*il, i,
173; Ispahan!, Dharlra.p.22.
2. Tahdhxb. p.28. 3. I.P., III, 49-50; - .3., p.431.



extres.es. The idea of the mean is central in the teachings of
the ... ur'an and Tradition# 1

But why does the SharIra prescribe the mean in character?
Phere is, al-Ghazali replies, a secret and real reason (i. irr wa

tahoig) for this. The reason is that man's attainment of sal¬

vation in the next orld is dependent upon his possessing the
angelic attributes, for his substance is the same as that of
the angels and the place of his origin is the angelic .orld; in
this world of water and clay he is merely a stranger. During
his temporary sojourn in this world his soul acquires . ome qual¬
ities which, on its going back to God, keen it from being one

v.ith the angels in respect Of quality nd deprive it of salvation.
It is necessary, therefore, that it should go back to God with
the angelic attributes and bear no ttribute other than this*
hat is the angelic attribute? The. angels have no attachment
to anything of this world; they are deep in their love for God
and concentrate on nothing other than God. If one oes back with
a soul-, lot free from attachment to t le world, one will not be
entitled to salvation, as God 'said,"... except him who came to God
with heart free". This freedom from attachment is attained by

observing the mean. To take an example, if a man is a siser he
busies himself with not spending money; if he is extravagant he
remains busy with spending it; in either case his soul is attached
to money, a thing of this world, whereas what is demanded of him
is that his soul should not be attached to it. go, the soul
hould be free from both the qualities - spending and not spending,
out since this is a thing utterly impossible for it to realise
in this world, it has to do what is the nearest and most resemb¬

ling to it and the remotest from the two qualities. This is the
mean. Observance of the mean in spending money is, in a sense,

equivalent to complete freedom from both quali^jg _ way the
water which is neither too hot nor too cold, but is between the

two, is said to be free from both heat and cold. Then if man

is on the mean in spending money his soul remains free from

1. Of. Vigl'ur x'ahm&'n, 'The uranie Conce ption of God, the
Halve • e and ' an"7 Is. H (1)67), p.12.
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attachment to rconay. if he follow# the mmm alwaye snd la all his
affairs, his soul will be free from all the thin;;:© of this world#
iuoh s, pure soul will b® able to attain salvation* Ihis is the
reason why the hsri/a ashed people to observe the mean.l

So observe the reel mean (nl-waet al-jiagai i). however,
is not an easy task* fhe difficulty involved in it woo r«cog-

nieedrby many of those who propounded this theory# Al-Shaaall
says that the real mean is extremely obscure (&h~ v. t ai-gha;3l&)*
it is one in ©very disposition and action, while deviation from
it amy take many forma which are different vices* She aeon ia,
as it were, sharper then the edge of a sword and thinner than o

hair* It is the eaae as the right path.$
which should be followed by all* without help from <Sod none can
follow it, and. this is the reaeoa why the dhnri'a made it obli¬
gatory on every sea* adult person to seek help from led for it
seventeen time© a day - one# in each rak fu of the obliga tory
part of ritual prayer* so difficult it is to keec to the right
path that even the Prophet himself m® afraid of deviating from
it. I'iiia fear of his found its expression in his assertion that
the aura Hud caused his hair to grow white, for in this aura he
was commended to be firm on the right way (ieticima) and not to
exceed the limit# those who follow the right path, the moan,
will be able to cress the Bridge (as- iriti in the next world

'

• ' r'

which is alco sharper than the edge of a eword and thinner than
a heir# It Is because of their deviation from the mean that most

people will fall from the Bridge into the gulf of Hell-fir©t those
who are believers amongst them will, however, be later delivered
from Hell after they have suffered punishment in proportion to
their deviation fro® the seen,3

fhent each faculty of the soul teas it« own virtue which
appears if the faculty functions keep to the position of the
mean# wladca is the virtu© of the rations! ■ oul# courage of the
spirited, temperance of the appetitive and justice of the justice#

t# " ld.1, m, s'6, 55; |zm' TiMV. "s*Aris-toilc, thlcs. pp.52,^9# 3* X*i>. ,ill, 55? *■■-.* co.413-31,
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. Xntlsm is the highest of all virtues? lad g&id ia the v,ur*ant
'' -v hoever ia gras ted vLsdOJi he iMee-i Is given a great good"',
These four virtues . ra, as it 'ssrt, the four pillars of good
character,.! Foil losing ispaiiimi* al-ihasaii trie a to ehow that
the fact of their being what forts good character i» hinted at in
the .or*en, describing the believers* attributes lod said,
*Tbe believerere only those who believe ia Tod and Hie
Aoortlei then they, doubt not and struggle hard with their
wealth and their lives In the -my of led? they ore the truth¬
ful anesf, Belief in 3od and his 4nestle an mentioned here is
•'. consequence of res-.on? this to the highest. fora of the virtue
of windoa# £0 fight in 3od#y way with wealth is possible when
the appetitive faculty is brought under the subjection of reason?
so fightlag with wealth as anatinned id this verse hints at the
virtue of te^per&aeo, to fight ia led*a path with life is
clearly the virtue of courage* "mistag the nropliet and hie
ooutraniono led a© id, ?'?irm of heart against the unbelievers,
coapasaiortate isscmg thenaelvea"* It is cle r in thie verae that
for firsmeh.t Is a place and for eeir-ee ion also in a. .dace ? one

should not bo fira in all conditions nor should one be eesosaision-

at® in all. This indicates :-he virtue of joe tine *2
These four virtues are conceived tf OBgc oomsrehenaive*

They are considered to be the root (uali.) virtue® froa ihich Btmm.
*

a number of virtue© which say be called ainor or subordinat® or

s«ec-■n&®.T? virtues. The r J ■lion between the aiaor and the tea3or
virtues is thought by si—Th&mll to be like the one between the
root m& the branches* (turuf. ah~sh), i 'finer virtues uro the a#ta-»

ifest'-.tione of feeder virtues. This suae relation ex in £0 between
the root vices • bieh re the opposite® of the root virtues and
the minor vices vhieh nre toe asuuiifesl- tiotvr of the root vices

in vr.rioue oitactions, alcfesun p/h, however* conceived of the
relation ac the one between genua (ojnlis) and epeeiee (anw5Q,4

r;11..;,rrn,—rrnr'^":", 0,4a?1 cf. ''''ic^rr—fniv 'i; vi-rzi3?
iok-.-n- ayh. T^hdhlb. op.Tb-I/. _

' * .|-jfn.: -I,»* ITX| 4■'•••"? OiT# 10potaiiiiy j/v.- FI,^■'ie
i. Ibid? K,T,» 0,4 hi. 4. Tehdhlb. an,1S-I7,13,1 1.1 -i9 .
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.i o , l-5h ?f i i /: , aifea tx it If i the form of the

following virtue?:; good management -allien includes the m-; oagement
of o: eself, one' fa nil / rid one's -ociety, acute intelligence
(:h—liihn), ciou judgement, right conjecture, p ore-

heading the subt£l#ies of actions and the hidden evil qual¬
ities of the noul. From the vice of for 1y ronalt vices life

stupidity, insanity and lit lie experience in .affairs dupite
the soundness of the faculty of imagi nation. The difference
setween tupidity id insanity i that tupid person': ol—
joct of desire is right but his ■ of reaching it is srosg;

: n ins ne person desires to do --hot he should rot do and so his
desired object and his way of re chiug it are both wrong. The
manifestations of the vice of wic ednes :re deceit, deception
and the like. Courage -manifests itself in the form of the
following virtues s liberty, self-reliance in the face of danger,
chivalry in leading to a striving after higher ends, considering
oneself insignificant, physical exertion for achieving moral
ideals, forbearance, fimrt.es in .seetinge fear-inspiring sit¬
uations, res training; -the . agger, soberness and a. oc airing the
love of eouals or elders by pie-.,sing manner and good action,
fro.- rashness fol o. vices- like bo -sting, haughtiness, aelf-
adniir tio , extravagance and arrogance. The vsanifeetations of
the vice of cowardice are despair, humiliation, grief, lowliness,
considering oneself aean and aversion from receiving obligatory
right. The manifestations of temperance are the following
virtues: generosity, modesty, patience, forgiveness, to be con¬

tent with moderate amounta of necessary thing; , piety, siutu.l
help and absence of greed. From the vices of greed and complete
absence of desire proceed vices like covetousness, impudence,
-wickedness, prodigality, stinginess, hypocrisy, defamatioa, ex¬

cessive boldness, -uselessness, flattery, envy, rancour, rejoicing
at others' isfortune, making oneself hu hole to the rich and
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hating the poorml The' «*ftifeet''tions of the virtue of justice
anil the vie® of oppression h&ve not been -entlo-aed by al~ahasall»
l number of virtu®® have beau mentlomd under jus tie© by Fiaiuwayh
and Aviceim*•2

?o sum upt perfectly good character uepen&a on the good
functioning of all the faculties- of the soul* (feed wording of
a faculty consist® in I to ■ or.- log with moderation or :saaa#

uyfe^ should be the right ;aeun in particular situation is to be
^«ccrt».ia«<l by rsssoa and the Sharl^a# In oeauequefice of the
functioning of the four faculties of the soul with moderation
four virtues - wisdom, tempered©#, courage and Justice - ®®e

achieved# therefore, the eeeeBO# of virtue is the aesa, and the
e» enoe of vice is devt«tloa frost it# The four virtues aart their

opposite® - sight vices - menifeat themselves in vrsrioas ferae
in varleu* situations# the four virtues are te "ro >ta (ur.il?

4 •
and mothers (ua^.-ah&t)""of good character# In acquiring these
virtues people differ ami eoaeemaently their charneters differ
in respect of goodness. The Prophet alone had theme four virtues
in their fullest fern and his character absolutely good so

the prophet Joseph had an absolutely good appearance*4 Few
people are.completely devoid of these four virtues with the
result that theirs is an absolutely evil character* they re~

eemble the devil wfceee character Is camplete"; / fead# The majors

ity of •-••eople neither poaseee the->e virtues in their fullest
degree nor lac- theas ccarpi# tea /* but they are between the two#
So human feeing* «av« the Prophet* could acquire absolutely good
char cter* but the/ esua achieve a eharacter which is very near

to it if they make earneet effort and follow appropriate methods#
The question new arise© - hat is the proper way of achieving
goad character?

1* 1-». ■'# t HI, 47* .>.»..a».« p« 4:>,0| Of# Ibid., pp# 19*?4l Kindt,
Jnna-* il# I, ITS* 4vioena*« ' 'utl~"a« pp# Ibi-S4# la Plate the
»«fe-virtue» ere absent# In later Irtek ethics they are present
to r-one extent!so ■ Wa.1?.«r,AA/inqct^Sp #2?X--23•
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The •ethosa of ' chieying )oof Th; rooter.

In the : imlya*rl-Ghasa.il eiM»erat®8 three waya in which
good character may come about.1 Tut in the Ihyat he, follow—

_ *

lag Iar-Eh«al, enumerates? two we.yo of acquiring good char-. cter.2
In the conclusion of the section of the Ihyo> dealing with this11 HIM. K> i■ i.n.

problem, however, he adds n third methodVhich ie the same as

the third of the ways described in the rirnlyfr' To hia, thea,
there are three *,ve/e in which one can attain good character.

(a) In souse people good character in r- tura.'l (t>-b*T) •
•»

It is n divine grace to them# lod ha« ere ted them v,ith per¬

fect intellect so that the/ ---re learned aithout ;cc,airing

knowledge by ef ort and virtuous -ithout acquiring virtues by
moral trrining. Jhnracter beoo sec "ood when the faculties of
the soul -3 re in moderation, aha a dec ire a .id eager >be / the
reason and the >h«ri*a# God has restrained some people#s fae&t-
isn of dec ire 'aid anger at the true of creating the.!? he created
then in such a way th t they orealways in aoderutioa or ;e n,

and are obedient to their reason and the ihurlTa. Examples of
these ceoole re "eaua dirict, Tahy" ibn-s.ee riy" .nd ••.11 other

0

crophetc • aesides-' the oro-faetn, there arc oeoal© v.:ho .ios a;-';

good ch:-imeter an sosetning natural. Phone etc: de r/ it, lor e

observe tact some children are y nature truth- 'ul» yaiarau- -a.-p

coura eour.4

(b) lood oh-r ctor r y be "C sires by no:-trifle tion •, •. u-

fihodc) and self-troiniag (r-1 y" a), i.e. by tuning a-, in to en-
c

g-we in those eta-cms that usu li s proceed from pg>od character#5

Although with dlf ,'iculty on© has -to repeatedly* perform good
actions until they become habitual and a cart of one* nature,

c a a result of one's fre-.uent repetition >f them the at te th- t

h s been oroduced in the mind ■.ill be constant. Thus the desired

actions will have become a. natural nab It, and their
performance which wac difficult at first will -rove to be en- j

an-., lightsome, for ex.-.;uo.l.®, if anyone wirhoe to eg aire for his)
••ind the virtue of generosity he should tube ■- air: a to en a- © in

1. pT 4 4 2 • ft i *r f/0 ; c f. f TT7T. Tbid.T*^?
• X b 3.d&v^ J ■i *.|i f* y • 4 , Jr {"""fefi-e-.I—l—-———~krw \) • '■ f * * m*mi m* )

P '• > c f» :: la a - 1 . , . in lea . ' . ■' : b
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action that is generous, such ac giving away some particular
thing that he possesses. vnd he should not cease to be inter¬
ested in this giving until he has fully entered into the spirit
of it, until this ;• iving has become habitual to him and a part
of hi nature and a task quite ea< y for him to accomplish.

Likewise, if anyone wishes to couire for .is xind the virtue
of humility when perhaps at present pride has been getting the
better of him, he should pay eoecial attention to occupying
himself with ctions that ore deferential and humble, and he

should not ceo e to nay attention until humility becomes
A

a nart of hi, n? ture. ill the qu lities that ore laudable to
the h: ri* h ve to be acquired in this v/ay.l

ctions become habitual and natural when their agent ex-

nerie cer pleasure in performing them.2 :-o, to feel pleasure
in doing virtuous deeds is the sign that one has acquired vir¬
tues. k generous man is he who finds pleasure in giving 0 way

his wealth end not he who feels pain. humble man is be who

feels pleasure in bis being humble. The qualities that the
dhari^a commanded men to acquire become established in the soul

after .men have formed such a strong habit in doing good usages ActCg^g-
and in avoiding bad deeds as it produces In their lindr, eagerness

for the fojper and .version from the latter, pleasure in the
former and o. in in the latter. Truly virtuous .men do feel

pleasure and pain. The roohet used to experience so intense
a oleasure in performing his ritual prayer that he called it
the delight of his eye. To perform the devotional acts and to
leave undone the forbidden acts reluctantly and with oainful
sensations are one's folio ing religion imperfectly, and this
cannot ensure ha oiness in the next life. True, performing
devotional acts reluctantly is far better than not to perform
them at all - a reason for which 5od s id in the ...ur^an, "And
that (ritual prayer) is difficult except for the submitted"•

ibid. 2.1.P., 111,50-51; 1.8. ,o.431;cf. Ibid, pp.48,47;
Ist> hT~ni, Dhr.ri*a"," "on.31-32.
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or attaining the iv: mac ;-ro;xixed to the men •<£ good ch-.ro.c-
tor it is not enough to do tox deed, .-it,: sic-sure occion.-u.iy;
on the contrary, men re eommondad to do thess gladly throughout
their whole lives.1 fhay hay# to cultiv. to virtue until their
death. The re ■■■■-on why thi. i;: to he done in that the purpose

of devotional .eta ie to produce on the soul the effect of re¬

moving from it it;- love for the world and of establishing in it
co intense a love for lod &a would arouse in him eagerness to

meet him, and t-is effect cannot be produced unlet? a they -re per¬
formed throughout one" hole .life.2

.a to the rem on why eri action Is difficult to oerfor • t
iin.f but Pecos.-..- a tarsi .ad . ft . one race ts it, |-
Ghazali coints out that this ie because of a peculiar relation-
ale bot-.-ee.. the soul and the body* d quality of the soul in¬
fluencec the action.-; of the body, and an .act of the body also
produce: n effect on the* ooul. i'he xvl tion thud is circa! t,

\ d er). ui..i relation is responsible for morel pro/ppeao,

i.e. for ®^beco/j.i.ji.g|flg£- s. hotion^nutural and racy after1 it ie
re r; ted for a time, can be better illustrated by the process
in the art of cr-lligrs ohy. If anyone wishes to oquire . .ill
in colli rroliy He .must exercise the access, ry mental >er ver-

sace. de ; u, t ens/, e in reproducing and imitating the be utii'ul
h ,:xdwriting of i akilful Titer. le -m- t not ce a to give his
attention to making this- beautiful rltina until hi" ant it si©
(;;al da) in doin, so is e etaoil; .led ad hie amill become?;

ctuall,/ : me: to.; 1 quality. In the end he will do aaturnlly xd
e ily h'-t woo ct first a arduous effort, it first his ixai-
t \w- an act of hi. hand; ia his mind ther e existed no .unl¬
it./ of Titian, be-vutiffully, and this me the reason for hi find¬

ing it a difficult task. 2- en the effect (taJ thir) of the act of
hi:: hand i.e. writing fall on ax ilnd and, result of ire ut$te
repetition, became an established quality of the xiad. ?hi; qual¬
ity of the soul now influences the action of hi? hand with the

result that he can now write beautifully e« -ily. .'hi/5 proces ,

nl-liazall says, is involved in one's acquiring ly virtue.

t~ ct. ToiT»7 3znz» " r
*

. - *.1* » ; ;« " , /'• : 5, /•- — fj O » .'IX, , , - j ^ 4-
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Generosity, for instance, is absent in a miser. -Should, he wish
to be ?e erous a-:id to begin to do wh t generous Men do, he finds
it n .rduou." effort because the act of giving away his wealth
is at this stage only an act of his bodily embers. But this
bodily • ct produces its effect on his soul and becomes, a settled
quality of it. Then this mental quality exerts its influence
upon hi." body, and he now performs the acts of giving away hi
wealth quite easily. Although it is apparently an not of his
body, it is really the net of hie soul for it now proceeds from ,

the soul. Thin same process in at work in the case of all other

virtuous ouelitie: .1

(c) The third way of acquiring good character in -the
association (suhba) with good people for a considerable period

•» .»

f time.2 Human nature is esoenti 1 y i it< tive; it iait..tes

good ■ nd bad -.like both connciou. ly and unconsciously. If a

man associates himself with virtuous people for some time he
does pick up any of their good qualities in such way that he

may not even be aware of it. Thin is why the association ith
the good is often recommended to the per.: one desirous of foru¬
in praiseworthy character. Good como nionship is usually con¬

sidered to be especially important in training children in vir¬
tue, for they are more imit 'tive than grov.a-ups. If they are

prevented from mixing with evil persona and keot in the company
of the good, there is a great probability of their character

being good v.hen they grow into adults. details about their train¬
ing will be described in a later section.

Good char cter, then, iay be achieved in the three ways

mentioned above. eople who have acquired it in all the e

three ways - i.e. by nature, by association ith the virtuous,
and by constantly repeating good deeds - have the highest form
of ood character. Persons de rived of all these three ways,

that is, those who are vicious by nature, have formedMiabit in
vices by repeatedly committing then, and by associating themselves

1. 1.1)., III, 51-52 jw ., op.435- i6;cf. Aristotle, -ithiea, pp. 47-8
2. THTT. Ill, 52:. .3.. p.434; cf. iskawayh, Tnhdhib, p. 177
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■with wrong-doers, have the worst form of character. .Between
t c - e two forms lies the cb rpc ter of ost people. Ihere ore

great differences among them in respect of character and these
are caused by the differences in the ways in which they hove
acquired it.l
■jmn.s of the .uisea;. es of the Joul.

/hen the soul comes to this world it is immune from any

spiritual disease (mama al-qalb), i.e. vice; it gradually
beco es afflicted with disease owing to its ent :igle:nent ith
the orld.2 Al-lhasa.ll mentions some signs which will tell
that the soul is diseased and need-, treat, ent. These signs he
determines by following the method employed in a .certaining the
disease of the body. A certain bodily organ is considered to be
attached with disease if it fails completely or partially to serve

the function for which it is created. One's ear, for instance,
is thought to be in unsound condition if one does not he r sound
at all or hears it with difficulty. In life manner, the soul*
is to be regarded ve ••••fflicted with disease if it does not per¬

form the function for which God created it or performs it, not

readily with pie. ure, but with reluctance and painful sens tion.3
The especial function of the soul is, =. already explained,

to ac uire knowledge and wisdom; lod ere tec it so that it nay

know !im, love Him, worship kirn, feel p. ea. ure in remembering dim,
prefer His remembrance to anything else and take : mi t:ice for
remembering aim from the bodily member:. * . now led;e of God is,
it were, the food of the soul, just as breed and water is the

food of the body. -ince the soul which hat; ac; aired this know¬

ledge loves Him neceso rily, the sign of its knowledge is- its
love for God. The mark of this love is that the soul loves God

/ore than any of its beloved things of this world. God said in
the Qui*an, "day: if your fathers and your sons and your brethren
and your mates and your kinsfolk end property... and trade... are

dearer to you than God and His .pa.tie and striving in his way,

then wait till God brings about His command". me whose love for

1. I.J1., III, 52; . :*■., pn.434-35*
2. 1.1). ,111, 66 line 14,62. 3. Ibid,54; . - ., no.438-39
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a thing other than God Is stronger than his love for God has
a diseased soul, as one who likes clay sore than bread and
water haa a diseased stomach* Then to love any other-thsn-God-
thing more than God is the sign of the soul's disease. wo&t
people's love for the world is more than their love for God?
this indicates that their soius are not in a healthy states.

They are not aware of it because some diseases are such that
the persons attacked by them do not know them, and the soul's
diseases or vices are among these-diseasea,1

Those whose love for God is store than their love for

things other than Him follow all Hie commandments and leave un¬

done all that lie prohibited them to do* They follow the Ghari*a
fully, and'in following it, they do not have, .to give strain upon

■tfeeaj they feel pie sure in doing the duties of religion* Then,
one's complete or partial failure to follow the Sh&rira or one's
failure to follow it with ease and pleasure, is the sign that
one's love for God is not more than one's love for other-than-

God-things, Guch a man's soul should be regarded as attacked with
disease.2

The soul that loves God more than anything save il iiii is free
from its attachment to the world, for the love of God and the
love of the world, two diametrically opposed things, cannot ex¬

ist together. That soul, aa already explained, is free from being
attached to the world whose faculties work immoderation or mean*
Observance of the mean, therefore, is a thing that Indicates that
one's love for God is atethan one*© love for the world, and
that one's life is in accord with the ;1hari*a» Observance of

the mean is a sign of the health of the soul, while the deviation
from it to .any of tne two faulty extremes ia a sign of the cool's
disease. The conduct of on# whose soul is diseased is not bal¬

anced, moderate and free from excess and deficiency. The presence

of moderation in temperament CSisi.1) indicates the health of the

body and the absence of its disease* The same is true of the soul*3
Thus the absence in a man of such a love for God as is more

than any of his beloved things of this world is the sign that his
soul is diseased or vicious* The absence of thin love results in

1. Ibid* 2# K.S., pp.438-0 3. ,1^.111,52,54,55
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two things - (a) lie does not carry oat Clod*© order or carries
it out with reluctance and painful eaoatlon, <h) he deviates
fro® the :»#ar; or moderation in his affairs. If any of these

signs is e*«a in a .*3an he should hasten to cure (*1X5,1) his
disease, to refine (tahclhlb) his character.
Method of H©fining; Character.

The disease© that afflict the soul are these traits of

character which are blameworthy to reason and the Ihari'a.
f'ofinement of character (tahdhih al-a:*hiafl) or th© treatment

of the soul * s diseases ' laesute the removal fro® the

soul of these vices by following the appropriate method and
bringing to it virtues or praiseworthy qualities.1 .Before
proceeding to. .take measures for effecting the®#, one has to
know which vices are present in the soul and which virtues are

absent. The first thing in refining one's character is to
know the defect® that are in oneself. People possessed of
keen insight clearly see their own faults, but most people
lack this insight and are ignorant of the vicious qualities of
their souls, dome people see others' fwfLts but fail to see

those 1n themselves#2 Al-Chagikll therefore describes sone ways

In which man can know his own spiritual defects.
How to know one's own spiritual defectsi The first way

of man1 • knowing his own defects is by his keeping company with
n. spiritual guide (ehavkh, oir) who clearly sees the hidden de¬
fects of the soul* He will make the guide a judge for. him and
have full trust in him. The guide will observe him closely and
tell him about hie defects, hidden and manifest. Because a tru?

guide is not available nowadays, this way of knowing defects is
not useful,3 Secondly, a man can know his own defects from those
friends of bin who are truthful, religious and have insight. He
will re ueet euch friends to watch him closely and to tell him
What they dislike in him. If they call his attention to any of
his faults, he should be thankful to them and hasten to not rid

Ibid,35, 5, Ibid, Wi ppgyPH
TTTbid.
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of it. It is ia this way that great leaders in Islot tried to
know their own faults, i'hls way was suggested by ."iskawayh who
took this idea from 3alenfs work , > n* n Onderatandiaw: of His Own

Defects. kike Miskstwayh, al«*Ghamli observes that this way, too,
is not useful nowadays for the reason that an honest friend is
rare to find.l Thirdly, man can know his spiritual defects from
what his enemy says about him. Hie enemy is perhaps more useful
to him than his friend in this .matter, for the former sees hia
defects more clearly than the latter and is;not diffident of him
ia showing them. By nature mm thinks his•enemy*a assertion to
be false, but :en of insight eay that what their enemies spread
about them might be exaggeration but not absolutely baseless.
This way of knowing defect® was also suggested by Miskawayh -tee
who took it from Bales*® treatise food People Derive Benefits from

"h""" " ' - 1 ■ ■ ■■Til- -III' l ■; IV

their Enemies, the last way is by seeing the blameworthy qualities
in others and ascribing them to himself* on perceiving any fault
in others an individual should suspect that it ia present in him
also, for a believer (mo*sain) is a mirror for another believer.
He will realise that since men*a dispositions are alike in fol¬
lowing pas®ions it ia not unlikely that what is present in one is
present in another ia its essence or in a greater or lens degree#
He will then try to free himself from all that he dislikes in
others. This is sufficient for a man desirous of rectifying himself!
if he shuns every vice that he sees in others he needs none to
help him in his charao ter-?efining# Jesus Christ said that h©
was not taught courtesy fey anyonef he learnt it by perceiving
the ignorant*e misbehaviour and keeping himself from it.3 fhis
way,too, has its parallel in ^iskawgh*® JaMiiib which has its
source in aX-hlndi*© work.

ipiritual physician* Being- aware of the evil qualities in

himself, man trill proceed to remove them. The task of curing the
soul1® diseases is extremely difficult, but it becomes easy to a

17 I. P.. til.53-56:" A.'l.tPm#439tcf» "isVawayh. tahdUIb. o.l89
2. TTC, 111,56; p.433; of. Ibid., no.189-90.
% TFt£.:cf. Ibid. op. 191-191.
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went extent if he eubiaite himself to e sallied nn<~ competent

spiritual ohysieina, True guide; are those religious .. ckol-
(*uirc;5*) who are gnosttflft, intelligent, seers of the soul's

. fee to, i: ;d-he rtsa, advice people i re I iyious m tters,
h..ve already ourif led their souls from. vices and are eager to
"sale others i their effort to- purify their soul^. f course,
It is difficult to find such guides, for moot of the re1pious
scholars are corrupt, ivsorai and worldl/f their soulo - re

•afflicted with diaensas, their eh meter in full of evils; how
en,, they cure the diseases in others• soul#? 3ecaune of the
luck of the true spiritual physician, the .medical science of the
;• oul# (titah ul-qajb) in now dead and the diseases in people• s

ooul# have become bo serious that their ruin is in-vit ble. as
the treatment of the bodily disease is not possible without the
cdvioe of those who have studied the science of medicine, -o the
common men cannot cure the diseases of their souI#> without seek¬
ing '-''vice from spiritual physicians. The soul'; vices, their
sidle;- causes, the ©pacific way of pot tins; rid of each retic¬
ular vice and nil other things re1-ted to aiortifics.tioa cud -mor¬

al disci ''line sre clearl r known to a true guide, she oreInary
ten do not boon these arid hence they need a guide. :he c.-ath of
rcl - ;ion io obscure while the devil's oaths arc v.. ay and vni-
fc-st. person as . huo no shayth to guide him in hi travel on

•he oath to >od is often led by the devil to his own sath. fie
is like ono who vr-Iky throush fan a-rou 1 desert .ithout ' guide|

. ;.ch a .ran endangers himself s.id ultimately ruin: hiss elf. one
v.-so is-:- cleoend^nt upon himself ia refining hi; eh- rector is com-

-•irablc t ) tree which prows by itself and drier up very soon,

os to- a aelf-'roas tree wuich, though it survive- for • time and
■ 'Tlever, bears xio fruit. 1 he who has rewaived to- refine his
c';: r ctcr, therefore, neons n guila and should cling to him, the
way blind mm on the bank of a river clin :s to Pio puisof he
: houM surrender to the guide al.i the a tters roi. toe: t lis

1.• i f •'»i ill,. •+, b 1 ♦ oi~ob, pt>, ;• j .. - «, o• '>3o.
—»—■ (--sac. ;vor )■ I *.u >■•£1.1t—vht pbt
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■niritual development. hould a thing; which the guide ■ k<s him
to uo none ir : h.rolutel.y unreasons..le, he - hould not object to i
or no., hi . .bout the resron. for hir ore ;cribin it to n.r. ie

iioalo h vv conviction that even if the shy,/Kb v..lor airtyres in

;u loin : him, hi i benefit v.»±l ; be -re ten than the benefit he all
arrive bf effing, though rightly, on the n&th rithout lide.-gf

. no en o at find ■ true •• aide hi tcnoc of /efinin-" ■ rmeter

becomes difficult; nevertheless, he should a. fo effort t > irvrove
hi- char• cter b r hi-i-elf.

ri .cinle of refining character: fhe orinciole tf b ol-
lhns$.i surest® for the treatment of the ®oal*» disease in am—
t orouc to the one usually ertrdiyed in curing the bo, 11/ t. i. or cn.
ha redic r cloaca of the . rol ,mould in / i vie fdLLaw.the
o fie .1 science of the body.l • certain, bodily -fir.en c i.r cured

■ rr aa-lyinr; uedicine noon effect I the oopo. ite (a1,. ) of that
filch in tiie cause of the disease# .'he same is true rf tie ours

•of the soul* .: diner aer or vices: lyaoraree ear bu cured c / reguir-
i:i * or;awl,o, riaor.'Ia.crr> by oe adia ; one;/, ;nd o firth.

.. certain hind of aecicciae cor; euro . bodily iio» a -vided
ta." *5 it in of the repaired cower and of the repaired mint and ±®
o-filed for the re aired oeriod of tire; if it is not of the re-

a aired amount etc,, it doer hurts to the patient, dor this re; on

ph. .-"••icihto rl-• termine, before nrcocribin. • certain •ef.ecine
taa rcoerr ry nount etc., of it, aid he determiner f'rr: oonoider-
i* - the pre rent tr.tr of trie cb. era, the piituue of it. a car e,

tae r.hy ical strength of the ortie.it, hie, occupation, air e aid
a . Similarly, in curine; a disciple' . agiritr 1 ci; r o, the

;;ri 'r should at err... him to begin to aractire eh t 1; the capo its
of it unless lie fmr.a: d[} t out hie ■■ ' hi direr; a.

physician hills many of his oatlents if he prescribes the same

.rrflcine to si;; hie rvtionts aha re offering fr-r.i '.if frvrat typos
of di •oar.iv, so a guide invitee rairit;.; 1 death to a. r y -f hi
If oioleo if he engoye:.' nil of them in the rae foi of training.

a t coi iies, before re-oo ...ao.lin: r. edirl a- e die—
r. r , • i .-.• i . o« )i , tae riou ,e ^ of ri. r. : -, air

bod -• i r , hir ye, air toy arm not, rd then a" i.i . :;o what

X. Ibid, 52-53jKjSj.,pp.4+0-1,433-*;cf.' Mis^ayh, 175-6
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form of self-training he will be able to undergo with good
intention# If a disciple is found to be ignorant of the major
requirements of the &sd$rlra what the guide should a®k him first
is to now about ablution, ritual prayer and other external
acts of devotion (%awahlr a1-fiba-1st) ♦ If he is found to be

engaged in acquiring wealth by unlawful means or committing
any other sin the guide should ask him to shun it first# When
his outer self (aahir) 1® beautified by devotional acts and his

bodily members are purified from committing manifest sins (al¬
ma *asi as-sihlra) the guide should proceed to correct his inner
self (batin) by engaging him in doing the opposites of the evil
traits of his character# Should the disciple possess eurplu©
wealth the guide will take It from'him and spend it in good
cause© thereby removing his soul's attachment to it# If self-
esteem and pride are dominating in his, the guide will send him
to the market to beg from people, because the tendency to dom¬
inate others cannot be lessened except by dishonour and there is
no dishonour greater than begging# the guide will cure all other
evil qualities of his disciple's oool by engaging him in/doing
the opposite© of them#l

If * disciple is found unable- to stain any evil quality
immediately by practicing the opposite of it, his guide should
adopt a technique which consist® in his effort to shift the
difioiple's habit in that quality to another quality less- blame¬
worthy than that# for instance, if he is unwilling or unable to
shun his love of honour at once by practising its opposite, his
guide will engage him in doing such deeds as would earn for him
only a little degree of ftime • Gluttony is a quality which cannot
be got rid of immediately! a gluttonous disciple will be asked
first to ©at a few mouthful© less than his usual quantity of
food! then he will be engaged in preparing tasteful food and
giving it to others without himself taking any pert of it?
this he will be doing until his power to resist temptation for

z
food becomes strong and his gluttony is removed, fhis technlotte

1# Ibid; of* Ibid# 2. 1*0.# Ill, 53-54
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will be adopted in r#gard to mil ether <toiiiUw .which a ciia-
eiple is unable to get rid of at once^f

Practice la the opposite of a soul's vies, however § has .

a limit to it. when the soul comes booh to the state of the
mean in respect of the opposite quality which am is practising
one must a too proe timing it* fhe ® ttataasnt of tie mean tar the'
aii to he rohlaved in efearoctsr-traiaiag# It ie the.-mean -there
the health of the soul li*s, If practice in the opposite of m
evil quality is continued to the extent that the Opposite quality
has • crossed ite mean point* the eeul .has again become disposed.
Has -oquired a new vie® and# therefore, meed® to he- cured'®gain#
la curing, for instance, the disease of miserliness by frequently
performing the net of spending money in good causes, if.one names
•to a state between prodigality and miserliness, practise is. it
must be stopped, • for the soul has recovered if health#' -If the
soul has ©one to a state that spendlag money ha® exceeded the
mean, the soul hue got rid of miserliness, hut acquired prodigal^
ity which la to fee , cured fey it® opposite, i*e* not spending ®o/8ijy»
shut i» necessary, then, is that a dieeiple should ©top his' prae- •

ties in the opposite of a vie® as 'neon m the mean ie achieved*
'itb the regaining, of the mean he has regained the health of his
soul, and hie duty now ie. to proserve it»l *t» to how he is to
maintain it, al-lhaeaij does net say anything* •'iekewayli gave
several emggeatieae for pmrnmi&g' the soul's'health .if "it is
already. pre«>ent«2 r., -

But practically how to .Jmew that the soul Is at the state
of the aaaa in regard to a partinula hasal I ©urgent© a way
in which one ami easily Know it* He say® that if a certain action
which generally. proceeds-" from'ievil. character is easier and mere

pie -, -arable to a-person than its opposite notion which usually
issues from good character, his eoul will fee considered to fee in
a state deviating from the mean* .Per eeasple, to deprive of
money those who have tho right {franc) to it is m act that -arises
from evil character* If this i» sore pleasure-#ivinq to m individual
than his spending money on them, it is • b, mark that his soul has
fallen ohort of the mean in spending money* "hit if hie upending

r. mi.."isr aVn.1.1 pTmrsn^sS', wrm=m~.



money to those who have no right to it is easier audi more
lo ur^-.'lviiv to him than his not sending -one;/ ri - ita it
i indie feion. that hie soul h>.j cros -ad the :;e«n ever. in

t si; • ' y or.:-. c!=n enow whether or not his . oul is in, moderation
in to -act of ; o rtioulvr trait of character.l

fhe , or-.etising the oppoo.it©© of the evil r- Litie of the
noui. until e attainment of moderation is the general wrinciple

— O
. X-ku i.i)*" to he used in refining char cter. <-h&t the

.-.i r-i*.
^ ««•»

oonosite of each oeciflo vice i nut how to srectis© it -i-
;■ •■""f.i i vi ..e :r- 1;ej./ -f I . sr-k ... . i.i the
text chanter, fhat the rule in getting rid of vices it 50 do
the oooosite of what the carnal soul (nefo) desires is ex-reused
in its entirety by Jod in a .single verse of the ii*in» " h od a®
for iiiwwho fears to stand in the present* of his lord and for¬
bids the soul from low desires, then urely - sradi: -a - biiat is
the node . the rophet taught his com alon 1 bout how ad to
Hat sxto t t © lower soul !■: to be opposed. © It the -vily
j ici n of the -soul's diceaee©* the reli iou sehols *© his

heirs. To oppose pas?lone is extremely difficult? it needs a

-rmg ',0tar im tion. /here are people ho, h-viag ■ v. v; the
jrave ins think that their character .as become oot.plctely good
id top mortific tion considering it as thing now uneeeseary.
ai is vietako of theirs• an should continue elf-training
until he seas in himself all the marks of good character•-8'

. -ihciyof food Character.

.eeorhing to al-lbsEiali, the attributes of the be Li vers
(sir"t al-.au*miniia) are the mark© of good character, and the
attributes of the hypocrites (slfvt al-anunafipIn) are the signs
of evil character* In the ur^an. Sod stated any qualities of
Uie . el levers > the rophet Lso ascribed many .t tribute- to them
ad revrded these ttributes is vh t for-10 ;o d cu r cter.
aia o • . slitie- l-hus;~li lo ros. : the ro •. t a 0 the

r ip-as of good character, fie . aya that if -ai individu.-1 aosseoes
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all these qualities he has completely good character? ii he
possesses none of them he has completely evil character? if
he possesses nose of thea his cli rooter i good to the extent
he has them. Phst the qualities of the believers are the Marks
of poo ■ character i~lhaEall proves by noting the -rochet*a
statement, "I'h© moat perfect of the believers in respect of
belief is the be; t of them in re., sect of character" #1

the attributes of the believers described by rod in the
■ ur*an al-0hazSli states'by quoting the verees in which they
bs.ve been me: tioned. sheen versos are the folios lags
"
ucoes ful indeed - re the believers v/ho urc humble in their

nrayerr, --ad who keep aloof from what is vain, and v/ho act .aim¬
ing at purificv tion, and who guard their oriv. fce onrte except
bsforo their mates and those whom their right hands possess for

they purely re not blajaeable, but whoever see; v to ro beyond
that, those are they that exceed the limits? and those who arc

keeper, of their trusts and their covenant, and those who keep
a .guard os their prayers? these are they who are the heirs who
shall inherit the aradise" • :-/hoy who turn (to lod), who serve

(Him), who praise (Him), who fast, who bow down, who prostrate
themaelve , who enjoin what is good and forbid whot ia evil, and
v/ho keep the limitc of iodt and give good news to the believers" •

"and the servants of the .beneficent hod are they who walk on the
earth in humbleness, and when the ignorant address them they say,

peace. \nd they v.ho peso the night prostrating themselves before
their lord and :tar-ding► >nd they who or y: s our .ord, turn
away from us the chastisement of sell, surely the chsstioeme..-t
thereof is o lasting evil: surely it is an evil abode and (evil)
pi -,ce to .toy. And they who, when they pend are neither extra-
V'- -ant nor parsimonious, and (keep) between these the just mean,

'.as they who do not call upon^god with Sod at A do not slv.y the
soul which iod bar forbidden except in the reoaire ents of justice,
and (who) do not commit fornication. rid they who do not bear
■sits.e x.? to whst is false, whon they peso by what in vain they
by aobly. nd they who, dies reminded of the oommunications of

ix-i - •* p -—61 ? ■. |, *» . « . ici»
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their i orci, do not fall down thereat deaf and blind# •aid they
who say* 0 our lord, grant us in our wives and our offspring
the ;fo,y of our eyeo and make us .guides to those who guard
(against evil)".

dome of the attribute© which the Prophet mentioned aa the

attributes of the believers and which he considered to be the

traits of good character al-Ghasrill states by quoting the Trad¬
itions containing them, dome of these Traditions are the follow¬
ing* "The believer likes for his brother what h© likes for himself"
"whoever believe® in God and in the .last Day should respect hie
guest*• "Whoever believes in God and in the last Day should re¬

spect his neighbour". whoever believes in God and in the last
buy should speak good or keep silent"• "If you see a believer
silent end sober come close to him for these are indications of

hi© wisdom"• *ihoover feels pleasure in doing good and pain in
doing evil is a believer". "It is unlawful for a believer to

<K-

look at his brother iaAhurtful manner"• "It is unlawful for a
kuslim to fri hten another muslin1'# "The believers aspire after
nr&yer, footing and worship, while the hypocrites aspire after
food and drink as do the lower animals". Hatim al-Aeaom said -

• •

the believer busies himself with reflecting on good things and
acquiring good morale, while the hypocrite with greed and hope*
the believer does not fear anyone but God and the hypocrite
fears all save Sod) the believer seeks help only from God and
the hypocrite seeks help from all except God; the believer spends
money in religious activities, while the hyooerite sacrifices
religion for wealth) the believer obeys God -and fear® Hi®, and
the hypocrite disobeys Him and rejoices) the believer likes sol¬
itude and the hypocrite likes association with wrong doers* the
believer cultivates for the future life but fears that he may not
reap the harvest, while the hypocrite does not cultivate but hopes
for harvesting.1

A certain scholar, al-Ghasili points out, has collected
the marks of good character and described them as follows* a

man of good character is modeet, takes suffering to be easy,

■prays to Sod for the good of all, tells the truth, speaks little,

1. f HI, &0* ■ »», p«4-4-2
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performs -ny good actions, coamits only few rice; a ad -el&om
does fa t Is vain; he Is virtuous, patient, thankful, satis¬
fied, persever«fc£3f, temperate and kind-hearted? he neither curaea

people, nor rebukes then, nor hates them, nor backbites, nor races
h ate in any matter? he i ? not . riser or envious? he i« sot
gloomy but cheerful? if he lovea others he loves them for *od
and if he hates then he hates then, for hod? if he is satisfied
or dissatisfied with nyone ha ia so only for 3od. fusuf ibo-
Asbit said - hood character combines in itself ten qualities,

* -fo T/<=
namely, fuifilBjagr.promises do3WW Justice, not to take rever..

a — """ n

to reply evil by good, to seek excuses for misdeed^ to endure suf¬
fering caused by others, to reproach oneself, to search for f .ults,
not of others but of oneself, to behave well with both children
and grown-ups and to speak gently to others, whether superior or

inferior. >ah*i ab-Tuctarl said that the Hwntwvt sign of good
A

character in to endure hardship, to be merciful to the oppressor

to pray for his forgiveness and to be kind to hisul
The most obvious sign of good character is, according to

\l-dhazall, one1 a patience over coffering and forbearance of
t* rohnecs received from others, for one can endure soffering
when one has --urified his soul from rancour, spite, etc. /.I-
dhazall cites some examples of the endurance of suffering and
maltreatment* He relates the Traditions on xhe Prophet*o for¬
giveness of those who oppressed his and insulted him in various
ways, He al.-.o narrates -.-everal • tories in order t shov, how

great a patience was shown by Ibrahim ibn-ad'ham, Till ibn-ntusa,
abu—Abd—Allah, Qays ibn— fisiai, Companion fAli, "ilia ibn-Jlnar,
Yahya'r ibn-hiy&d and other o inta and oufio pn the injustice and
maltreatment they received from the ignorant on different occ-

■ ions. They wore able to endure harsh behaviour because they
were satisfied with all that loci allotted to them. To achieve

such a ■? tisfaction is Indeed the end of good character, Pis-
■.tisfaction with what Sod docs i:. the worst form of character.2

1. 1.0*. Ill, 60: - ♦ .. p.442 2. I.J..Ill, 59,62
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2o al-G-hasili, then, the qualities mentioned above are
the marks of good character. He urges people who have some of
there to . trive to preserve those qualities which they already
possess and, at the same time, to a.e uire those which they lack,
They hould not stop snortif ic i ion and self-training unless all
the .-.inns of good character are seen in thesul To acquire most
of the traits of good character becomes possible for those who
have been properly trained in their childhood,
draining J h 111 Ire a*in }o oci JJv •.rue tar *

C* -

like : iskawayh and drynon, al-ShasjjiLi is fully aware of the
importance of childhood for the development of character. At the
time of their birth children are not inclined to evil but have

the potentiality to be inclined to it. Their souls are pure,

clean li .e precious jewels and devoid of ideas, but are capable
of receiving any idea that may be presented to them later. If
children are trained in good morals in a proper manner, they can

become men of character when they grow into dult; and become
able to attain hap iness in this world as well as in the next,
if they are trained in bad morale or are not trained at all but
left to grow up by themselves like the lower animals*, they pos¬
sess evil character when they are grown-ups. hould parents and
school teachers guide them to the right path, they get a share
in the good actions that they perform? if they train them in
evil, they get a share in the evil deeds which they do aa u re¬

sult of their training. The hari*"a made it obligatory on the
parents * p. rt to train their children in such a way that they
may get salvation*- from del.! -fire in the hereafter. In the
ur*an lod : aid, "0 you who believe I -ave yourselves anc your

£ ifiilies from a fire whose fuel %& men and stones

.i-dh&zali lays emphasis upon three principle;: which par¬

ents and teachers should follow in tr ining children in good
character# The first is to direc tly^order them to do what is
good and to avoid ahrt i bad from a religio-morel viewpoint#
Thi. direct in-traction ii to be imparted both at home aid in

1, , -■*, ,ill, 1j|o2 2# • o. ? , oa, ad 1—d 5 > c f« . fakav.■ayh,
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the school. hewzrfi for their doing good and punishment for
doing: evil should also be given. The second principle is to
.keep them away from evil companions» Children, more than
grown—ups, ia.it t© others; moat of what they learn is by imi¬
tation. If they are allowed to six with the vicious, th?/ pick
up the bad qualities that are in them, fhe third thing that
their training should be such th t they cannot become accust¬
omed to an easy and luxurious life, for if they develop the
habit of living in luxury from the very beginning of their
lives most of their time, when they are grown-ups, will be
.spent in seeking the means of luxury and they will have little
time for working for the attainment of happiness in the next
world, these three principles are what govern al-Shassali's
teachings on children's training in virtue.1

l child's training in praiseworthy character should,
al-dhassali says, begin from the start of their lives• 0
should be nursed and suckled by u woman who is virtuous end who
oats lawful food. uch a women*3 character, manner and habit
exert good influence upon the child. I'he milk whose source is
lawful food has blearing in it, and if the child is nourished
by it his nature () becomes inclined to all that is good.

e

out if he ia nourished by milk whose source is unlawful food
hi., clay (tiaa.) is kneaded from Impurity asfl wickedness and hi-.:,
nature is inclined to all that is evil.2

hen the child begins to speak he should be taught to
utter the name of God. #hea the power of discernment (t&xyisj
i. manifested in him special care needs to be taken of him.

hie feeling of shyness in the sign of t & manifestation of this
power, re ia now bashful in his manner nd less spontaneous in
hi, behaviour; he di.v fcinguishes between good and evil and dis¬
likes oho latter and shrinks from it. hyneos in a child is
not bad at all; it is Sod's gift to him; it indicates that he
will b® able to observe moderation in his affairs, that his
soul is pure and that his intellect t its maturity will be per¬

fect to re t extent. baxriful child, then, nuxt not be ne¬

glected or .eft to association ith people of evil character.3

Turbid. 2. Ibid". 3I Ibid; cf. Tahdhib, 0T56



HIm desire for food is what apjMiar© first in » child# Be
should be taught thl proper amaaer of taking it# He should bt
mkm& to begin with Sod*® name, to uo« his right hand, and to
atart with, that part of it whieh is adjacent to lk» • He should
aot he the first to go to the dining table, should not gns# »t
different dishes or at ©there eating, should chew his mouthful
well, not emear hi® hands and clothes with food aod should not
overeat# He should eeo&eionelly he compelled to eat breed without
condiments# that gluttony is a riot should he impressed upon
him by comparing the glutton with the lower animals, by rebuking
gluttonous children is his presence, and by speaking highly of
thus?© who are contest with little amatitie® of food#!

Interest is appropriate dress should be erected is child¬
ren#. i male child should like whit# hod coarse dross and hute

coloured silken elotkee# He should be told that people aiost
fit for wearing clothes of psady colour are women ::-a& effeain-
atee# Chose children who wear splendid dress should fee rebuked
in his presence so that e seam of Mired for it may bo produced
'in him# lie mmt not be allowed to aenoclate with them# o com¬

pletely should he be kept away from them that he should act
■even be given a ©ha®®# to wee them, for if he sees them the de~
.sir® for proud dress and other thing®' of luxury will be created
in him# If he 4® sot guarded agaliiet his meeodintioa with the
viciou®, he will become © liar, jealous, a thief, calumajpus,
lashrtumite, meddlesome, ©plteful sad malicious #2'

In the school the boy should' be- taught the'■wurHn, frrnd-
itione, stories about the pious and the biographies of the'
Prophet1® companies® «o that the. love for them nay bo indented
in his mind# nothing evil ©ad Indecent should be imparted to
him through the media of poems,' stories' pad life histories*
like Flekaweyh, nl^haaali condemns reading sad reciting loye
poetry sad mixing with those teachers who maintain that love

svzpromnr-oftlbia# p.57
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poetry sharpens a child* st brain and a&kca him clever, fhe evil
influence of love poetry on the child's tender aind is tremend¬
ous. fhe teachers who like it are not really teachers? they
pre devils in men*® guise? they sow the ©cede of evil and cor¬

ruption in children's immature minds.1
Virtuous acts should be praised before the child, and .

vicious acts -should be condemned. If he does any loadable deed
ho should be rewarded with, what pleases him and praised in the

presence of others, if he does any evil deed for the first
time, it is better to ignore it. particularly when he trios to
hide it. un repeating it. however, he should be reproached
.-ecretly and be warned not to do it again. :fhe parents should
deal well with him lest hia respect for them may be impaired,
hen lie tends to do any evil his mother should threaten him by
mentioning to him the fear of hia father. He mux t not be allowed
to do vnything secretly, for one does in secret only whs. t one
thinks blameworthy? if he openly does all that he does he can

hardly yet the chance of doing evil.?
I'he boy should be habituated in rough and hard ] iviap.

bis hours of eating,sleeping, pi ylng etc. should be regulated.
He will not be all owed to sleep during the day, nor too much
at night, for these make one lasy and physically weak, bis bed
should not be soft until hie limbs become strong. Ovary day on

returning from school he should take physical exercise for an

hour, ihe desire for comfort in regard to food, bed and dross
must not be allowed to develop in a child. His piny should not
involve intense fatigue. If his superiors pass by him he should
stop playing, for this io a sign of regard for them, be should
be taught to develop a male attitude and capacity to endure hard¬
ship? if he is bes ten by his teachers ho should not cry, for
this is the conduct of sieves and women.3

The child should be forbidden to boast to bio companions

of saything that his parents 00®res; , or of his food, dress etc.

1. I«j** III, 63? j. .. P.445? cf• Ibid, p.57
2. I. J». III, 63? A.m.. pp.445—46? c'iV Ibid.pp.56-57.5B.60.
3. 1. HI, 63? , p.446? cf. Ibid, pp.51,60-62.
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Be should fee taught how to fee modest to all, to show re-sect
for them, and to use sweet words while talking to them. If hie
parents are rich he should fee told that credit lies in giving
things to other® and not in taking them from them; if he comes
of a poor family he should be taught that greed for others'
things is a sign of meanness and disgrace and that this is the
dog's habit* That greed for money, gold and silver is bad will

■fc
fee told*hira clearly| he should fee cautioned against these much
more than he should fee cautioned against snakes and scorpion©.1

The boy should fee taught, when in the company of other®,
rot to spit, blow his no©e, yawn, cross hi® leg©, beat his chin
with his forearm or support'hi© head with his hand for this is
a sign of lassinee®* He should fee taught to sit properly. He
should be forbidden from talking too much for this is a sign
of meanness, from swearing .truthfully or falsely, from being
the first to ape&kf he should not speak except'la giving, an*
mmv of what is asked of him? he should only listen to his
superiors* He should stand up when those who arc older than
him come in and make room for the® and ait beside them. He

should not utter vile speech nor curse or scold or mix with
tftoce who have these bad habits* Children usually 1earn these
from evil associates, aad to keep them Away from them is most
needed in training them in good character*2

At the age of seven the child should fee aaked to foa-ow
the rules of religion* Be should fee a® teed to clear his body,
to perform his ritual prayer (rale) and to fart on som days
of the month of Hamodan, If he omits hie ritual prayer when
he is ten years of age, corporal punishment should be inflicted
upon him* He should be cautioned- against those deeds for which
the -hari'a prescribed penalty (hadd)« / When he approaches

#

maturity (feulugh) the reality behind . .11 th t in which he has
hitherto been trained should be clearly explained to hi®. He
should fee told that the purpose of i.king food is to get trength
for worshipping God.3 The reason for the soul's coming to this

1' cf. Ibid. pp60-61,62.
2* 3J22«i '•« p.446? cf• Ibid. p.61
3* ufeidj cf. Ibid, on.53, l5j-j5.
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worid t* to ooeiolro •provision* for tfco aoxt* Thio i© irane*.
itorr* wMle th© life oftor dootfc ie otoraol# Iatolligont#
thoroforo t& ho whoa© him 1® to enjoy the eternal flights of
the hereeifter. fh« isotur© of the b&pptmm of the world-to-

eomo, dolighto of ?®-r*di»o# toraoate of Soil, reward of good
actioas and piaaio&eotgt of evil ones ta tho -lift after dooth -
all hove to bo oxplftiaod to htm oloorly# All thooo will bo
inherited on the fl^feo of hi® mind provided that ho woo oroporlj
trained in hi® ehiidhood# In foot' ©«©'■*• training in ohlldfcood
boo aaieh to die «ith the' dovoioitoont of bfeoitefftir la ®m*« youth*
fho fwd training that 3©WL «t~fa»t&ri roooiwt whoa ho woo m

boy aMfiMi&l' ®tmt«.vt la order to ohotr how this -mod© the root of
hi» lift thoroughly -pious, and virtaou®*! .

Qoadltloas for tbrtlflootloa and. tfeo digital©*© 3ro3ttftl ddrapei
.ifI*

Moo# ®l«*aittt*©li my®* h«re to walk en tfc© path of the
heroaftor (' aabll*- ial-olrhiro) ofeoold thoy wtmh to attain tho
oaproao fcoppiitofio# bat tboy do not com® to walk oa tho path
booeuuto tftoy have a© will to do 00# and thoy hay# ao will
hmmmm they htrro no faith (lain) in Sod wad ia tho newt world.
On© who ho® faith eoaaot bat dowot© tho greater port of hi®
time to work for sttmlalag t&© ©torn*!' delight© of forodloo and
umcmpirng tram ororlaotiag torment® of Soli# "fhi# faith is oot
merely tho rorbol atterroee of the two ooatoaooe of tho ooa-»
foooioa of faith (k«lla©t©r a.ah»»»hahmla)« bat m belief In what

i« contmlmd im thorn with oil twmthfuimmm ©mi oiiseority# the
roosott why pooplo loot this faith 4# tho o©a»oxi®t*isee of a««W
f©»rtag- roligioti© mh®l®r® i who know abotrt 3#i# oaa

gfcld© 0thorn to the path loodiag-.thorn to Him§ remind thorn of
tho loolgalfleonoo and trmaottorlaooo of thio world am! the
p©rm»©i*©e and ©term©! ohwrseter of tho ao*t# .£•©»»»• »aeh
oohol&ro who ar© true guldw© on tho path of religion art mimont
&be©ht« poopio ius.ro booomo totally indifferent to the her©after*
Xhoro ®re few reiigiou© rcholer© la awiatjfj they 000k this
world m mmh a© do th# worldling®? so they themoelvo© «r© do-
vlat©* from the path to 'io-d and are not in e pooltloa to guido
others to it* fb© >•.-th of tfeie world and that of the next oto

1. I.D.,111,63-64; K.S., p.446;cf. Ibid, p.62
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opposed to each other; as the more one advances to the east the

remoter one is from the west, so the more engrossed one is in
this world the remoter is one from the next. Then, the cause

of God's path being devoid of walkers (salikun) comes in the

final analysis, to be the lack of God-fearing religious scholars.1
of-

Should an individual somehow become mindful tab- the world-
to-come and intend to walk on its path,he findfe himself unable
to do so because of the lack of sufficient knowledge of the path.

.1-Ghazali, therefore, feels it obligatory on his part to describe
the way in which one has to traverse the path. He says that a

disciple or murld (one who intends to walk on the path) has to
advance on the path gradually stage after stage. (a) At the out¬
set he h to fulfill four conditions. (b) Then he should submit

himself to a spiritual guide (ahaykh). (c) After this he should
have a sort of fortress in which he will take shelter from the

enemies who will try to cut him off from the path, (d) Lastly
he will walk along the path by continuously practising a certain
form of the mention of God (dhikr IIah).2

(a) There are some obstacles ('awa'in) existing between
man and God. To remove these obstacles is the first task of the

disciple. One ho does not remove these is among those about
whom God s id in the .ur'an, "And e have made before them a

barrier and a barrier behind them, then e h ve covered them
over so that they do ot see". These barriers are four, namely,
wealth, influence (,1~h), blindly following (tacjid) s particular
school of thought (nab'nab), end sin (xag,rsi.ya). The removal of™' *

•

these four things by the disciple is his fulfilling the four con¬

ditions in the beginning of his walking along the path. By-
wealth al-Ghaaali means that wealth which is more than one needs

for oneself and one's family. Superfluous 'wealth is an obstacle
because the mind remains attached to it, iiereas the disciple's .

mind should be free from attachment to the world. So he should

-*-• 1«D« * III, 64; ♦ d., pp.44-7-43. 2. I,D,, III, 65;.'.b.,p.44-8
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dive t hira .oil of all ,i , ai-'f J.uour we 1th. •:./ inf.i aace
• i—IhaB&li aeua; escea iiv« influence. ?hi. is, ;■«. obrt .ere

b@0i.iU5■>& the aun who ha, too much ox it toa to remain busy with

v.'orlthings all the time, the di ,-eiplo c..... remove tai,.. bar¬
rier by living in a ala.ee where there i: no chance of n.i cq-

Iring it» by avoiding the etionr that make one famour wad by
doing those deeds that produce in others' ...iadr v hatred for
their aymita* blindly following a particular school of thought
ia ■: rrier, for the man who doom bo become: ob; fciawte to ouch
an extent that he is unwilling to accept any ureful advice of
otherst and because such a man seldom craves for the our ifieatiou

of the soul, The disciple need not folio.: qy mranhaP.
should develoo a liberal attitude and believe firmly that there

biJt Rod
is no God. and Muhammad ia His aoostle# If he trulyA »

hold® this belief ho cannot follow his o-asoionw for to follow

them la to worship them and not God; if he doer, not mors-dp

anything but God the reality of the thiarr ho hitherto blindly
believed in will ;>© intuitive to him. He should therefore a nun

hiw interest in sectarian controversies (mu.1f.ualw) and his ob—

efci ;acy for the .rKlthu,,.. he follows, win is barrier las.-, inch
u.. the soul of the one who repeatedly cormtits it becomes I rs

owing to which truth cannot a® reflected on it. faking aula ful
food rakes the soul completely d rr, To remove the veil of sin
the disci le should resort to 'resentence' ana should deter hie

not to t e unlawful food, la addition to his conolet•■']./ doing
the external duties of the dhari'a (gawah.tr auh-Gterr)» the dis¬

ciple should, shun all the manifest sins (al-mfaai aa-aahlra).1
j * %

(b) By removing the barriers of wealth, influence, blindly
following a ardaUab and aia the disciple ho:.- fulfilled the four
conditions that 11® in the Beginning of the pa th, be i . ao

line a man who has purified bis boey by taking a bath and. a; .-king
ablution, and is ready to perform his ritual prayer and ia in
nse.'i of one to lea l it. !e i, now prep red to ,ai; on the oath
and n od guide, \ teacher, The weed of a guide he already
been explained to is in o orevi ra • sentiar. if he ia lucry to

* X| * ^ .: *L t , ' ? _ , * d i * , » , « : .
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find a true guide he should completely submit himself to him,
::• o completely that He will cot even ;>nk the guide for the
re-yo of any of his • civice to him, not to speak of objecting
to it,

(c) The -ruide will put him into a sort of fortress (hl&n)
in order to save him from what might harm his spiritual progress•

The fortress has four wails, namely, solitude, silence, hunger
and wakefulness. The disciple1a motfcre in traversing the path
has been to improve his character with a view to beholding his

- ord and fctaiatng nearness to Him, and the fulfilment of this
motive is greatly assisted by these four things• Hunger
is useful in ten ways,! The necessary degree of hunger will be
described, in the following chapter, 'v'akefulnesr: will ©often his
aoul and aafcc it pure like a pearl and a brilliant atcror» The
light of truth will be reflected in < uch s aoul, and he will

b6
clearly see the lactase© of the world-to-coia© and the insig¬
nificance of this world and its evils. Consequently he will be
helpful to his in his effort to be pious and godfearing# by

being solitary he will be free from his entanglements with the
world and able to control his eyes, e .rs and other ceases which
-•re the pas : • :•© to the soul# His control over these will stop
the entering of new evil ideas into the soul, and tuts will

Yo
enable him to easily,, purge the soul from the vices that -.re in
it# Complete control over the senaeo cannot be achieved, unless
one1s solitude i« in a dork room, If the disciple can no dark
roam, he should cover his head with ■ blurt.-ei} in such a condition
the voice of truth is heard and Sod *s majesty ie seen#2

(d) Then the disciple will begin to walk along the path#
first he will have to remove the obstacles {fenabl.t) existing
on the path, These obstacles are the mame &s the vices that are

generated in the soul owing to its attachment to the world•
iftor resolving to walk along the path he removed four obnt eles
- wealth, influence, sin and blindly following a particular

1# -*|M»-),, XXi, /. /of it#[t ^» p,4b '* -i« ,i, ,, J.j. 1., , ,,o«43T
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school of thought? the obstacles he will now remove are the
trace:* in. the eoul of the;-® four things. t that time he pur¬

ified his outer self (gahir)I now he will purify his inner self
(b~tin) from blameworthy qualities# In removing these qualities
he will begin with the easiest of these and the principle that
he will follow is, as already explained, one of oppositettf

her: the disciple has purified the soul from all the vices

he has become fit to mention (dhlkr) Sod in an especial wry. He

will be asked by his guide to do only those religious duties
which are obligatory (fc.ru*id, ws rawatfb), for remembrance of

0

God which he is going to do continuously, is the gist and the
fruit of all the religious activities. He should not be engaged
in remembrance before his soul has completely been freed from
attachment to other-than-lod-thlngs• the sign of this freedom
is to feel in himself such r-n intense love for 5od th. t he

becomes like ■- lover «eho has no thought save the thought of his
beloved, fhen his mind is in this ?tate» the guide will put him

_ gh/jo/Uf
into 3 nook [gawira) and a man to provide him with a small

puarttty of lawful food. He will ask him to constantly repe t
the word Allah {1od) or the phrase subhln. .-,11ah (glory be to

0

God) or any other form of mention of God which he may consider
suitable to him# Zhis he will rep© t until his tongue will cease

to move and the word or the phrase will begin to flow on the

tongue without moving it. L'hio will go on until the trace of
the flowing of the word or the phrase on the tongue will be lost
and the image of the word will be fixed in the soul. Then the
image will also be lost and only the meaning of the word of the
phrase will so completely occupy the soul that nothing other than
it will find any place in it. do firmly will the meaning be
established in the soul that he will not be nTSte to separate it
from the soul even if he tries his be t to do so# 'Che attain¬

ment of this state of sine! is indeed the end of mortification

through trcnuous effort. After this, nothing re-ma ins in the
disciple'" choice. All th t he has now to do is to wait for

t/• .i.. iJ», 1.1.1, to5 * ». o• 4 j )
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the descent of God's ,r.evcy in the form of © light that will

illumine his soul and enable him to see directly what he cart-

not apprehend by the intellect. Through mystical intuition

he will know many subtle affairs of the divine world which
•t

are unlawful and indeed iiapossible to describe.

1. I.P.. Ill, 66-58; K.3.. pp.U5r51.
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Jihrj:;: IV

VISES

re!irninaries

A.n attempt .bar- been made in the preceding chapter to con¬

sider al-Gfhazall' s thought concerning the meaning of character,
the possibility of its changeability and the orocess of bringing
about this change the various aspects of which are dealt with
under several captions. The meaning of virtues end vices as con¬

stituents of good and evil character is pointed out in connection
with the first problem^ and in relation to the last^taethod in
which they can be acquired or removed from the soul is stated in
a general way. The present chapter deals mainly with the nature
of individual vices and the way in which each vice can be ban¬
ished by following the general method aire dy considered. These
are called by al-Grhazali (riyada) the details of self-training

Y *
in the removal of every vice. In effect, however, these re dis¬
cussed by him not for every vice but only for those vices which
constitute the roots (usul) from which others stem; self-training
in the removal of the latter which are very many in number need
not be discussed because, he says, with the vanishing of the root

2
vices there would be nothing to proceed from them. Since vice
and virtues are terms related to each other, dealing with a vice
involves its correlative; virtues also are therefore treated in
this chanter.

The root vices in the removal of which self-training is
needed are enumer ted by al-Grhazali as greed in food, excess in
sexual desire, desire for excessive speech, anger, envy and ran¬

cour, love of the world, love of we 1th and miserliness, love of
influence and hypocrisy, pride and conceit and delusion. itrictly
speaking, delusion is not a root vice, but misconception about
many moral matters particularly about one's possessing good char-
acter-traits"*and hence it constitutes • p rt of the method of re¬

fining character. This is plain from the Arbarin where it is
included not in the list of root vices but in the method of self-

T7 TTT,III, G T. A, :J.;pp..130.175." TT Ibid," .175
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